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Introduction

Becoming a mother changes lives in all sorts of ways and this book

explores how a group of womenmake sense of their journeys intomother-

hood. The seeds for this book were sown many years ago: probably

around the time I left school and spent a year in Canada employed as a

‘mother’s help’ and had my first taste of doing mothering work.

University and a degree in sociology were followed by a number of

years living and working in different places – the Solomon Islands and

Bangladesh – and observing different practices around pregnancy, birth

and childrearing.More recently, university posts have involvedmy teach-

ing sociology to a range of students from different disciplines, including

midwives and other health professionals, and somewhere along the line I

became a mother myself to three very lovely daughters. This book then

emerges from the criss-crossing of threads that have run through my

academic and personal life.

The context in which I became a mother is different from that of my

mother, or her mother, but many features have also remained constant.

For example, even though fertility rates are declining inmany countries in

theWest, amajority of womenwill still at some point in their lives become

mothers and take primary responsibility for the rearing of their children.

To this extent little has changed for women over the centuries. But in

other ways there have been significant changes. In the UK and the USA

the average age of all mothers at childbirth has risen, but is highest for

those who are married. Whilst women are increasingly delaying child-

birth, in the UK teenage pregnancy is also a feature of patterns of

reproduction. For those who delay childbearing – a group who are largely

represented in this book – becoming a mother is increasingly a planned

event in lives where choice and control are more dominant features. At

the same time shifts in family formations and different ways of living

mean that informal sources of knowledge and support may no longer be

readily available, or as relevant, as families are geographically dispersed

and many more women work outside the home. Average family size has

also decreased and women have much less opportunity to learn first hand
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about mothering. In theWest, for most women, childbirth is safer than at

any time before and yet perceptions of risk lead us to seek out and rely on

expert guidance throughout transition to motherhood. This changing

context raises questions about the ways in whichmotherhood experiences

are shaped and maternal responsibilities configured in contemporary

society.

This book is written with the intention and hope of reaching a wide

audience. Although it is written from the discipline of sociology with a

broader social science and health professional readership in mind, the

kernel of the book interweaves women’s own accounts of their multi-

faceted journeys into first-time motherhood with contemporary debates.

The intention is that the book should engage the academic, the practi-

tioner and, importantly, those for whom being a mother is perhaps a

desire, an experience or even a fear: women. At different levels and in

different chapters the book both theorises what it means to become a

mother in late modernity and explores the experiences of a group of

women as they become mothers. This is achieved through the inclusion

of their profound, personal accounts produced as their experiences of

transition unfolded, and gathered through longitudinal research. The

theoretical and empirical threads of the book are prioritised in different

ways in different chapters – the theoretical stage is set across the first three

chapters and then illustrated with empirical data in the central three

chapters and finally returned to in the concluding chapter. Your interests

may lie across all the areas covered in the book, but the following sign-

posts are provided for those who may have more specific interests and

limited time.

As noted above, chapt er 1 pro vides the theo retical, conce ptual and

methodological framework for the book. It engages with contemporary

debates on how human life is storied, reflexivity practised and selves

constituted and maintained. The research which provides the materials

for the core chapters in the b ook is also outline d. In chapt er 2 the cultu ral

dimensions of birth practices and different constructions of ‘authoritative

knowledge’ are explored. Fieldwork observations from the Solomon

Islands and Bangladesh provide a backdrop to this chapter. The focus

ret urns to the West in chapter 3, which chart s the m edicalis ation of

reproduction and childbearing, engaging with contemporary feminist

debates around mothering and motherhood. In the following three chap-

ter s the women’ s own accounts move ce ntre stage. Chapt er 4 focuses on

wome n’s expe riences of the ante natal (pre natal) peri od, chapt er 5 on the

birt h and early postn atal peri od and chapter 6 on the late r postn atal

period, as their children reach nine months of age. These core chapters

focus on how women make sense of their transition to motherhood and
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the ways in which they narrate their experiences: what can and cannot be

said in relation to mothering and motherhood. The theoretical and

methodological questions raised across the chapters are drawn together

and address ed in chapt er 7.

In some chapters you will find key terms used and definitions of these

now follow. The book is set within the context of ‘late modernity’ and this

refers to a period that has followed themodern era and is characterised by

rapid changes and uncertainty. ‘Cultural scripts’ refers to ‘a specific

cultural set of ideas about how events should take place’ (Willard,

1988 :226). The ter m ‘discours e’ is used to mean ‘a bou nded body of

knowle dge and assoc iated pra ctices’ (Lupt on, 1999 :15). ‘Knowl edges ’ is

also used to describe different ways of knowing – non-expert and expert,

horizont al and hiera rchical (see chapt er 2 ) – an d as sociated pra ctices.

Different ways of knowing are underpinned and shaped by different

discour ses, which can dominat e in powerful ways. Similarl y, the term

‘meta-na rrative’ (Some rs, 1994 ) is used to describe the tradition s in

which we are embedded as actors in the social world, these again are

shaped by dominant and powerful discourses especially in relation to

mothering and motherhood and they will in turn shape the ‘ontological

narratives’ – the personal, individual stories – that we produce. The terms

‘mothering’ and ‘motherhood’ are also of course used liberally through-

out the book. ‘Mothering’ refers to the personal, individual experiences

that women have in meeting the needs of and being responsible for their

dependent children. ‘Motherhood’ on the other hand refers to the con-

text in which mothering takes place and is experienced. The institution of

motherhood in the Western world is, then, historically, socially, cultu-

rally, politically and, importantly, morally, shaped. In turn, it powerfully

shapes our experiences as women, whether or not we become mothers,

because of the cultural assumptions related to women’s desire to be

mothers. It also makes it hard to talk about unexpected and/or difficult

aspects of new mothering, leading us to conceal what are normal experi-

ences and reactions, and so perpetuates the old myths of motherhood.

My own experiences of becoming a mother are also included here

because they touch on many of the themes raised in the book. They also

range across different countries and cultures. I found out I was pregnant

with my first child on a short holiday in the UK whilst living and working

in Bangladesh. My pregnancy was confirmed shortly after I had received

confirmation that I had also contracted hepatitis A – probably picked up

on a trip I had made to Darjeeling shortly before the trip to the UK. The

doctor in England who confirmed the diagnosis of hepatitis A prescribed

medicine that was contra-indicated for pregnant women, asking as he did

so whether I felt pregnant. I replied that having never been pregnant I
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didn’t knowwhat it felt like, but that as I had been trying to conceive there

was a possibility that I could be pregnant. This was brushed aside, no

pregnancy test offered and the prescription made out. Back in my home

town, I revisitedmy own general practitioner (GP), who twoweeks earlier

I had seen because of my concern that I was taking some time to conceive.

I relayed to him my diagnosis of hepatitis A, and the fact that I was also

pregnant. He immediately and without hesitation recommended that the

pregnancy be terminated. As far as he was concerned there was no other

course of action and he made no attempt to soften the blow, to suggest

any alternatives, or to offer any support. I left the surgery numbed and

confused. I clearly remember the twisted irony and emotion of telling my

mother the news she had long hoped for – that I was pregnant with her

first grandchild – and in the next sentence that I couldn’t actually have the

baby.Deciding to seek a second opinion, I was told that my liver would be

in such a bad state from the hepatitis that I would not be able to withstand

a general anaesthetic even if I wanted to terminate the pregnancy. I then

set about trying to find out as much as I could about hepatitis and

pregnancy, writing to the world-renowned London School of Hygiene

and Tropical Medicine. I received a very polite reply but I was told that

any detailed information could only be given to me via my GP. I returned

to Bangladesh to join my partner, pregnant and worried. Four months

into the pregnancy, I flew to Bangkok, Thailand for a scan, as part of an

arrangement made for British employees in Bangladesh. The state-of-

the-art hospital had all the latest equipment but hard as we tried, we could

not understand either the fuzzy images on themonitor or the explanations

of the doctor; we left feeling even more confused and uncertain. Back in

Bangladesh, the American doctor said that because I had hepatitis so

early on in my pregnancy the most likely outcome would be that the baby

would be born with a limb missing. At just over seven months’ pregnant I

returned to theUK to await the birth ofmy baby and during one antenatal

(prenatal) visit met an Indian trained obstetrician working in the local

National Health Service. He told me that his experience in India sug-

gested that hepatitis was muchmore of a problem in later pregnancy. The

birth was not as I had expected. I soon realised the taped music (‘Relax

don’t do it’ by Frankie Goes to Hollywood, cheerfully recorded by my

sixteen-year-old sister) would be completely redundant and the Evian

spray for my face incredibly annoying! I gratefully accepted a large dose of

pethidine (routinely offered at that time) and thought ruefully that none

of the books, or anyone else, had described the pain of birth in any ways

that came close to what I was feeling. Imagine then my absolute relief

when Hannah was finally born with all her limbs, a perfect, pink, warm,

wrinkly baby. When she was brought to me from the nursery the next
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morning (a practice that now seems archaic), it felt like the best

Christmas present ever as I cradled the little warm body – something I

don’t think I had allowed myself to envisage through the months of my

pregnancy.

Mothering is of course diverse; it is not a universal experience and yet

many mothers (and fathers) will share similar ‘struggles, joys, and hopes

and dreams for their chi ldren’ (Ch ase and Rogers, 2001 :xiv). Whilst

researc hing an d writing this book I have watched my own da ughters

grow and sisters and friends become mothers and grandmothers, whilst

other friends have made decisions not to become parents. I have wit-

nessed their fears, as births have not gone as planned and new babies have

given cause for concern, and their hopes for their children as they have

grown. I have watched other friends comfort their children through the

loss of a parent, and shared the sadness withmy own children at the loss of

their grandparents. Even the loss of family pets can require dispropor-

tionate amounts of comforting and love. I have celebrated their achieve-

ments and commiserated on failures: the highs and the lows, demands

and rewards of mothering. Being a mother is clearly filled with mixed

emotions and feelings – and hopefully large amounts of love. If we ever

doubt the deep and all-encompassing dimensions of this relationship we

come to have with our children, we need only imagine the almost unim-

aginable experience of the loss of a child to confirm its profound, poign-

ant and enduring dimensions.

There are so many caveats that I want to place around what follows in

the book. I am aware that the majority of the women whose stories unfold

identify themselves asmiddle-class; they are white and partnered, and live

in circumstances that afford them possibilities and choices denied to

others. They had mostly planned their pregnancies and all the births

went to term and resulted in the births of healthy children. But this allows

us to see both similarities and differences in women’s lives and experi-

ences of mothering and motherhood. Similarly, when I have presented

the findings from the research at academic, practitioner and service user

conferences in the UK, mainland Europe and North America, I am

always surprised and gratified by the resonance they have for so many

different women. Somewhere in the accounts I have presented at these

conferences, women in the audience find their own experiences – often

tucked away and long unspoken – being voiced. Most importantly then,

what lies at the heart of this book are women’s personal and profound

accounts of their journeys into motherhood.
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1 The storied human life:

a narrative approach

I’m doing all the practical things of a mother. But it hasn’t actually sunk
in, it’s like I’m living this part in a play and in fact I’m going through all of
the motions, but is it actually reality and is this what motherhood is all
about? (Abigail, interviewed eight weeks after the birth of her first child)

This book explores women’s journeys intomotherhood in latemodernity.

It brings together research carried out in the UK and fieldwork observa-

tions from Bangladesh and the Solomon Islands in order to illuminate

women’s experiences of becoming mothers and motherhood. In many

Western societies patterns of reproduction discernible in previous gen-

erations, and practices associated with childbearing, have changed.

Increasingly, if women choose to become mothers at all, they come to

motherhood either much earlier in their lives as teenage mothers, or later

once careers have been established, in partnerships or alone. These

changes in timing and frequency of childbearing have been mirrored by

changes in the meanings ascribed to, and women’s experiences of,

motherhood. Becoming a mother changes lives in all sorts of ways. It

has major significance for individual biographies, yet expectations and

experiences will be shaped by the social and cultural contexts in which

women live their lives. Indeed there is some irony that women becoming

mothers can experience their transition as confusingly uncertain and risky

at a time when biomedical, expert knowledge has apparently provided

greater scientific certainty than at any time before. By focusing on

women’s experiences of transition to motherhood in contemporary

society we can see the ways in which the biological is overlaid by the

social and cultural in the Western world: and how motherhood is differ-

ently patterned and shaped in different contexts. In addition, by taking a

narrative approach, the ways in which women make sense of and narrate

their experiences of transition to motherhood in late modern society can

also be explored. The particular social, cultural and, importantly, moral

contexts which underpin contemporary motherhood simultaneously

shape what can and cannot be voiced in relation to experiences of being

a mother and associated responsibilities. This chapter will provide the
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theoretical, conceptual andmethodological framework for the book. This

will involve engaging with contemporary debates on how human life is

storied and selves constituted and maintained. In relation to mothering

and motherhood this requires us to tread a tricky path that on the one

hand engages with ‘fleshy, sensate bodies’ and at the same time avoids the

ever-present risk of falling ‘back into essentialism’ (Jackson and Scott,

2001 :9).

Researching women’s lives

This book is written as debates cont inue about the relevanc e of femi nisms

to women’s lives in the early twenty-first century. The topic of mothering

and motherhood is an area of social research that has greatly benefited

from a range of feminist contributions, not least identifying it as an area

worthy of scrutiny. Most importantly, it was earlier feminist research,

debate and argument that led to the mapping out of the contested terrain

of mothe ring and motherho od (Fireston e, 1971 ; Rich, 1977 ; Chodo row,

1978 ; Oakle y, 1979 , 1980 ; Ru ddick, 1980 ; Davis -Floyd, 1992 ; Ribbe ns,

1994 ). These wri ters que stione d the social process es that framed mothe r-

hood in particular ways and challenged assumptions of biological

determinism and essentialist readings of the self. More recently others

have charted the contours of continuing scholarly work on theorising

mothe rhood and women’s experi ence s of mothe ring (Ar endell, 2000 ;

Chas e an d Rogers, 2001 ), whilst othe rs have critica lly explored new

reproductive technologies and the ways in which scientific ‘advance-

ments’ and their management continue to produce new challenges for

women and the ir bodies (Sta nworth, 1987; Rapp, 2000) . The invidious

ways in which women continue to be defined and labelled according

to different types of mothers – ‘good’, ‘bad’, ‘single’, ‘lesbian’ – has also

been recentl y note d (Garc ia Coll et al ., 1998 ). Given this cont ext,

I believe there is no question about the continued relevance of femi-

nisms to women (and men’s) lives today. Gendered assumptions and

stereotypes continue to shape experiences and knowledge claims, for

example in relation to parenting, whilst structural and material

inequalities prevail. In view of this, the question is not about whether

feminisms are relevant in the twenty-first century, but rather how they

can fail to be relevant. This book then is written as a result of my work as a

feminist researcher. I position myself in this way because of my concern,

noted elsewhere, ‘with conducting research about neglected aspects of

women’s lives, grounded in their own experiences and from a particu-

lar the oretical and methodo logical pers pectiv e’ (Birch et al ., 2002 :3).

I acknowledge that there is breadth in the term ‘feminist’ but share with
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other feminists an ‘interest in the interplay between public, social

knowledge and private and personal lived experiences’ (Birch et al.,

2002 :3). In this book , I explore the ways in wh ich the cons tructio ns and

reconstructions of individual narrative trajectories of transition to

motherhood are contingent on the societal framing of contemporary

motherhood. This approach brings into focus new mothers’ everyday

experiences of becoming mothers and motherhood, and enables us to

see the gaps between expectations and experiences: how things should be

and how they are currently configured and experienced. For as Chase and

Rogers have recently noted ‘it is only when we pay close attention to

mothers’ everyday experiences are we [sic] informed enough to contribute

to discussions about how motherhood should be socially constructed’

(20 01:xx, emphasis added). In the followin g sections curren t debat es

conc erning na rrative, se lves and app roache s to collecti ng onto logical

self-narratives are explored.

Narrative

I became increasingly interested in the function that narratives were

perceived to serve as my research interests unfolded. A key interest

centred on how women strategically constructed and voiced narratives,

drawing on the cultural and social knowledges that constitute ‘meta

nar ratives’ (Somers, 1994). This was par ticular ly app arent in rel ation to

women presenting a particular version of their selves for example as a

‘good’ or ‘coping’ new mother, and the ways in which this was culturally

patterned. Traditionally, narrative has been a concern more readily asso-

ciated with philosophy, literary and linguistic traditions. However, a turn

to narrative is now clearly discernible within the social sciences

(Pl umme r, 1995 ). This interest, in par t, can be attri buted to the

increased interest within the social sciences in subjectivity and the

meanings attributed by individuals to their actions. The study of narrative

is one attempt at coming to terms with how social identity and, in turn,

social action, are constituted and guided. This linking of identity and

action, the ontological condition of social life, has challenged earlier

thinking around narrative as merely textual, non-theoretical representa-

tion. It has also contributed to the considerable debates on how selves are

constituted and maintained in late modernity. The focus then has shifted

to take account of the way in which human life is storied. As Lieblich et al.

( 1998 ) have observed, ‘we know or dis cover ourse lves, and reve al our-

selv es to othe rs, by the stories we tell’ (1998:7) . Narrati ve the n can help

us to understand social life and social practices. This is achieved by

bringing together dimensions of narrative, for example social action,
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historicity, temporality and relationality, which in the past have been

often overlooked and which a focus on transition to motherhood enables

us to explore. Through the construction and reconstruction of narrative

accou nts, using devi ces such as emplo tment (Corrad i, 1991; Somers,

1994 ), events are bro ught toget her as episode s an d a life is given uni ty

and coherence. In practice, of course, unity and coherence may give way

to (usually) temporary ‘bafflement’ as people struggle with ‘chaos’ in

their lives (Fran k, 1995). But the impo rtant point is that as indiv iduals

we are ‘not only the actor, but also the au thor’ (MacIntyre , 1981:198) as

we travel through and make sense of our lives.

Past philosophical debates around narrative have been concerned with

how human life is storied. Contributing to these debates, Alasdair

MacIntyre comments that ‘human life is composed of discrete actions

which lead nowhere, which have no order; the storyteller imposes on

human events retrospectively an order which they did not have while

they were live d’ (Mac Intyre, 1981:199). Life then is not lived as a neat,

chronologically ordered series of events. Rather, as actors we are able,

through narrative construction and reconstruction, actively to impose

some order, some intelligibility on events, retrospectively. Devices such

as plot enable the individual to weave accounts into continuous and

intellig ible stori es (Ricoe ur, cited in Vald es, 1991 ). Clearly, then, being

able to produce intelligible and culturally recognisable and acceptable

accounts of events is an important feature of the storied human life. We

use these accounts both to make sense of our own experiences and to

present ourselves in particular and strategic ways to others. Yet some life

events and life transitions may challenge our ability to do so: becoming a

mother and early experiences of motherhood are such events.

The more recent claims that narrativity is more than a method of

representation lead us to consider further the links between individuals

and their actions. To talk in terms of the construction and reconstruction

of narrative accounts implies a distancing of individuals from their actions

and does not sufficiently address the notions of an individual’s intention

and accountability. Yet intention refers to the individual as a competent

social actor with ideas and aspirations, who possesses the ability to ‘move

purposi vely in the worl d’ (Step henson, 1999 :114). If we are to under-

stand an individual’s behaviour and the narratives he/she construct then

these need to be considered within the context of longer- and shorter-term

intentions and ordered both causally and temporally. Accountability for

action is also linked to intention. For example,MacIntyre has argued that

we can ask an individual ‘to give an intelligible narrative account enabling

us to understand how he [sic] could at different times and different places

be one and the same person and yet be so differently characterised’

The storied human life: a narrative approach 9



(19 81:202). We can unders tand narrative history and ‘narr ative trut h’

(Lie blich et al ., 1998 :8), then, through an unders tanding of intention and

cont ext. Yet huma n life is both fragile and unpre dictabl e. The pote ntial

for the discontinuity of a narrative account, both in terms of making sense

of experiences to oneself, and producing accounts for others, is ever

present. For example, when experiences do not match predicted expect-

ations or marry with intentions, an individual’s ability to produce and

sus tain a coheren t, culturally reco gnisable and socia lly acc eptable narra -

tive may be challenged. It is through the device of narrative reconstruc-

tion – the revisiting and reordering of past experiences – that long-term

‘bafflement’, or narrative lapse can usually be avoided and continuity be

maintained/regained. Yet self-reflexivity is key here, for as Frank has

pointed out, ‘those who are truly living the chaos cannot tell in words.

To turn the chaos into a verbal story is to have some reflexive grasp’

(19 95:98). We will return to explore the contou rs of reflexiv ity late r in

this chapt er and in chapt er 7.

In seeki ng to unde rstand how individu als make se nse of disrupt ive or

transitional events in their lives, the role of narrative retelling has been

recognised as an important enterprise in which ‘individuals actively shape

and accou nt for biographi cal disrupt ion’ (Reissman , 1990 :1196). Yet we

are not isolated actors but make sense of events and construct narrative

accounts in relation to past experiences and future expectations, and

importantly in relation to other social actors. Narratives are, then, inter-

personally and interactionally constructed. As individuals we are guided

in our storytelling by reference to multi-faceted cultural scripts, which

pro vide the cont ours of par ticular way s of knowin g (see chapt er 2 ).

Actors, then, are limited in their narrative construction and reconstruc-

tion and make sense of their experiences from, and within, particular

locations in the social world. Somers points to the important interplay

betweenmeta-narratives, which shape our actions, and the stories that we

produce individually. She points out that ‘stories guide action’ and the

social and cultural contexts in which we live will offer us ‘an ultimately

limited repertoire of available social, public and cultural narratives’

(19 94:614). The implicat ions of this are that par ticular ways of knowin g

may be privileged over others. These may be ‘contested politically and

will depend in large part on the distribution of power’ (ibid.:629). In the

case of reproduction and motherhood the shifts that have occurred in the

management and place of birth and the role of biomedicine in many

Western societies show how particular stories can come to dominate

and shape practices and expectations. Where biological ‘facts’ are also a

facet of the stories that shape practices, as in the example of childbearing,

the power of particular ways of knowing can appear incontrovertible.
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Narratives, then, exist at different levels. They are individual stories

emanating from personal experience and reinterpreted and reconstructed

over time and in different contexts. They are also collective stories of

discernible groups in wider society, which provide the contours of the

available and, importantly, acceptable cultural scripts. It is important

then to note the cultural dimensions of narratives. The cultural

embedding of narrative accounts has been emphasised in the work of

such the orists as Ma cIntyre ( 1981 ), Ricoe ur ( 1981 ) and Bar thes ( 1977 ),

and is expl ored further in the nex t chapter. In his work on illness

narra tives, Kle inman ( 1988 ) too has emphas ised the impo rtance of

cultural belief systems that are reflected in narrative accounts and the

need to be sensitive to these.

It is argued, then, that as human beings we are storytelling animals. We

act with intention and purpose and make sense of past experiences,

present and future hopes and expectations, in relation to particular his-

torical, cultural and social contexts. And it is this ability that ‘provides us

with an identity – a sense of existing through time and of acting purpos-

ively in the worl d’ (Step henson, 1999 :114). Takin g a narrative appro ach

in the study of subjective experience, then, enables the researcher to

access and explore individual identities: the ways in which social actors

actively produce narrative accounts and present their selves to others.

This approach, however, raises further questions about, and throws light

on, the ways in which identities and ‘the self’ are constituted and main-

tained, situated and narrated. Theoretical positions in relation to debates

on the self have ranged across contested terrain, from those grounded in

essentialist arguments of a pre-existent, core self, through liberal human-

ist arguments of a disembodied and disembedded self, to postmodernist

positions and the ‘death of the subj ect’ (But ler, 1990 , 1993 ; Griffit hs,

1995 ; Evans, 2003 ). Femin ist cont ributions have no ted the te nuous,

changing and fragmented dimensions of the self and emphasised the

importan ce of situati ng the se lf (Benha bib, 1992; St anley, 1993). Life

events, such as the onset of chronic illness or becoming a mother, provide

opportunities to explore the ways in which selves are constituted and

maintained. These enable us to see how individuals make sense of periods

of biographical disruption and personal transition. A focus on the con-

stituents of a life, narrative, identity and the self, reveals the complex

interplay, fluidity and ultimately precarious nature of these components.

Selves

Debates concerning the self and social interactions have provided an

enduring area of interest in the social sciences. The relationship between
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language and the self was first explo red in the cl assic work of Me ad

( 1934 ). Me ad arg ued that the mind and self were not pre-e xistent, but

eme rged through language and in rel ation to interacti ons with othe rs.

Goffm an, too, made a maj or cont ribution to debates on the self. His

deta iled an alysis of socia l int eraction s enabl ed him to make claims

abou t the ways in wh ich the self is so cially cons tructed (Goffma n,

1969 ). In his work, Goffma n revealed the ways in wh ich we are able to

pres ent a particul ar self in particula r settings using ‘impre ssion

man agement’ to manag e performan ces. He drew atte ntion to the

‘all- too-huma n’ task of stagi ng a p erformance and conc luded that the

self ‘is a product of a scen e that comes off, and is not a cau se of it’

(Goffma n, 1969: 245). A m ore recent readi ng of this work draw s atten-

tion to a dua lity of self that is impl icit in Goffma n’s distinct ion betw een an

‘all- too-huma n self ’ and a ‘socialis ed self ’ (Bra naman, 1997). Brana man

arg ues that ‘the al l-too-huma n se lf is the huma n being as a psychob io-

logic al organis m with impulse s, moods and vari able energies, but al so is

the self which engag es in the all-too-hum an task of stagi ng a performa nce’

(19 97:x1vi ii). Goff man, then, is conce rned with performa nce and m an-

ageme nt in terms of bodily actio n rather than engag ing with the pote ntial

mes siness of ‘the sensu al, visceral ’ embo died social actor (Jacks on and

Sco tt, 2001 :11).

The notion of ‘true’ selves and ‘false ’ selves is found in Hochsc hild’s

work and moves beyo nd the performa tive self found in Goffman’ s work .

Hoc hschild focus es on our abili ty to carry out ‘emoti on work ’ through

‘surfa ce display s of the right fee ling’ an d ‘deep’ work (1983). More recent

cont ributions to deb ates on the self have importan tly noted the gende red

and embodi ed nature of identity, that ‘in our society we are never simp ly

selv es, but gen dered selves’ (Cool e, 1995 :123; Bro ok, 1999; Evans ,

2003 ). The conn ecti ons betw een agency and wome n were of course

mad e m uch earlier in the work s of Simon e de Beauvoir (Ev ans, 2003) .

All this has implications for our reading of Goffman’s work, for as Jackson

and Scott point out, ‘while embodied actors are ever present on

Goffman’s social stage, he was always concerned more with bodily action

and performa nce than with the sensual, visc eral body ’ (2001:11) . Indeed ,

the lack of attentio n to ‘emotion al needs’ more gen erally in socio logies of

the se lf has also recently been noted (Elliott , 2001 :44). Clearl y, ta king

account of the embodied, gendered dimensions of the self is important.

This is especially so when focusing on women’s experiences in relation to

their bodies and perceived biological and social roles, together with con-

vent ional expectati ons of ‘bein g there for othe rs’ (Bail ey, 2001 ; Ad kins,

2002 ).Yet not all theo rists would accept such a readi ng of gen der. The

positions, according to Evans, divide according to ‘those who accept the
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givens of bio logy’ and ‘tho se (a nd most infl uentially Judith Butler ) who

argue that all gendered behaviou r is a matter of the int ernalis ation of

socia l expectati ons’ (20 03:57). Inde ed, for Butler it is the performat ive

self that is emphas ised, there being ‘no doers behind the deed’, wh ere

‘the produc tion of self and g ender (are) a discursi ve effec t’ (Ell iott,

2001 :117). But social expec tations and experi ence s arou nd reprod uction

and mothe rhood sit precarious ly withi n both camps . For me it is

necess ary in any analy sis of aspe cts of the social worl d to take acc ount

of the ways in wh ich material ci rcumstan ces and embodim ent shape

expec tations and experi ences. The notion of a clearly gende red se lf,

whic h draw s on the diffe rences in bodil y matte rs between m en an d

women, is, then, an importan t considera tion here (Almond, 1988;

Jackson and Sco tt, 2001 ; Evans, 2003). Almond ‘argu es that the phy sical

facts of men struation, conc eption, preg nanc y, childbirth and menopau se

generat e a series of moral problem s rel ated to ident ity and self conce pt

for wome n which are different to those experi ence d by men who do not

go through such chang es’ (cited in Gri ffiths, 1995 :78). So, as we actively

make sense of experi ences and produce and sustain (a nd re constru ct)

narra tive accounts we do so from embodi ed, gen dered an d une qual

positions within the socia l worl d. These gen dered positions are also

closely bound up with (apparen t) choice s in a life. Commenting on the

actualit y of choices in a life and the way s in which these are linke d to

ident ity, Benhab ib pose s the question, ‘how does this finite embodie d

creature cons titute into a cohe rent na rrative those episodes of choice and

limitati on, agency and suffering, initiative and dependen ce?’ (1992 :161).

The focus on transition to motherhood taken in this book provides an

opportunity to explore the complexities inherent in selves, agency and the

production and maintenance of coherent narratives.

In recent years feminist debates and other theoretically grounded

discussions have also emphasised the importance of contextualising

experi ences and situa ting the se lf (Benha bib, 1992 ; Stan ley, 1993 ;

Griffit hs, 1995 ; Brook , 1999 ). For exampl e, our experi ences can vary

significantly from expectations that have been shaped by available cul-

tural scripts and particular ways of knowing. In relation to mothering

and motherhood our ideas will be culturally and socially shaped and,

importantly, morally grounded. This is a powerful context in which the

biological, although overlaid with social and cultural meanings, continues

to shape expectations, modes of authoritative knowledge and professional

practices. For women who need time to develop their mothering skills

andwho do not necessarily feel able ‘instinctively’ tomother, even though

they may feel they should instinctively know, this can raise concerns. As

will be seen in later chapters, it may lead to self-silencing and social
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isol ation as women try to mak e sense of their early experi ences of

mot hering. The g endered self then is not simply consti tuted through

‘mode rn discour ses and discipli nary techniqu es’ (Cool e, 1995 ). Rath er,

it is constitut ed in the context of particul ar histo rical, social, moral,

polit ical an d mater ial circum stances and embodie d activ ities. Caring for

and havi ng responsi bility for our youn g, depen dent childr en are also

highl y gen dered practices , wh ich are also linke d to the gen dering of publ ic

and pr ivate (Ribbe ns McCart hy and E dwards, 2002 ). All the se –

gen dered selves, pra ctices an d spaces – cl early have implic ations for the

ways in wh ich agency is operatio nalised and mothe rhood experi enced

and narra ted. Debates on the ‘free ing of agency from structure ’ have

large ly failed to take account of the embedd ed and embodi ed dimensions

of agency and the ways in wh ich this is played out in differe nt m aterial

circu mstan ces and differe ntially experi enced (Adkins, 2002 :3).

The moral dime nsions of m otherho od, childrearin g an d assoc iated

pra ctices are hard to escape in an y anal ysis of recent literat ure and

res earch (Gl enn et al ., 1994 ; Arendel l, 2000 ; Chase an d Rogers, 2001 ;

Rib bens-McC arthy at al ., 2000 , 2003 ). The ‘mora l minefield ’ in wh ich

mot herhood is experi ence d clearly shapes the types of acc ounts of

mot herhood we feel able to cons truct and h ow we presen t ourse lves

(Mu rphy, 1999 :187). Indeed , in contra st to Goffman’ s cl aims that our

activity ‘is largely concerned with moral matters, but as performers we do

not have a moral conce rn with them’ (1 969:243), it will be argued

throughout this book that it is the moral context in which women give

birth and become mothers in Western societies that has crucial implica-

tions for both a sense of self and presentation of self as amother. Although

it is noteworthy that debate continues as to whether or not there is ‘a

moral sensibility’ at the core of Goffman’s work, it is clear that his ‘theory

of self says surprisingly little about the emotional or psychosexual

dyna mics of persona l life and soci al rel ationships ’ (Elliott , 2001 :35–6).

Clearly, becoming a mother provides new opportunities for

presentation of self. However, the biological fact of giving birth and the

expectations that surround mothering can render early experiences as

ultimately precarious, overshadowed by concerns that ‘performances’

will be discredited. Because becoming a mother involves a biological

act, even though the context in which mothering is then experienced is

socially located and culturally embedded, being a mother is always more

than ‘pla ying a part’ (Goffman, 1969 :28). It involve s an embodie d

experience, culturally located feelings of responsibility and being able to

meet a baby’s needs. At the same time, it has profound implications for a

woman’s sense of self. As data in subsequent chapters will show, although

wome n might have all the ‘props’ (Goffma n, 1969 ) app arently nece ssary
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to be able to give a convincing performance as a mother – a baby, pram

etc. – at times this is not enough. Women claim that they do not feel like

mothers and can express concerns that they are fearful they will be ‘found

out’. Such worries are deeply rooted in perceptions of the moral context

in which mothering occurs. They go beyond concerns with impression

management and highlight the embodied and embedded dimensions of

being a mother. This is not to subscribe to essentialist arguments of there

being a core self, although women coming to motherhood may them-

selves have quite essentialist expectations and can experience confusion

when these are found to be misplaced. Rather, my argument is that the

practised, recognisable gendered and embodied self, which makes up our

identity, is challenged by the experiences of first time motherhood: over

time, a new social self as mother has to be learned.

In her recent work ‘Mothering the Self’, Lawler usefully captures

contemporary notions of selfhood which go beyond the static

and unchanging self. She notes that ‘most Euroamericans incorporate

various forms of understanding of the self into an overall schema of

self-understan ding’ ( 2000:57–8). As data p resented in subsequent chapters

will show, a prime concern for new mothers is regaining a sense of a

recognisable and practised (pre-baby) self, which is described in relation

to ‘getting back to normal’. This involves the women, over time, coming

to make sense of the embodied and other changes that accompany

transition to motherhood. It also involves developing and incorporating

an understanding of self-as-mother into their broader schema of

self-understanding. That mothering continues to be regarded by many

as biologically determined only serves to complicate the context in which

women must make sense of their experiences. Not only can it be a moral

minefield, but women are also expected instinctively to know how to

mother. Indeed, their ‘femaleness’ may be questioned if they experience

normal difficulties. Yet any examination of the cultural practices and

ways of knowing about mothering shows the variations that exist:

mothering is not a universally standard experience. Many of the skills

associated with mothering, fathering and parenting are only gradually

acquired. So, whilst the performative nature of self is emphasised in

Goffman’s work, the complexities of putting on and maintaining a

performance clearly need further scrutiny in relation to becoming and

being a mother. For example, different settings can provide different

challenges. The home may be felt to be a safer environment in which to

manage early mothering experiences whilst public settings may be seen

as too risky a stage. Performances are, I suggest, also grounded in an

underlying, recognisable sense of a pre-motherhood self, a self which

encompasses emotions and feelings and perceptions of particular ways
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of being in particular circumstances: characteristics which are hard to

escape in relation to mothering.

What all this means is that selves are complex, changing and, at times,

fragile, embodied constructs. Yet a sense of self that can be reflexively

sustained and maintained, by making sense of experiences is, it is argued,

nece ssary for on tological well- being (Giddens , 1991 ; Holstei n and

Gub rium, 2000 ). This is perhaps esp ecially so in the face of greater

uncertainties thrown up by the transformations that characterise late

modern societies. According to Holstein and Gubrium ‘the self is an

incre asing ly compl ex project of daily living’ (2000 :x). Similarl y, the

importance of being able to ‘make sense’ in daily life has been noted by

Giddens. He observes that ‘how far normal appearances can be carried on

in ways consistent with the individual’s biographical narrative is of vital

impo rtance for fee lings of on tological secu rity’ (199 1:58). Reflexiv ity in

this context concerns self-reflexivity and moves beyond being ‘a defining

chara cteristic of all human acti on’ (Gidde ns, 1994 :89), referring to a

deepe r an d more engaged inn er form of self-prac tice. It beco mes an

active, individual response to modernity: a changed context in which

the move to a post-traditional order apparently necessitates greater self-

monitoring in order to maintain ontological security. Yet this begs the

question of how far striving for, and sustaining, a sense of ontological

security in this format is a Western- or class-, or ‘race’-bound phenom-

enon . Clearl y, the ways in wh ich we experi ence individu al agency are

cont ingent on multipl e factors includin g m aterial an d struct ural circu m-

stances and our sense of self. In turn, our experiences and expectations of

‘ontological security’ or well-being will be shaped in relation to these

wider factors. For example, when living and working in Bangladesh (see

chapt er 2) it was app arent to me that the main conce rn for the m ajority of

urban and rural poor was securing enough rice to feed their families. This

was a daily concern for many and could literally mean the difference

between survival and premature death. In such a context the idea that

people were reflexive practitioners, in the way the concept is understood

in the West, maintaining ontological security through reflexivity, is

unsupportable. Yet this is not to say that reflexivity is not a characteristic

of all human action at some intrinsic level, or that certain groups lack the

capacity to be reflexive, but rather to urge caution in the claims we make

in relation to its pract ice (see for examp le Adkin s, 2002 for an exce llent

overview of recent debates on reflexivity). As the example from

Bangladesh shows, although individuals had a clear understanding of the

consequences of the material circumstances in which they lived their

lives – theymust generate enough income to buy food in order to survive –

the opportunity and relevance of individual reflection in relation to
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ontological well-being would not have been either a major concern, or

relevant in the context in which their lives were lived. Lash has also

pointed to the need to consider the structural conditions of reflexivity

(Lash, 1994 ). Yet in stark cont rast, in the USA and m ore recentl y the

UK, the cultural acceptance and dependence on therapy and counselling

indicates a growing need amongst some groups in more affluent societies

activ ely to work on the ir selves (McL eod, 1997; Birch and Miller, 2000 ).

The recognition of the growth of these practices is not to privilege parti-

cular way s of being in the world. Rath er it is to acknowl edge that in some

(Western) societies, such practices are discernible and have developed

alongsi de, and app arently in res ponse to, the rap id trans formatio ns that

have occurred in the se societ ies (see chapter 3). What on tological se curity

is perceived to be, and the work on the self that might be necessary to

achieve and maintain particular ways of being in the different worlds we

inhabit, clearly differs in different contexts. It is also important to note

here the gendered and embodied dimensions of reflexivity and ontological

secu rity. Refle xivity come s from the experi ence s of real bodie s; it does

not just exist in, and emanate from, the mind. Indeed, Giddens’ con-

ceptualisation of reflexivity has been criticised for neglecting the ‘fleshy

and sensual aspects of the body in favour of a more cognitively and

reflexiv ely man aged body ’ ( Jackson and Scott, 2001:12). Similarl y,

both Giddens and Beck have been criticised for producing ‘overly cogni-

tive or rationalistic understanding of the late modern self and human

action’ and failure to take account of issues related to gender identity in

relation to reflexi vity (Ad kins, 2002:36). As will be seen in subseq uent

chapt ers, it is the ‘fleshy body’ that plays a key part in women’s reflexi vity

and their constru ctions of soci al se lves in relation to their experience s of

their bodies and becoming mothers.

Reflexivity as a component of agency is, then, experienced and prac-

tised in different ways in different contexts. In relation to childbearing

and motherhood, women’s experiences are diverse and fragmented:

mediated by socio-cultural factors such as class and race and whether

partnere d or alone (Hill Collins, 1994; Du ncan and Edw ards, 1999).

And the same observations can be made in relation to experiences of

choice , refl exivity an d agency (Lazar us, 1997 ). For some reflexiv ity may

be an important device in helping to make sense of experiences, especially

those that do not resonate with expectations. For others, lives may be

lived in cont exts where ind ividua l, active reflexivit y is no t a major com-

ponent of daily life. Clearly, all sorts of factors mediate the ways in which

we operate in the social world. For example, the ways in which women

engage with, or reject, scientific or medical discourses, that is, exercise an

aspect of agency, has been explored in the work of anthropologist Emily
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Martin (1990). In her work, Martin considers the ways in which class and

race impact on women’s use of medical discourses to explain menstrua-

tion. She found that middle-class American women’s explanations of

menstruation ‘incline toward the medical view’, whilst, in stark contrast,

‘all other working-class women interviewed, black and white – share an

absolute reluctance to give the medical view of menstruation’ (1990:78).

Martin considers her findings within the context of differing ‘material

forces in society’. She argues that whilst agreeing ‘that science should not

be privileged as a description of ‘‘reality’’ . . . this does not mean that the

discourse of science (indeed any discourse) may not in fact be socially

privileged by its relation to structures of power’ (1990:79). Martin’s

work, then, emphasises the different ways in which agency is operational-

ised. It illuminates the differences that might be expected in the narra-

tives produced by women whose lives are shaped by different material and

structural circumstances. Where reflexivity is a feature of everyday life,

accounting for and making sense of periods of biographical disruption

can become an important device, as will be shown in subsequent

chapters.

Taking a narrative approach

The more recent resurgence of interest in biographical, or self-narrative

and narrative approaches, in qualitative researchmirrors other changes in

late modern society. In contexts where individuals are faced with greater

uncertainty and more choice, reflexivity can become an important aspect

of making sense of experiences. A focus on narrative helps the social

scientist better to understand the social world of such lives. A quick leaf

through the abstract list of any social science conference in the Western

world will confirm the interest now being paid to narrative. ‘Narrative

methodologies have become a significant part of the repertoire of the

soci al scienc es’ (Lieblich et al ., 1998 :1) an d their app lications have

ranged from exploring individual, subjective experiences to group and

organisational dynamics. Yet claims to be taking a narrative approach

often appear based on widely varying understandings of the philosophical

and/or theoretical roots from which the tradition emanates. An under-

standing of these as outlined above is important in adopting an appro-

priate methodological approach. Whilst most qualitative research may be

seen to produce narrative accounts in some form, for example transcribed

texts generated from the interview encounter, such studies do not all

frame themselves in terms of a narrative approach. Even when a narrative

approach is claimed, the work may actually only be regarded as narrative

in that it emanates from a biographical account given by a respondent.
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In this way most, if no t all, quali tative researc h has some narrative

element s. Yet the use of narrative as a method through whic h to expl ore

how ind ividuals acc ount for, and make sense of, their actions requ ires

more rigoro us app lication : its wide use and vari able int erpret ation has

‘som etimes le d to a lack of cl arity and precision’ (Polk inghorn e, 1995 :5).

Cruci ally, a na rrative app roach shoul d enca psulate and emphas ise the

‘temp oral orderi ng of eve nts that are assoc iated with chang e of some

kind’ (Hyden , 1997 :50). This facilit ates a way of unders tanding the

meani ngs individu als give to acti ons and ide ntities, or indeed the la ck of

these. T h e w a y s i n w h i c h n a r r a t i v e s a r e c o n s t r u c t e d , c o n f i g u r e d a n d

conte x tualised (through ‘emplo tment’, see Ric oeur ( 1981) for  further

d isc us si on of ‘emplo tmen t’ ) t hen b eco me ke y d efin in g f eat ures o f n arra -

ti ve in qu iry. So too are the ( apparent) omissi ons, in coherent or chaotic

dimensions of narrati ves.

This na rrower def inition of a narrative approach attends to how people

make sense of pote ntially disrupt ive life events whic h can lead to biogra-

phica l disruptio n, for exampl e the onset of chron ic illne ss or divo rce

(Bury, 1982 ; Williams , 1984 ; Reissman, 1989; Frank , 1995 ). In such

an app roach, ‘plo t is the na rrative stru cture through wh ich peopl e unde r-

stand and describe the relationship among the events and choices of their

lives’ (Polk inghorn e, 1995 :7). Such an app roach is facilitat ed by a longi -

tudinal component. In their work on cancer narratives, Mathieson and

Stam ( 1995 ) dra w a dis tinction between conversa tions an d narra tives

that goes some way to explain how a focus on narrative construction

differs from some other qualitative approaches. They argue that conver-

sations become narratives when they are used to construct a personal

identity, so that ‘of the many stories we tell it is those which are ours, not

only about us but by us, that have the most meaning to who we are, where

we have been and where we inten d to go’ (199 5:284). Narrati ve

approaches, then, look at how individuals actively construct and recon-

struct narratives in the process of making sense of their experiences and

presenting their self/selves. As such, it may indeed be the case that

narratives are much more available to the middle classes as a means of

talking about their lives and selves: or that some groups in society are

more rehearsed and practised as ‘storytellers’. But importantly, whoever

the narrator is, ‘stories, as dialogue, do not present a self formed before

the story is told’; rather it is through the constructing, linking and telling

of a series of events, a story, that ‘the process of becoming for the first

time’ is revealed in the res earch encoun ter (Fr ank, 2002 :15). The search,

then, for the researcher is not for any objective, measurable ‘truth’.

Rather it is to understand how individuals make sense of, and ascribe

meanings to, periods of biographical disruption or transition: how they
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nar rate the ir expe riences ‘in the context of passi onate beliefs and par tisan

stand s’ (The Per sonal Narrati ves Group, 1989 :263). As Frank has no ted,

‘aut henticity is crea ted in the process of storyte lling’ ( 2002:1). The value,

the n, of narrative is tha t it provi des the res earcher wi th ‘a vehic le for

confron tin g the cont radicti ons bet ween an individu al’s expe rience’ and

cons tructio ns of se lf, ‘and expec tations based on share d cultural m odels’

(Matt ingly and Garro, 1994 :771).

Yet such an app roach has not gone unc riticised. A research app roach

that focus es on ind ividual experience s and p ays cl ose attention to

ind ividua l cons tructions of eve nts and context s alw ays runs the risk of

being accused of relativism. Further, the privileging of ‘certain ways of

experiencing over others’ is, according to Paul Atkinson, a potentially

dangerous endeavour. This is because such an approach can be seen to

emphasise the ‘therapeutic rather than analytic’, leading to a new variant

of social actor, ‘the isolated actor who experiences and narrates as a

mat ter of private and priviled ged expe rience’ (19 97:335). Inde ed, as

researchers we should be ever vigilant about how and where the bound-

aries are drawn in our research, and the potential impact of different

approaches. For example, Ribbens-McCarthy and Edwards (2000)

have argued that in-depth interviews may require people to produce

reflexive narratives that they otherwise would not do. Others have

commented on the relationship between doing social science research

and do ing the rapy work (Birch and Miller, 2000 ). Howe ver, the fear that

the outcomes of such an approach will necessarily or even probably lead

to ‘a new variant of social actor’, is pessimistic and, I think, misplaced.

This is because whilst narratives may be collected as individual accounts

and analysed as such, this does not preclude a search for meaningful

subsets of experience. This can be undertaken across and between

accounts and lead to the building of theory based on shared (or different)

experiences. As Frank has recently noted, ‘rather than bemoan the low

condition of storytelling in the ‘‘interview Society’’, researchers can lead

the process of storytelling toward something better. People are not going

to stop telling stories; moral life, for better or worse, takes place in story-

telling. Narrative analysis can be a significant model for a society that will

cont inue to work ou t its moral dilemma s in story form ’ (2002 :17).

Clearly, then, the narrative enterprise sits in stark contrast to universal-

istic notions of instrumental rationality, although at some level a char-

acteristic of narratives is that they are produced as rational responses to

particular circumstances. The increasing recognition of the complexity

and diversity of human experience, and the shift away from universal

notions of agency, has led us to consider other ways of knowing and

experiencing the social world. Doing narrative research does not have to
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entail adoptinga totally relativist stance.But it doesdemandhigh levels of

researcher reflexivity, whilst avoiding the trap of falling into auto-therapy.

Indeed, in describing how they go about the analysis and interpretation of

narra tives, L ieblich ( 1998 ) and colleagu es simu ltaneous ly allud e to the

complexity of human lives and the research enterprise. They state ‘we do

not advocate total relativism that treats all narratives as texts of fiction.

On the other hand,we donot take narratives at face value, as complete and

accurate representations of reality. We believe that stories are usually

constructed around a core of facts or life events, yet allow awide periphery

for the freedom of individuality and creativity in selection, addition to,

emphasis on, and interpretation of these ‘‘remembered facts’’ ’ (Lieblich

et al ., 1998 :8). Coll ecting an d anal ysing narrative s of priva te expe rience

and placing them in a public arena can, then, provide a means of making

‘visible a different, alternative social and cultural order within which to

define our identity and subjectivity’ (Edwards and Ribbens, 1998:13).

A narrative approach is, then, one of a subset of qualitative research

methods in which, just as in other types of qualitative research, different

approaches to analysis are utilised. Methods of analysis will vary accord-

ing to the type of narrative inquiry undertaken. Different approaches have

involved different strategies, from intensive analysis of linguistic codes to

the identification of ‘meaning units’ (Mishler, 1986), and ‘narrative

genres’ (Reissman, 1990) to ‘frameworks’ that can help to ‘disentangle

types of narrative’ (Frank, 1995). In her work, Reissman has drawn a

distinction between the analysis more commonly undertaken in trad-

itional, code-based qualitative research and that of narrative analysis.

This, according to Reissman, ‘does not fragment the text into discrete

content categories for coding purposes but, instead, identifies longer

stretches of talk that take the form of narrative – a discourse organised

around time and consequential events in a ‘‘world’’ created by the narra-

tor’ (1990:1195) . This is a helpful observat ion but it is also impo rtant to

note the role of both the narrator and the interviewer in the data that is

generated in an interview setting. The interview encounter is influenced

by many factors including, importantly, the questions that are posed by

the researcher. These will help to shape the data generated. As such, the

text that results from an interview is a co-production in which the

researcher ‘becomes a constituent of his or her own object of study’

(Corradi, 1991:108). High standards of reflexivity throughout the

research process, together with openness about the choices that are

made as research unfolds, should be key features of all qualitative

research. It is only through paying close attention to decisions taken as

part of the research process, and making them transparent, that the value

and contribution of any piece of qualitative work can be assessed. The
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demands of qualitative research require that we are continually sensitive

to, and able to account for, the intricacies of the process of researching

people’s lives in ways that are not usually asked of those involved in

large-scale questionnaires and randomised control trials.

The data and findings that are generated by adopting a narrative

approach are open to the same questions concerning ‘validity’ or ‘cred-

ibility’ as any other qualitative approach. The arguments about how far it

is appropriate or desirable to use positivist terminology to make judge-

ments about qualitative research –which is grounded in different epistemo-

logical positions – have been widely discussed elsewhere (Lincoln and

Gub a, 1985 ; At kinson, 1998; Cress well, 1999) . The ad option of termin-

ology which more accurately reflects the naturalistic dimensions of

qualitative research is recommended by Lincoln and Guba (1985;

Guba and Lincoln, 1994). They propose that the ‘trustworthiness’ of a

study can be assessed through consideration of the following: ‘credibility’,

‘transferability’, ‘dependability’ and ‘confirmability’, and recommend

techniques for operationalising these ‘measures’. More recently, growing

recognition by policy-makers and others of the value of findings

generated by qualitative research has led to the production of appraisal

and assess ment tools (Spen cer et al ., 2003 ; Dixo n et al ., 2004) . These are

intended to enable the credibility of research findings to be assessed.

Within the narrative genre there are then different research approaches

and types of analysis. The overarching aim in the ways in which a narra-

tive approach is employed in this book is to understand and account for

periods of transition and resulting biographical disruption. Such an

approach enables us to understand the ways in which individuals con-

struct and communicate meaning (Chase, 1995). It has also been

observed that collecting and listening to ‘women’s personal narratives

provide immediate, diverse and rich sources of feminist revisions of

knowledge’ (The Personal Narratives Group, 1989:263). This approach

therefore lends itself to longitudinal research during which changes and

transitions can be observed, interpreted and theorised. Proponents have

emphasised different aspects of narrative research including most

recently a call to ‘rethink the concepts we use by refining further the

notions of narratives of location and positionality’ (Anthias, 2002:493).

Although written in relation to work on identity, which is an implicit or

explicit dimension of most narrative research, this call reinforces the

importance of both situating narratives and paying attention to the ways

in which situations are narrated. It also raises the question of what

happens when people feel that their experiences cannot be accommo-

dated within available repertoires of socially and culturally shaped narra-

tives. In her work, which calls for a reframing of narrative, Somers (1994)
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argues that when people find their experiences do not fit with existing

narratives they produce ‘counter-narratives’. This then becomes ‘a cru-

cial strategy when one’s identity is not expressed in the dominant public

ones’ (1994 :631). The constru ction of coun ter-narra tives in respo nse to

experiences of first-timemotherhood will be returned to in later chapters.

Clearly, narratives concern experiences that are lived within particular

historical, social, cultural and moral circumstances, which in turn shape

the narratives that can be constructed. Narratives, then, can be used

strategically, not only as sense-making devices in terms of individual

experiences, but importantly as a means of positioning and presenting

oneself as a competent social actor in the social world. Through the

construction of recognisable and culturally acceptable narratives, social

actors place their experiences, their selves, within the context of wider

social groupings and cultural settings. As noted earlier, changing patterns

associated with women’s lives and reproduction have produced new

challenges for those experiencing contemporary motherhood. As a result

of exploring how women experience first-time motherhood in this chan-

ging context, my work has led me to focus on the interconnections

between experiences, narratives and the ways in which selves are con-

structed, maintained and narrated in late modern society. The rich

accounts produced by women coming to motherhood provide the core

of this book, underpinned by fieldwork observations and exploratory

research focusing on women’s experiences of motherhood in different

cultural contexts (see chapter 2).

Methodology used in main study

The data which contribute to the observations, arguments and reflections

developed in this book were generated by following seventeen women

through a year in their lives in which they became mothers (see appendix

for sample characteristics). This detailed, iterative research process

involved women being interviewed on three separate occasions, contact

by telephone and an end-of-study questionnaire, which was used to

collect data on the participants’ experiences of being researched. The

first interview was timed to take place antenatally, between seven and

eight months, once the pregnancy was well established. The second

interview was scheduled to take place between six and eight weeks

postnatally, following what in the UK is a routine six week postnatal

health check with a health professional (usually a general practitioner).

The final interview was scheduled to occur between eight and nine

months postnatally. In effect, the research was largely defined by refer-

ence to the public events in the childbirth process. Similarly, descriptions
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of the different phases of childbirth have relied on public (usually

medically defined) language.

The decision was taken to access potential participants through the

technique of snowballing, using mothers at my local school as potential

gatekeepers. Although access through more formal channels such as

antenatal clinics or health professional contacts would probably have

been quicker, these means of access were rejected. I wished to capture

women’s own accounts of their experiences and did not want the women

accessed to feel obliged to present their experiences in a way thatmirrored

public accounts given by health and medical professionals. One result of

usingmy own social networks to access a sample was that the women who

finally participated in the study were from backgrounds which most

described as professional or middle class and married or partnered. The

sample were all white heterosexuals and the mean age of the participants

was 30 years at the time of the first antenatal interview; ages ranged from

21 years to 36 years. This was slightly above the national average age for

first birth in Britain which at the time was 28.6 years (Social Trends 28,

1998). However, it is typical of the trend among professional women who

delay decisions about reproduction until a later stage of their lives, usually

once their careers are established. In many ways this sample conforms to

stereotypes that are held in wider society about those who are positioned

as ‘good mothers’. These women were white, predominately middle class

and either married or in partnerships. Yet the data reveals how diverse

and complex their experiences of becoming mothers were. Even for this

apparently homogeneous group, presenting a (convincing) self as a

mother, especially in the public sphere, could be problematic. This led

some of the women to confine themselves to the home in the early weeks

following the birth of their child. The relationship between narrative

construction and social action will be explored in later chapters.

Separate interview schedules were compiled for the antenatal and

postnatal interviews. Interviews were carried out in the home of the

participant or a location of their choosing (one interview was carried

out in my office and another in the home of a relative). The longitudinal

component of the research mirrored the period of transition, giving the

data collection period a fluidity not achieved in one-off interviews. Access

was renegotiated before each of the interviews. Before returning to carry

out the postnatal interviews, extracts from the respondent’s previous

interview were incorporated into the interview schedule. In this way

participants were reminded of the ways in which they had previously

constructed their accounts. This process also enabled developing con-

cepts to be further explored. All interviews were tape-recorded with

permission and at the end of the study the tapes were returned to the
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participants who wanted them. The tapes were transcribed verbatim.

During analysis, the complexity of the narrative enterprise soon became

clear as the data revealed the ways in which ‘individuals react to pressures

to conform to dominant social narratives which are available to them’

(Andrews 2000:1). At one level, asking women to speak about their

experiences of becoming mothers, listening to their accounts, and

analysing and interpreting these accounts, seems straightforward. Yet it

is because the event of childbirth and becoming a mother are both highly

significant for private lives and personal biographies, and simultaneously

a very publicly defined affair, that difficulties are encountered and

narratives produced shaped and regulated in particular ways. In the

data analysed over the course of forty-nine interviews, the ways in

which different, multi-layered narratives are produced to serve different

purposes was explored. These multi-layered narratives comprised public,

private and sometimes personal threads, drawing on a range of public

knowledges and private experiences. The components of a shifting sense

of self were highlighted through the analysis of these rich accounts. As the

women in the study attempted tomake sense of their shifting sense of self,

they used different strategies to construct what they perceived to be

acceptable accounts of becoming a mother and new motherhood. The

complexities of producing culturally recognisable and acceptable

accounts of early mothering were revealed through the longitudinal

dimensions of the research. Over the course of the research the women

embarked on what can be seen as narrative trajectories. During this time

the types of accounts produced changed as confidence in their own

mothering enabled the women to retract and revise, retrospectively,

the accounts they had given. So, whilst other research has contributed

much needed broad-brushstroke pictures of mothering and motherhood,

this contribution takes a more detailed approach, focusing on the

complexities, coherences and contradictions in individual narratives

constructed through a period of significant transition: becoming amother

in late modernity.

Conclusion

Becoming a mother is, then, potentially disruptive to a sense of self.

Making sense of the event is complicated by the interplay of dominant

biological, social and moral discourses. This is because becoming a

mother involves physical, embodied, emotional experiences that for

most result in the birth of a baby for whom some sense of responsibility

will come to be felt. However, increasingly the ways in which we live in

late modernity mean that women come to motherhood with little, if any,
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first-hand experience of babies. Similarly, their expectations often do not

match the everyday experiences of mothering. Although our sense of

confusion and uncertainty may be short-lived, or experienced over a

longer period, because of the moral context in which we mother it is

still hard to voice experiences that we do not think are ‘normal’

(Mauthner, 1995; 2002). Ironically, by silencing ourselves and only

retrospectively voicing accounts of normal difficulties and uncertainties,

we help to perpetuate and reproduce the myth that mothering is instinct-

ive and natural. Any attempt, then, to tease out the ways in which

childbearing and motherhood are framed, to explore the context in

which women construct particular narratives in particular circumstances

or indeed remain silent, raises questions about the ways in which ‘selves’

are conceptualised and presented, and a sense of self re/defined over

time. It is the moral context in which women give birth and become

mothers in Western societies that has crucial implications for both a

sense of self and presentation of self as a mother. Being a mother is always

more than ‘playing a part’. Women’s experiences of transition to mother-

hood reveal the tenuous and precarious, as well as the recognised and

practised, dimensions of embodied selves. In the following chapters the

complex story of how selves are experienced, made sense of and narrated

in late modernity will be unravelled: for ‘somewhere behind all this story

telling there are real active, embodied, impassioned lives’ (Plummer,

1995:170).
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2 Making sense of motherhood: cultural scripts

I’ve heard people talking, like you know they are embarrassed and feel
shamed the way they check out you especially with your first baby . . . it’s
because they’re so different they’ve never seen these sorts of things
before. (Munia, commenting on the experiences of recently immigrated

Bangladeshi women receiving antenatal care in the UK)

The different and sometimes competing cultural scripts that shape

ways of knowing about reproduction and childbirth in different cultural

contexts were powerfully demonstrated to me at the time of the birth

of my first daughter. During the 1980s I had lived in Dhaka, the capital

of Bangladesh, for two and a half years. I worked at a children’s hospital

and spent time in the ‘bustees’, the urban slums. My job involved tracing

former inpatients of the hospital in order to assess their nutritional status.

Following an eventful pregnancy (see Introduction) I returned home to

England for the birth of my first child. The morning after my daughter

was born in the local National Health Service hospital, I was aware of

a commotion in the next bed. The new mother, by coincidence a young

Bangladeshi woman, was in a state of bewilderment. The two auxiliary

nurses she was appealing to had failed with sign language and were

looking slightly bemused. I was able to interpret for her; she was in

pain and thirsty. The sense of her bewilderment at being in hospital to

give birth with nomeans of communication and no family members there

to provide support has remained with me. The young mother had only

recently arrived in the UK. Her expectations around childbirth did not

resonate with the medicalised mode of birth widely practised in the

Western world. I knew from living in Bangladesh that in her culture

very different ways of knowing shaped expectations, and experiences, in

relation to pregnancy and childbirth. For the vast majority of women

there was no system of formalised, professional antenatal (prenatal) care.

Delivery for most women occurred at home, sometimes in a specially

built room because of associations with ‘pollution’. The event took

place either alone or with the assistance of female relatives or women

experienced, but not formally trained, in delivering babies, known as
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‘dais’ or ‘dhorunis’ (Islam, 1980). Clearly, the cultural scripts that were

dominant in Bangladesh stood in stark contrast to those that shaped

childbirth in the UK.

The contexts in which women live their lives as mothers are, then,

socially constructed, historically specific and culturally varied. As noted

earlier, motherhood is often considered to be a universal experience

and yet becoming a mother is everywhere socially and culturally marked

and shaped (Jordan, 1993). For example, the new mother in Bangladesh

will have different expectations and experiences from the new mother in

the UK – and some aspects may be shared by both women. Becoming a

mother, then, is always more than a biological event. The ways in which

‘a society’s core values and organisational principles’ structure reproduct-

ive behaviours and practices has been noted in recent years by anthro-

pologists and sociologists (Oakley, 1980; Rothman, 1989; Davis-Floyd,

1992; Jordan, 1993; Davis-Floyd and Sargent, 1997). Women’s expect-

ations and experiences around reproduction and childbirth are produced

through interactions with others, and shaped by reference to dominant

form s of ‘authorit ative know ledge’ ( Jordan , 1997 ). As a result, there may

be little ‘cultural space’ available for alternative ways of thinking or

knowing about reproduction and childbirth (Davis-Floyd and Sargent,

1997). In this chapter, the interplay between different ways of knowing in

relation to cultural scripts will be explored in the context of making sense

of motherhood and narrative construction.

As noted in the previous chapter, narrative construction is a means by

which we can make sense of, and reconcile, past and present expectations

and experiences and future hopes. A focus on transition to motherhood

provides a rich backdrop against which to see how expectations and

experiences are culturally located and shaped: to explore the cultural

contexts in which narrative accounts are constructed. Cultures, accord-

ing to Willard ( 1988), ‘provi de a script or rather a specific cultu ral set of

ideas about how events should take place so that members of that culture

can be guided through major life events and chang es’ (1988 :226). In the

same cultures the different scripts available to guide people through an

array of life events may contain inherently contradictory messages, for

example, those which exist in the West in relation to mothers with young

children and working outside the home. Yet this does not diminish their

power, but rather helps to shape the complex context in which

experiences are lived out. In relation to pregnancy and childbearing

dominant cultural scripts are discernible, but these shift over time, and

have dimensions to them which may fit with and/or contradict individual

experiences. Whatever the particular dimensions of the cultural scripts

available in any culture, they will shape individual expectations in various
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ways. For example, where dominant cultural scripts are underpinned by

social structures and practices which serve to reinforce and legitimise

them, they become accepted as the ‘normal’ or ‘natural’ way to do things

and, as a result, may be difficult to resist.

Authoritative knowledge

The contours of the cultural scripts available to women in different

cultures are premised on forms of ‘authoritative knowledge’ (Jordan,

1997 ). In differe nt cultu res the form s of autho ritative know ledge that

count in relation to pregnancy and childbearing, whether hierarchical

as in the UK and North America, or more horizontal as in Bangladesh,

will shape individuals’ expectations and experiences and ultimately how

sense is made of them. The concept of ‘authoritative knowledge’ derives

from Brigitte Jordan’s innovative work from the 1970s in which she

took a biosocial approach in order to explore birth practices in four

different cultures (1993). Up until this time, and reflecting a wider

lack of academic interest in the private sphere and women’s lives,

reproduction and childbirth had largely remained outside the scope of

many research agendas. In her work, Jordan explored the ways in which

authoritative knowledge contextualised and shaped women’s expectations

and experiences of birth. According to Jordan, ‘the power of authoritative

knowledge is not that it is correct but that it counts’ (1997:58) and so

in different cultures, different forms of authoritative knowledge are

discernible. In much of the Western world the medicalisation of repro-

duction and childbearing has led to highly technological practices around

childbirth. In contrast, much more low-tech or no-tech practices con-

tribute to authoritative knowledge in many developing countries.

Authoritative knowledge is not, then, premised on ‘highly developed

technology’ but rather on recognisable and accepted practices that are

continually reinforced, and through their practice given legitimacy

(Sargent and Bascope, 1997:203). In some contexts authoritative know-

ledge is consensual and shared, based on a horizontal model of knowing

and practices. In others one kind of authoritative knowledge dominates, is

hierarchically organised and regarded as most powerful. Most import-

antly, authoritative knowledge is ‘socially sanctioned’ and requires that

‘people actively engage in (its) production and reproduction . . . thus
continually reinforcing its validity’ (Sargent and Bascope, 1997:183).

The ways in which authoritative knowledge is produced, reinforced

and maintained will differ from culture to culture. The determinants and

display of authoritative knowledge will also be varied. But clearly they

relate to the ways in which women and their bodies are viewed within a
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soci ety and, in turn , the practic es that exist arou nd childb earing. In the

follow ing se ction these area s will be expl ored. Exam ples from res earch

and pers onal obse rvations from the fie ld in Banglade sh an d the Solomon

Islan ds, where I lived and work ed duri ng the 1980s and, latt erly the UK,

will be used (Mi ller, 1995 ). In consideri ng cul tural constru ctions of

wome n and their bodies, Szurek has made the obse rvation that ‘the

ways in which a society defines wome n and values the ir reprod uctive

capa bility are refl ected and displayed in the cultu ral treatme nt of birt h’

(19 97:287). In the UK, pregna ncy and birt h are large ly regard ed as

medicalised processes that require expert management and supervision.

As Usshe r has comme nted, ‘pregn ancy, childb irth and the postn atal

period have been pathologised . . . positioning women’s experiences as

an illness in need of int erventio n’ (19 92:47). As a result, the vast m ajority

of birt hs take place in hospita l (98 per cent), wh ich has become regard ed

by many as the ‘natural’ place to give birth. In most cases women do not

resist this highly technological and medicalised approach to birth, but

rather collaborate in its maintenance and perpetuation: although retro-

spectively they may come to resist and challenge aspects of it (Miller,

2003). Feminists and others have regarded the medicalisation of child-

birth as indicative of the wider social structures that differentially shape

women’s lives in patriarchal societies. In aWestern context, the shifts that

have occurred around reproduction and childbearing can be explored

and explained through an analysis of the interwoven themes of knowledge

production, power, medicalisation and patriarchy (see chapter 3).

In the UK, authoritative knowledge in relation to reproduction and

childbearing is based on biomedicine and technology, in the context of

heightened perceptions of risks, which are themselves cultural construc-

tions (Lupton, 1999; see chapter 3 in this volume). The result of this is

that ‘cultural authority’ is seen to reside in the medical and health

professionals who manage pregnancy and childbirth (Sargent and

Bascope, 1997:183). The ways in which this authoritative knowledge

translates into practices and in turn shapes women’s expectations and

experiences is displayed through the development of highly formalised

services around pregnancy and childbirth. Regular monitoring and

screening form part of the process of antenatal preparation for childbirth

in the UK. Women are expected to make routine visits to either a mid-

wife, general practitioner (GP), and/or obstetrician during their preg-

nancy. As already mentioned, for the vast majority of women, childbirth

takes place in hospital and is professionally managed by highly trained

health professionals. Following the birth of a baby, postnatal care in the

UK is less structured. It is based on home visits made by midwives and

health visitors, with the number of visits made related to professional
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perceptions of coping and need (Miller, 2002). The models of practice

that exist around childbearing in the UK, as in many Western societies,

are based on one form of authoritative knowledge being more powerful

than other ways of knowing. This is also the case in the USA, where

Jordan notes that ‘medical knowledge supersedes and delegitimizes other

potentially relevant sources of knowledge such as women’s prior experi-

ence and the knowledge she has of the state of her body’ (1997:73). Such

dominance leaves little opportunity for other ways of thinking about

pregnancy and childbirth, whilst at the same time reinforcing ‘pre-existing

patterns of authority’ (Sargent and Bascope, 1997:192).

In many Western contexts, then, authoritative ways of knowing are

hierarchical and have led to distinctions being made between those who

are regarded as ‘expert’ – the medical and health professionals, and those

who are not – childbearing women (Miller, 2000, 2003). Authoritative

knowledge is displayed through constructions of expert knowledge. Yet

these are rarely resisted but instead interactionally constructed ‘in such a

way that all participants come to see the current social order as a natural

order, that is, the way things (obviously) are’ (Davis-Floyd and Sargent,

1997:56). The findings from research focusing on women’s experiences

of transition to first-time motherhood, which is detailed in the previous

chapter, demonstrate this. They show the ways in which the dominance

of expert knowledge is not rejected or even particularly resisted, but

rather engaged with and thereby reinforced. An overarching theme in

the interviews with women during the antenatal period was that there

were culturally appropriate, morally underpinned and socially acceptable

ways of preparing for childbirth and motherhood. Antenatal preparation

involved engaging with or, in some cases, wanting to hand over to, others

who were perceived to be ‘experts’, those who were perceived to possess

authoritative knowledge and cultural authority and were located within

the medical and health services (see chapter 4). This appears in stark

contrast to the findings from other research that both supports a critique

of medical ised childbirth (Oakle y, 1979, 1980 ; Rothman , 1989) and has

shown the ways in which individuals have resisted and challenged

medical discourses (Cornwell, 1984; Martin, 1990; Blaxter, 1990).

However, such findings may be a feature of women’s shifting relation-

ships with ways of knowing, especially in relation to reproduction and

childbirth in late modern Western societies. It may also be a feature of

their age, social class and status as first-time mothers. Certainly the

findings are supported by more recent research from North America,

which claims that ‘although some women are alienated by their experi-

ence of medicalised birth, many women across social classes welcome

medical intervention, if not management, and are quite satisfied with
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hospital deliveries’ (Fox andWorts, 1999:328). These findings also point

to the dynamic nature of cultural scripts which are not static but rather

shift over time (see chapter 7).

Bangladesh: authoritative knowledge and associated

practices

Notions of authoritative knowledge and associated practices that shape

women’s expectations and experiences of pregnancy and childbirth in the

UK stand in sharp contrast to those in Bangladesh and the Solomon

Islands. The cultural patterning of pregnancy and childbirth practices

in these different contexts once again demonstrates the variation in

acceptable ways of knowing about birth, and the different ways in which

what counts as authoritative knowledge is constructed and practiced

(Sarge nt and Bascop e, 1997 ; Jordan , 1997 ). Banglade sh is a beaut iful

and largely rural country, which is frequently tested by the ravages of

natural (and man-made) disasters. It has a population of 126 million and

a per capita income of US $370 per annum, which means that many

families live in acute poverty. Most girls marry by the age of 18 years and

begin to have children whilst still in their teens (Yasmin et al., 2001). In

the 1980s fewer than 2 per cent of women gave birth in a hospital

(McConville, 1988). This figure has now risen and figures for 1997

record that 5 per cent of all births took place in an institution (Unicef,

1997). As noted earlier, I lived in Bangladesh in the 1980s and worked in

a children’s hospital carrying out a follow-up study of malnourished

children in the urban slum areas of Dhaka (Miller et al., 1983). During

my time at the hospital my work brought me into close contact with

women and their (often critically ill) children. The tenuous nature of

lives lived in profound poverty was brought home to me on a daily basis.

Children brought to the hospital regularly died, from poverty-induced

malnutrition, in their mothers’ arms before admission could be arranged.

The death of a child was always accompanied by painful, heartfelt

wailing, mixed with a stoical resolve that it was Allah’s will: ‘inshala’.

The cultural and religious practices that existed around death and

bereavement again were in stark contrast to the practices I was familiar

with in the West.

Bangladesh is a highly patriarchal society in which a woman’s status is

inextricably linked to her fertility and the birth of a healthy (male) child is

highly prized (McConville, 1988). The practices around pregnancy and

childbirth are shaped in and by this context, together with the pervasive

beliefs in pollution that exist around women’s bodies, particularly during

menstruation and childbirth. Pregnancy and childbirth in Bangladesh
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have ‘for centuries been shrouded in the mystery of the women in

‘‘purdah’’’ (McConville, 1988:135). Similarly, ‘the associated concepts

of ‘‘pollution’’’ and shame, and in many rural areas ‘the belief in evil

spirits or ‘bhuts’’’ have been a defining feature of folklore and childbirth

in Banglades h (Mc Convi lle, 1988:13 5; Islam, 1980 ). These spirits and

bhuts are believed to be particularly attracted to pregnant and breastfeed-

ing women. In this culture, pregnancy and childbearing continue to be

considered as part of a natural, non-medicalised process, and men are

largely excluded from all matters relating to it. Indeed, it is one area of

women’s lives over which they can exercise some control. Any knowledge

a womanmay possess about childbearing will usually have been gained in

the private domain, passed on to her from her mother, mother-in-law or

by another female relative. The activities and diet that characterise the

pre- and postnatal periods continue to be shaped by traditional practices

and religious beliefs. During the birth, which for most women takes place

in the home, the vast majority of women will either be alone or attended

by female relatives and/or other women experienced in helping during

labour and childbirth (Islam, 1980). McConville has described a hier-

archy of those who attend women during birth in the following way:

doctors, nurse-midwives, family welfare visitors, traditional birth attend-

ants, dai s, and then the relative s of the wome n in labour (1988 :141).

More recently there have been concerted efforts by aid organisations to

train traditional birth attendants in an attempt to reduce high maternal

mortality rates (see chapter 7). The village dai has traditionally been

of low-status and uneducated, present at a birth in order to perform

menial tasks specifically related to the removal of pollution, rather than

as someone with expert knowledge or skills. Interestingly, and in a very

different context, the concerns with risks of pollution that Okley found

amongst the gypsy society she studied in the UK in the 1970s have

resonance with those in Bangladesh (Callaway, 1983).

The different practices, both positive and harmful, that surround birth

in Bangladesh have been documented by anthropologist Thérèse

Blanchet (1984) and midwife Frances McConville (1988). They show

the ways in which overriding concerns with pollution and, importantly,

the removal of pollution, together with perceptions of ‘shame’, underpin

many traditional practices and reinforce particular cultural constructions

of women’s bodies. It is also important to note that there is rich cultural

variation within areas of Bangladesh.Whilst for Hindu women (who form

aminority in a country that is predominatelyMuslim) the attendance of a

dai at a birth has been an essential practice as she will transfer the

pollution to herself (Blanchet, 1984), some Muslim women continue to

give birth unattended because of the ‘shame’ associated with childbirth
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(McConville, 1988). Birth, then, is considered a dirty event, surrounded

by superstitions and concerns over ‘pollution’ and the ‘shame’ that would

result should others become polluted. For up to forty days following the

birth of a baby, a woman is considered to be in a polluted state.

The practices that surround pregnancy and childbirth in Bangladesh

clearly shape expectations and experiences and, as subsequent chapters

show, are different from those in the Western world. Whilst working

in the Children’s Nutrition Unit in Dhaka, I helped to put together

‘maternity kits’ to sell to the pregnant women who came to the hospital.

This was undertaken in a bid to try to reduce the infection that could

accompany the delivery of a baby, particularly in the bustee (slum) areas.

The kits consisted of a small square of plastic sheet (as many women give

birth onto earth floors), some clean cord, half a razor blade (such were the

levels of poverty that a complete, new razor blade may be sold at market

and not used for the intended purpose) and some antiseptic cream. I only

later came to fully appreciate the basic nature of these kits, and the

different cultural constructions of the ‘tools’ necessary for the manage-

ment of birth. This realisation dawned when I returned to Bangladesh

following the birth of my first child in a UK hospital; the contrast was

profound. The ways in which authoritative knowledge around childbear-

ing operates in Bangladesh is, then, as in other cultures, complex and

varied. The exclusion of men from matters related to pregnancy and

childbirth points to contrasting patterns of power and authoritative

knowledge when compared to those that exist in the West. For example,

in the UK the processes of medicalisation have led to men’s increased

professional participation in all aspects of reproduction and childbirth.

However, the powerful associations of pollution and evil spirits, noted

above, may help to explain why men in Bangladesh have not sought to

intervene in, or control, this particular aspect of women’s lives.

Reproduction and childbearing continue to be areas of female expertise

in which more horizontal forms of authoritative knowledge dominate.

The Solomon Islands

The Solomon Islands form a chain of islands in the south-west Pacific.

The population of less than half a million (447,900) is composed

of 93 per cent Melanesian, 4 per cent Polynesian and 1.5 per cent

Micronesian, and has a significantly higher per capita income than

Bangladesh ($926 in 1997). During the 1980s, a few weeks after graduating

with a degree in sociology from a British university, I went to live on one of

the larger of the Solomon Islands, New Georgia. During the two years

I spent there I travelled amongst themain islands and, amongst other things,
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assisted my husband – a tropical forester – in data collection. I also used my

recently acquired ‘sociological lenses’ to observe the rich and diverse

cultures, languages and customs that characterised the Solomon Islands.

We lived in a village called Munda; our house, built on stilts, sat at the

edge of a lagoon and coconut and banana palms formed a natural

boundary to the garden. We lived without electricity and like our

Solomon Island neighbours benefited from the abundant natural resources

of fish from the sea and produce from the rich garden areas behind the

village. I was welcomed by the local women and invited to join in many of

their activities. These involved such things as weaving baskets and mats,

which were produced on a regular basis in order to raise money for the

local Methodist church. The church provided a key focus for many of the

villagers and missionaries had set up a hospital in Kekengala and a college

on a nearby island. The wontok system was also a feature of Solomon

Island life. This involved reciprocal obligations that spread out from

direct family members to friends, neighbours and fellow villagers and

beyond, all of whom were considered to be each other’s wontoks. Solomon

Islanders could travel within and between the different islands and call

upon wontok ties for hospitality and help. In many ways the wontok

system provided an informal support network, particularly for those in

need. However, it was also open to abuse.Wontok ties could be exploited

and individual families drained of resources as they felt obligated to help

others. For the most part, however, like so much of Solomon Island life it

was accepted with benign good grace – after all, as a Solomon Islander

you never knew when you might need to call upon and make use of

wontok ties.

As noted earlier, the ways in which women and their bodies are viewed

within a culture can provide important markers for how authoritative

knowledge in relation to childbirth is constructed. At the outset, I was

struck by the freedoms that, from aWestern perspective, were enjoyed by

women in relation to their bodies and their apparent ease with their

different sizes and shapes. There were not the same invidious pressures

that are perpetuated and reinforced in the West, that compel many

women to try to achieve unnaturally thin body forms. Of course, some

twenty years later, with the enormous changes that have resulted from

globalisation, these freedoms may now no longer be so easily enjoyed.

However, whilst living in the Solomon Islands, I noticed that larger

bodies were celebrated. Indeed, I listened with intrigue to stories about

the butcher’s shop on the island of Gizo selling large quantities of pork fat

to the Gilbertese women, amongst whom a substantial body and ample

backside were highly prized and considered to be symbols of beauty.

Pregnancy outside marriage was also regarded with a similarly relaxed
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attitude. The state of pregnancywas described in the lingua franca, pidgin

English, as being ‘bubbly’. Although the earlier arrival of missionary

hospitals on some of the main islands had led increasingly to women

giving birth in hospitals, hospital facilities remained basic. Apart from

the hospital inHoniara, the capital of themain island ofGuadalcanal, most

hospitals were very low-tech, consisting of nomore than a few rooms. The

hospital provided a place in which to give birth, but only for those who

could walk to the hospital or who did not live too far from the hospital to

make the journey by canoe. This shift for some in place of birth, from

village house to hospital, had not at the time led to widespread, formalised

antenatal care, although basic advice on diet might be given should the

woman find herself at the hospital. Pethidine was available as a form of

pain relief, but apart from this, the birth was just as likely to be attended

by hens scratching around the floor as the hospital doctor.

At the time, men and women shared many of the tasks involved with

daily living, tending the vegetable garden areas and fishing. Members of

the extended family, particularly older siblings, shared in the care of

younger family members. The society was arranged according to ways

of living that were not so hierarchical or divided according to gender as

those in the West: patriarchy was not a dominant, organising feature. In

more recent times the Solomon Islands have been recorded as having

amongst the highest population growth and fertility levels in the Pacific.

In 1995 fertility levels stood at 5.7 births per woman aged 15–49 years.

High maternal and infant mortality rates have also been recorded. These

have been explained in terms of pregnancy-related complications, repro-

ductive tract diseases and cancers (http://www.spc.int. 27/10/03). Sadly,

as I write this chapter the Solomon Islands is experiencing a period of

continued civil unrest. Ethnic rivalries between inhabitants of the main

island, Guadalcanal, and the neighbouring island of Malaita, erupted in

1998, leading to considerable loss of life. Australian troops have recently

been recruited in to try to restore law and order, but this period of

unrest has had serious consequences for the infrastructure of the islands,

including health services, which at best were already rudimentary and

fragmented. Similarly, the crippling nature of thewontok systemdescribed

earlier has also recently been noted. The Chairman of the National Peace

Council, Mr Paul Tovua, has claimed that the wontok system is ‘incon-

sistent with democracy’ because loyalty to wontoks is greater than loyalty

to the law or parliamentary democracy (ABC News Online, March

2004). But dismantling deeply culturally embedded practices such as

those associated with wontok obligations will not be easy. Concerns

have also been expressed by various aid organisations about both the

growing maternal mortality rates and the increase in unprotected sexual
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activity among young people and corresponding high teenage birth rate,

behaviour which has been compounded by increased alcohol and drug

abuse amongst teenagers. It seems that patterns of behaviour common in

theWest now shape practices in these once remote islands (see chapter 7).

Shifting cultures

In these different and shifting contexts, the available cultural knowledges

and practices that shape pregnancy and childbirth ensure that birth is

always more than a biological event. As noted earlier, cultural scripts

provide individuals with the ideas and practices of a particular culture

so that members of a culture can be ‘guided’ through life events and

transitions (Willard, 1988). Yet confusion may be experienced if women

physically move between cultures and find that their ways of knowing,

and related practices, do not resonate with the expectations of the culture

in which they come to reside. On my return from living and working in

Bangladesh I carried out a small piece of research. This explored the

influence of cultural traditions and religious beliefs on British

Bangladeshi women and their use of antenatal services (Miller, 1995).

The rationale for this piece of exploratory research was that ‘Asian’

women living in Britain had been found to have higher perinatal mortality

rates than other mothers. One explanation for this had focused on their

(lack of) use of antenatal services. The research findings brought into

relief the ways in which different cultural ways of knowing exist in relation

to childbirth. It also showed that what counts (and who says what

counts), varies greatly between different cultures, and as societies become

more culturally diverse, within cultures. Women becoming mothers in

cultures into which they have moved can find that their expectations and

experiences are not easily accommodated or recognised within the dom-

inant culture.The formof authoritative knowledge that underpins expect-

ations and practicesmay also be differently constructed.My own decision

to return to the UK from Bangladesh for the birth of my first daughter is

an example of this. According to my own culturally inscribed ways of

knowing about childbirth, I had at that time accepted (or at least did not

question) that hospital was the safest place to give birth, especially for a

first birth.

My research on Bangladeshi women living in England was carried out

in a city in the south of the country. Whilst hierarchical forms of authori-

tative knowledge dominate in the West, the findings from this research

showed that some aspects of authoritative knowledge that did not fit with

other, culturally inscribed ways of knowing, could be resisted. Resistance,

however, could lead to those in whom cultural authority had been vested,
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the health and medical professionals, to be critical of cultural practices

they saw as different. A dominant theme in the qualitative interviews

revolved around the difficulty of maintaining cultural and religious prac-

tices, for those who had moved from Bangladesh to live in England. As

Munia commented:

Actually when we are living in England we can’t keep everything like we would in
Bangladesh . . . when you step out from your home everything is different.

The women interviewed in the study had all attended antenatal clinics

during their pregnancies in Britain. However, those who had also had

children in Bangladesh had not previously had any formalised antenatal

care. The women spoke of having attended antenatal classes in Britain

because they thought they had to. This suggests a partial acceptance of the

dominant culture, an acceptance of one aspect of pregnancy and child-

bearing which has traditionally been located within the private sphere

shifting into the public sphere. However, an area in which resistance was

discernible was in relation to parent-craft classes. At the time the research

was carried out (the early 1990s) there were attempts by various health

authorities across England to encourage Asian mothers (including

Bangladeshi women) to attend parent-craft classes (Jain, 1985; Munro,

1988). But the women in the study had resisted these attempts and said

they could not see the relevance of ‘practising’. Munia spoke passionately

on the subject of attendance at parent-craft classes:

That is what most mothers-in-law doesn’t like, they said ‘why so much bother-
ing . . . you have to go and practice?’ . . . I think that’s not necessary because our
culture is so different, we do learn so much from our Mum. A lot of like English
girls they’re away from their Mum, and I think for them it’s good. But for us it’s
not because we do listen to our Mum . . . our culture is totally different.

The ways in which cultural differences play out in relation to the expecta-

tions and practices that surround and shape preparation for childbearing

are clear in the above extract. Cultural authority was traditionally seen to

reside in Bangladeshi women’s mothers, mother-in-laws and other

female relatives, and in relation to preparing for motherhood traditional

practices were maintained. However, to be seen to resist aspects of

antenatal care could lead to women being perceived as not preparing

‘appropriately’ by the medical and health professionals in whom cultural

authority has been vested by the dominant culture. Another of the

Bangladeshi mothers in the study spoke of cultural assumptions being

made by the health professionals with whom she had contact:

Well, I think I give the image of being an Asian woman and people have their
barriers . . . it’s difficult to be assertive even when you have the language, I feel
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I was bossed around and I feel quite resentful about that . . . and then the health
visitor who came to see me before my child was born was making all sorts of wild
assumptions too. She was all right once she got to know me, but she was being
patronising at first.

Cultural practices may also be further challenged for those who do not

‘have the language’. Language difficulties, combined in some cases with

the break-up of extended family units, have led to changes in traditional

practices amongst some British Bangladeshis. Because many women do

not speak English they must take a relative with them to the antenatal

clinic to translate for them. As seen earlier, in Bangladeshmatters relating

to pregnancy and childbirth are the domain of women alone; mothers,

mother-in-laws or other female relatives, give any advice thought neces-

sary. The break-up of large extended family units brought about by

migration to Britain means that in many cases there is no mother or

mother-in-law living in Britain. Increasingly, husbands are becoming

involved in this traditionally female area, acting as interpreters for their

wives when they make clinic and hospital visits. As Munia commented:

The husband goes because they [the women] feel scared to death, they don’t
speak the language and everything is so strange. For a woman from the village they
feel strange.

Problems of access to, and/or any potential for sharing of, authoritative

knowledge may be heightened, then, where the dominant language is

also a second language. Sargent and Bascope have observed that ‘the

production, possession and display of knowledge of any sort is a product

of the capacity to participate in interactions with doctors and nursing

staff ’ (1997:197) . In the Banglade shi study it was found that language

difficulties had increasingly led to men becoming chaperones and inter-

preters for their wives. In so doing, this new practice further distanced the

women from the cultural processes they associated with childbearing. In

turn, this practice led to complaints from doctors to the local Bangladeshi

language group that husbands and wives never seemed to have discussed

anything before they went to the clinic. Clearly, the doctors were making

assumptions based on particular cultural understandings of marital rela-

tionships which were not appropriate in this context. But this observation

also shows that whilst men may have become involved in one area of

childbearing, chaperoning and translating for their wives in the public

sphere, in the private sphere of the home matters relating to pregnancy

and childbirth remained within the control of women and were not

openly discussed with male partners.

The interplay between different ways of knowing and cultural scripts

was demonstrated in this piece of research. The findings illustrate the
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ways in which script-based knowledge can be challenged in different

cultural contexts. They also show the power of hierarchical models of

authoritative knowledge that dominate in the West. There is little ‘cul-

tural space’ available for alternative ways of knowing. Practices that do

not appear to fit with the dominant cultural model may be dismissed as

inappropriate, or worse, ‘feckless’ (Miller, 1995; Davis-Floyd and

Sargent, 1997). As Jordan has observed, the ‘consequence of the legit-

imation of one kind of knowing as authoritative is the devaluation, often

the dismissal, of all other kinds of knowing’ and associated practices

(1997:56). Resistance to different, alien cultural practices may offer the

possibility for women to retain some control in their journeys into

motherhood, but simultaneously risks condemnation from those in pos-

itions of power. For example, other research carried out during this period

showed the ways in whichAsianmothers living in theUKwere stereotyped

and labelled as poor mothers. This was because those in whom cultural

authority was invested, the health professionals, thought the mothers

lacked ‘normal maternal instinct and feelings’ (Bowler, 1993:13).

The ways in which cultural contexts shape expectations and practices

has implications for how we make sense of life events and transitions

through narrative construction. Yet, as in the previous chapter, we must

once again consider how far the need to actively make sense of these

events is a Western phenomenon and what part different models of

authoritative knowledge play in the process. As noted earlier, in the

context of the UK and America hierarchical forms of knowledge perme-

ate and shape notions of reproduction and childbearing. Little space is

left for other ways of knowing. Legitimacy is given to medical knowledge,

and health and medical professionals and many women accept this as

normal and (ironically) natural. In contrast, in Bangladesh and the

Solomon Islands different, more horizontal forms of authoritative know-

ledge have shaped the practices that surround childbearing. In these

different cultural contexts the interplay between knowledges, practices

and the contours of the available cultural scripts reflect pre-existing

patterns of authority. They serve to demonstrate ‘the extreme cross

cultural variation in the kinds of care available to pregnant and birthing

women’ (Davis-Floyd and Sargent, 1997:14).

Yet the contours of cultural scripts can and do shift over time. Also,

some aspects of ways of thinking about reproduction and childbearing

may be shared across seemingly very different cultures, but result in

different practices. An example of this is apparent in relation to the

accounts of childbearing collected from new mothers in the UK and the

cultural beliefs that underpin practices in Bangladesh (Miller, 2000). As

we have seen, in Bangladesh women’s bodies are closely associated with
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pollution whether during menstruation, childbirth, or whilst breastfeed-

ing. Cultural practices exist which serve to protect those around these

women from contamination, which is thought to accompany these

aspects of women’s lives. In the very different cultural context of the

UK, the accounts of women collected in a study of transition to mother-

hood (see previous chapter) also included references to cleanliness and

smell in relation to childbirth. In these accounts, decisions to give birth in

a hospital were partly justified on the grounds that birth was both smelly

and messy and something to be contained and kept away from the home.

The comments from Felicity and Philippa below illustrate this:

The one thing about birth that really worries me is the mess. The mess and the
smell . . . (Felicity)

I mean, partly because I don’t know what to expect. I think I’d rather have
everything on tap at the hospital if necessary because you don’t really know the
shape . . . or anything, so I just think I’d rather, especially for a first baby, I’d
rather have the care on hand if I need it . . . I do think I’d rather come back to my
house as something that is kind of sorted out, to some extent quite clean and what
have you, rather thanwhere this kind of event takes place . . . I can’t see the benefit
of having it at home. I just think I’d rather go away, do it somewhere else and then
come back. (Philippa)

Although smell and mess are associated with childbirth in both cul-

tures, the ways and places in which these dimensions of childbirth are

managed differ according to the form of authoritative knowledge that

shape cultural practices. In Bangladesh ‘pollution’ following childbirth is

eliminated through ‘the cleansing of the woman, her clothes, the envir-

onment and all the equipment’ following delivery (McConville,

1988:183). Clothes worn by the labouring mother together with the

placenta will usually be burned or buried in order to avoid contaminating

anyone or anything around the childbearing woman. The ‘dirty event’ of

birth for most women takes place on either the earth floor or on a mat in

the home (McConville, 1988). In the UK a clear distinction is made

between the hospital in which ‘this kind of event takes place’ and the

home, which for the majority of women is no longer regarded as the

normal or natural place to give birth. The mess is also regarded as

‘worrying’ in a society where practices around both birth and death are

in place to sanitise and depersonalise these events. For example, for the

most part, these events have been removed from the home and placed in

other settings where they can be controlled, managed and contained. In

societies where individual control is highly prized, the risk of losing

control, especially control of our sometimes leaky bodies, is particularly

worrying (Douglas, 1966; Jackson and Scott, 2001).
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Authoritative knowledge: collaboration and consensus?

The similarities and differences in meanings and practices that exist in

relation to themanagement and experience of childbearing emphasise the

complexities inherent in drawing distinctions between different forms of

authoritative knowledge. Over time, ways of knowing and what counts as

authoritative knowledge shift. Similarly, boundaries around and between

cultural scripts cannot be rigidly defined and should not be tightly drawn.

But clearly some key differences are discernible and these do help to

shape the forms of authoritative knowledge and associated practices

that dominate in different cultural contexts. For example, using their

work in Jamaica, Sargent and Bascope (1997) have shown that highly

developed technology need not be a prerequisite for the possession of

authoritative knowledge, or for perceptions of who holds authoritative

knowledge. In contrast, however, technology has become an important

feature of authoritative knowledge in theUSA andUK. In these countries

technology increasingly plays a part in constructions of ‘expert’ and

perceptions of ‘expertise’ in relation to pregnancy and childbirth and

associated normative practices. Professional expertise is premised on

hierarchies of knowledge developed through often lengthy training,

which in turn is related to positions of power. The development and use

of technological interventions in reproduction and childbirth also has a

gendered history. It is interesting to note that men first became involved

in assisting at births when forceps were introduced (Tew, 1990). Of

course, modern technologies can be both liberating and oppressive. But

as tools which require expert management, they can be seen to further

contribute to hierarchical forms of authoritative knowledge, distancing

women further from knowing their own bodies (see chapter 3). Yet, as

earlier noted, because of the processes by which practices and knowledges

become normalised and accepted over time,manywomen actively collab-

orate with those they regard as experts. In the West these are the health

and medical professionals (Davis-Floyd, 1992; Fox and Worts, 1999).

This may be especially pronounced in those who are becoming mothers

for the first time when particular ‘expert’ ways of knowing are prioritised

and regular interaction with professionals sought (see chapter 4). But as

journeys into motherhood unfold, or as subsequent births are experi-

enced, perceptions of who is the expert, what constitutes authoritative

knowledge and the ways in which cultural scripts shape narrations,

may shift.

As we have seen in this chapter, in some contexts authoritative know-

ledge is consensual and shared. In others, one kind of knowledge is

regarded as most authoritative and more powerful, reflecting pre-exisiting
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power structures. The important point is that ‘the power of authoritative

knowle dge is not that it is correct but that it counts’ ( Jordan, 1997 :58).

A shared characteristic of cultural scripts that shape reproduction and

childbearing in the UK and USA is that any knowledge a woman may

have about her own body is regarded as less accurate or relevant when

placed alongside biomedical ways of knowing (Graham and Oakley,

1986; Davis-Floyd, 1992). As childbirth becomes increasingly medica-

lised there is a pressing need to take account of lay knowledge, which is

not ‘simply diluted versions of medical knowledge’, but rather ways of

knowing grounded in subjective, embodied experiences (Nettleton,

1995:37). In turn, biomedical knowledge resides within professional

groups who occupy positions of power and in the West this hierarchy

shapes ‘the way interactions take place’, although historically this has not

always been the case (Sargent and Bascope, 1997:192). One aspect of this

changing context is ‘the current revolution in reproductive technologies’

which has led to new ways of thinking about ‘social definitions of mother-

hood and fatherhood’ (Scheper-Hughes and Sargent, 1998:16). Contexts,

meanings and associated practices, then, shift over time. So, how can we

move towards a more collaborative, consensual model of authoritative

knowledge in which different types of knowledge can be accommodated

and shared? A model that does not reinforce pre-existing forms of

gendered authority and power? It is this quest which Jordan regards as

being ‘the challenge for the future of childbirth in the technologized

western world, as well as in the developing countries of the third world’

(1997:73).

Yet the complexities and challenges in moving to more consensual,

collaborative constructions of authoritative knowledge, not just in those

contexts currently characterised by high-tech, are considerable. This is

because of the complex interplay between technology, development,

perceptions of progress and different ways of knowing: all of which are

set within an increasingly globalised world. As Scheper-Hughes and

Sargent have pointed out, ‘local societies and cultures are as much

influenced today by what goes on outside their borders as within them’

(1998 :10). However, these chang es an d transfor mations continue to be

differentially experienced, intersected as they are by class or caste pos-

ition, gender and other structural inequalities. As we have seen, whilst

technology is not a necessary prerequisite for constructions of authorita-

tive knowledge, and there are very real dangers in confusing development

with technology, nonetheless many developing countries aspire to pat-

terns of development seen in the West. For example, the increase from

2 per cent to 5 per cent of women in Bangladesh giving birth in hospitals

will be widely welcomed as progress. And if perinatal and maternal
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mortality rates fall as a result, it is a form of progress. Is there greater

opportunity now, as a result of increased global communication, for

convergence between different ways of knowing, and is this desirable?

Certainly, in those societies characterised by more horizontal forms of

authoritative knowledge andwhere technology has not largely replacedmore

embodied, experiential ways of knowing, there remains the opportunity to

build more collaborative and inclusive models of authoritative know-

ledge. However, in the USA and UK, transformations and changes in

howwe livemean that individuals continue to look to experts for guidance,

even though some theorists claim trust in expert bodies of knowledge is

increasingly regarded as less relevant (Beck, 1992). In the case of child-

bearing, many women prioritise information from professionals. They

seek out and value particular ‘expert’ forms of authoritative knowledge,

which they have come to accept as the natural and normal way to prepare

for motherhood. Moving to a more consensual and collaborative con-

struction of authoritative knowledge in this context will be much harder

to achieve, so accepted and normalised are current practices. The themes

raised here: perceptions of development, technology andways of knowing

in the context of differentially experienced transformations, bring together

important questions, which will be revisited in chapter 7.

The path to achieving more consensual, collaborative models of

authoritative knowledge is a difficult one to negotiate. The challenge is

how to retain the best practices of the collaborative models that currently

exist in different cultures, at the same time, making available to all women

the means by which pregnancy and childbearing can be made safer and

ultimately more personally fulfilling. This raises questions about the

relevance of cultural scripts in an increasingly globalised world, where

cultural boundaries are becoming less distinct. A more individualised

focus is called for by Willard, who argues that it is ‘necessary to turn

our focus away from those cultural scripts that are increasingly uncon-

nected to the realities of women’s lives and turn towards the experience of

women themselves as they make decisions about their lives in relation to

cultural expectations and realities’ (Willard, 1988:231). Yet there

remains much to be learned from observing and exploring the different

(and similar) cultural practices that exist around childbearing. They help

to remind us of the shifts that have occurred in how we think and practice

reproduction and childbearing. They enable us to question and challenge

taken for granted practices such as the liberating and oppressive dimen-

sions of development. But most crucially, they remain important because

individual lives are lived out in particular cultural contexts. In all

societies, then, transition to first-time motherhood involves women in

journeys that are both culturally scripted and personally uncertain.
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Conclusion

The concept of cultural scripts and the ways in which these translate into

types of authoritative knowledge and related practices provide us with the

means tomap the different cultural terrains of childbirth andmotherhood.

In so doing, they highlight cultural reference points that become even

more important as boundaries are increasingly blurred by the processes of

globalisation. Exploring different cultural practices around reproduction

and motherhood lead us to a position where we can acknowledge the

diversity of cultural practices. It also enables us to be cautious and ques-

tioning of developments that are closely associated with technology in

relation to women’s bodies, and to celebrate those practices that are

inclusive and fulfilling for all women becoming mothers. And of course

there is still much to be learned. Over subsequent chapters the ways in

which culturally located knowledges shape women’s accounts will be

illustrated. In the following chapter we turn to focus on the ways in

which women’s expectations and experiences of motherhood are shaped

in aWestern context. By charting the medicalisation of reproduction and

childbearing and associated normative practices, we can begin to see how

confusing and complex journeys into motherhood have become.
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3 Setting the Western context: mothering

in late-modern society

As was noted previously, childbirth is alwaysmore than a biological event.

Within Western cultures this position has provided a powerful, shifting

and contested context in which women come to understand and make

sense of their experiences of becoming mothers and motherhood.

Experiences of becoming and being mothers are inextricably linked to

‘race’, social class, age and socio-cultural location and as a result are

diverse and fragmented. In contrast, dominant forms of knowledge and

associated practices shape the context in which mothering occurs. These

are largely based on notions of mothering as biologically determined,

instinctive and therefore universally experienced. In this chapter the

complex and changing contexts in which transition to motherhood is

experienced in contemporary Western society will be explored. This

will be undertaken through a focus on the interwoven processes of med-

icalisation and late modernity, together with consideration of the ways in

which ideologies and normative practices have shaped expectations and

experiences in the Western world. How are the themes of late modernity

played out? What are the implications of these – uncertainty, risk and

responsibility – for women as they construct biographical narratives of

transition to motherhood? The contested terrain of reproduction and

motherhood has provided feminists with a rich arena in which to explore

constructions of motherhood and theorise women’s gendered and embo-

died experiences. This body of work, which importantly draws our atten-

tion to the ways in which notions of individuality and control are

grounded in particularly Western and culturally bound ways of thinking,

will be referred to throughout.

In Western cultures, the period of transition to motherhood, from

confirmation of pregnancy to feeling like a mother, is both a public

event and a very personal experience. As was shown in the previous

chapter, the ways in whichmotherhood is framed in these societies shapes

expectations and experiences. Women are confronted with an array

of expert, public and lay knowledges through which their expectations

and experiences of motherhood will be filtered. The medicalisation of
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childb earing, in conjunc tion with the pervasi ve ideologies an d practices

that shape expec tations of m otherho od, can be seen to powerful ly rei n-

force notion s of approp riate ways of prep aring for becom ing a mothe r and

how a good mother ‘n aturally ’ acts. However, for some women, the

experi ence of becomin g a mothe r do es not resonate with expec tation s.

The gap bet ween ideologie s and lived experi ence can appear bewilder -

ingly large and difficult to reconcile and to voice. In m ost societies,

mothe rhood and family life are closely relat ed to being a moral perso n

and ‘moral ident ities’ may be perce ived as bei ng at risk if difficult ies are

experi enced and/or disclo sed (Rib bens Mc Carthy et al., 2000). The links

betw een perce ption s of risk and respo nsibility, or ind eed being regard ed

as irrespons ible, are par ticular ly sali ent in relation to chi ldbearin g and

mothe rhood, and will be returned to later in this chapter.

As we have alread y seen , the te rm ‘late modern ity’ is used in this book

to mean a peri od that has supersed ed the modern era, and is charac terised

by rapid chang e and uncerta inty. Fea tures of late mod ernity centre on

‘instit utional an d individu al reflexi vity combi ned wi th the reorgani sation

of time and spa ce’ (Lupt on, 1999 :73). Trans formatio ns in late modern

societie s, for exampl e chang es in fami ly livi ng arran gements are, it is

argued , hap pening at an unprec edented speed (Gidde ns, 1990 , 1991,

1999 ). Old tradition s and habits no longer provide the same certa inties

they on ce did . This has led to inc reased perce ption s of risk as long-t erm

certain ties are called into question (Gi ddens, 1990 , 1991 , 1999 ; Beck,

1992 ; Beck and B eck-Gern sheim, 1995 ; L upton, 1999 ). As no tions of

risk beco me heightene d, indiv iduals are incre asingly expos ed to expert

bodies of know ledge an d know ledge cl aims. At the same time the need to

explo re personal and socia l chang e reflexiv ely has beco me a more pro -

nounce d featu re of Western livi ng.

constru cting the project of the se lf ’ (199 9:76). As noted in chapter 1, in

 An d this may indeed invo lve pla cing

trust in expert bodies of knowledge and ‘experts’. As Lupton has

obse rved, ‘indi vidual s have great er recours e to expert knowledge s in

societies where traditions and practices have shifted, leading to greater

personal uncertainty, making sense of our experiences has become, for

many, a reflexive component of everyday life. This is achieved through

the process of constructing and continuously revising our own individual

biographies as part of the reflexive project of the self. This is an engaged

and active project which moves beyond reflexivity as an intrinsic part of

all human action. As noted earlier in chapter 1, it seems that we increas-

ingly need to make sense of who we are, of our personal experiences, in

order that ‘onto logical se curity’ is maint ained (Gi ddens , 1991 ; 1999). In

relation to changes in gender, family and occupational roles, it has been

argued that individuals must now seek out and negotiate relations that
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would previously have been part of gender fates (Beck and Beck-

Gernsheim, 1995). Claims made about late modernity and the process

of ‘individualisation’ are highly contested and alternative ways of seeing

the social world have been put forward (Jenkins, 1996). Lawler, for

example, recognises that changes in the way we live and the choices that

we make could be seen to ‘suggest that authoritative, expert knowledges

are losing their ground’ and that ‘the proliferation of expertise and various

forms of contestation between experts means that ‘‘expertise’’ is itself

breaking down’. However, she concludes that ‘these crises may be more

apparent than real’ (Lawler, 2000:19). Certainly in relation to reproduc-

tion, childbearing and mothering, the uncertain and yet morally under-

pinned context in which women come to motherhood continue to lead

many to seek out and prioritise what they see as expert knowledge. But it

is of course important to note that different groups will be touched by,

and experience dimensions of, late modernity in different ways (see

chapter 7).

So, how do the features of late modernity map on to the terrain of

reproduction, childbirth and motherhood in Western societies? Clearly,

changes in the ways we live mean that for many women becoming a

mother is no longer regarded as a gender fate. Even so, motherhood

continues to be central to the ways in which women are defined, whether

or not they actually becomemothers. For those who do become mothers,

their expectations will be shaped by and through expert systems of

authoritative knowledge as they negotiate the ‘risky’ and morally under-

pinned path to ‘responsible’ motherhood. The experiences of past gen-

erations have become less relevant as technological developments change

the contours of pregnancy and childbirth in the Western world. These

‘developments’ ironically appear to have led women to perceive greater

uncertainty and risk in their journeys into motherhood. This is at a time

when biomedical, expert knowledge has apparently provided greater

scientific certainty and predictability. Perceptions of risk in pregnancy

and childbirth are not new. For example, wealthy women in the UK and

USA employed doctors during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries

specifically to protect them from the risks of childbirth. However, percep-

tions of risk have not diminished in late modernity but rather become

inextricably bound up with safety and responsibility: a potent mix in the

morally underpinned climate in which contemporary pregnancy and

motherhood are lived out. Further, as Lupton has noted, ‘risk-avoiding

behaviour therefore becomes viewed as a moral enterprise relating to

issue s of self-c ontrol, self-kn owled ge and self-imp roveme nt’ (19 99:91).

During pregnancy, childbirth and motherhood, avoiding risk, and so

being seen to be responsible, continues to involve placing trust in experts.
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To resist such engagement, to avoid screening tests, clinic visits and

expert advice would be regarded as irresponsible behaviour. Such actions

would be seen to jeopardise the woman’s own health ‘and more import-

antly, that of the foetus she is carrying and expected to protect and

nourish in a proper maternal manner’ (Lupton, 1999:90). For women in

Western societies transition tomotherhood is usually experienced against

a backdrop of professional, expert management and self-monitoring.

Women are compelled to take expert advice and avoid risk through

appropriate behaviours and self-management. In turn, transition to

motherhood challenges our sense of who we are as identities, and experi-

ences shift and coherent biographical narratives become more difficult to

construct: becoming a mother changes everything.

The medicalisation of childbearing

The area of medicine and related practices, then, provides a rich arena in

which to see the characteristics of late modernity played out. In relation to

reproduction and childbearing, perceptions of risk are increasingly ‘filtered

through contact with expert knowledge’ (Lupton, 1999:77), and the

reorganisation of time and space plays out in particular ways in relation

to women’s embodied experiences of becoming mothers. For example,

regimes during antenatal preparation, during labour and birth and

following birth are all measured in terms of ‘the calendar and the clock’

(Adams, 1995:48). Endogenous, body time is only alluded to, for

example, in establishing the intensity of contractions during labour, but

regularity of contractions are measured against ‘clock time’. And so during

birth, ‘the woman is forced to oscillate between the all-encompassing body

time of her labour and the rational framework of her clock-time

environment’ (Adams, 1995:49). The placing of childbirth within a

medical, expert context and hospital setting, increasingly shaped by

deference to ‘authoritative knowledge’ and particular constructions of

time, is well documented (Oakley, 1979; Leavitt, 1986; Tew, 1990;

Davis-Floyd, 1992; Jordan, 1993; Adams, 1995; Chase, 2001). A move

away from home-based, midwife care to hospital-based, male-dominated

care, has occurred in many industrialised societies. These changes have

reinforced the illness view of pregnancy and childbearing and the need for

expert knowledge, technology and management. By the 1970s, virtually all

babies in the United Kingdom and America were born in hospital, the

normality of pregnancy and childbirth only being acknowledged once

delivery had taken place (Garcia, Kilpatrick and Richards, 1990; Davis-

Floyd, 1992; Davis-Floyd and Sargent, 1997). It is now well documented

that pregnancy and childbirth in the West have become medicalised and
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redefined as pathological, rather than natural states. As such they have

become bound up with medical regulation and supervision and profes-

sional, expert management (Tew 1990; Nettleton, 1995; Foster, 1995).

Along with the shift in place of birth, the development of routinised

antenatal care has also occurred. Normative practices around prepara-

tion have developed, involving regular visits to health practitioners and

hospital clinics. Women have generally come to accept these practices

as an integral and necessary part of the childbearing process in which

there is a ‘cultural dependence on professional health care’ (Oakley,

1979:15). Indeed, research in the UK and North America has demon-

strated the ways in which women endorse the medicalisation of birth,

leading to the conclusion that ‘most women willingly submit themselves

to the authority of the medical view’ (Sargent and Bascope, 1997:185;

Fox and Worts, 1999; Miller, 2000).

The shift in place of birth from home to hospital reflects both changes

in wider society and the changes and continuities in women’s lives in the

Western world that have occurred over the last century. The placing of

childbirth into the hospital setting has been explained in terms of patri-

archy, male dominance and control over women’s bodies (Oakley, 1979;

Martin, 1990; Treichler, 1990; Foster, 1995). But it is also the case that

in the UK women campaigned for the right to anaesthesia and hos-

pital births during the earlier part of the last century (Lewis, 1990:15).

Demand came from both middle-class and working-class women who,

for very different reasons, wanted access to hospital beds and facilities for

childbirth. In conjunction with this, a concern with high infant mortality

and maternal mortality rates during this period, led policy-makers and

doctors to conclude that ‘the answer was to hospitalise childbirth’ (Lewis,

1990:21). Similarly, in the USA of the 1940s, Davis-Floyd and Sargent

document growing pressure from both wealthy women and doctors ‘to

convince the general public that the progressive ‘‘modern’’ way of giving

birth was to divorce oneself from outdated servitude to biology by giving

birt h in the hospita l unde r total anaesthe sia’ (1997 :9). B y 1946 54 per

cent of all births in the UK occurred in hospital, and by 2003 the figure

had risen to 98 per cent (Social Trends, 2003). This trend was echoed

across other industrialised countries: 99 per cent of women in the USA

cur rently give birth in hospit al (Natio nal Vital Sta tistics Reports , 2000) .

The lowering of both perinatal and maternal mortality rates and issues

of safety and perceptions of risk have become inextricably bound in

defending the shift to hospital-based deliveries and the expert manage-

ment of pregnancy and childbirth. It has been noted that ‘state interests in

maternity care often use the language of safety and paternity’ (Treichler,

1990:128). The extent to which safety, measured in terms of lowered
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perinatal mortality rates, can be attributed to better maternity care has

been challenged (Tew, 1990; Campbell and MacFarlane, 1990; Foster,

1995). However, notions of risk and safety continue to be used to justify

practices around childbirth across Europe and North America (Szurek,

1997). The practice of medicine in attributing better safety in childbirth

to improved medical care has also been challenged in the light of other

factors such as women having fewer children and the population as a

whole being healthier (Oakley, 1993). Similarly, the relationship between

outcomes and increased use of technology has also been explored. In the

USA, the use of electronic foetal monitoring equipment was found to

have resulted ‘only in higher caesarean rate(s), not in better outcomes’

(Davis-Floyd and Davis, 1997:316). Yet perceptions of risk, safety and

responsibility remain persuasive factors in the antenatal period and the

shaping of women’s ‘choices’ in relation to place of birth. The concept of

choice is of course particularly problematic in a pronatalist society. Davis-

Floyd and Sargent have also noted the ways in which ‘race, religion and

socio-economic class still circumscribe most choices in overwhelming

ways’ (1 997:11). The y point to the dominan ce of techn obirth in

America, in spite of ‘the apparently vast range of options for childbirth

in America in the 1990s’ (ibid.:11). The same observation holds for

women becoming mothers in the UK. For a woman expecting a child in

late-modern societies, then, interaction with the medical model, that is,

services and health professionals during the antenatal period, can be

seductive, as compliance is equated with safety and behaving responsibly.

As noted in the previous chapter, in both the UK and USA, biomedi-

cine is increasingly regarded as providing ‘authoritative knowledge’ in

relation to antena tal prep aratio n for childbirth ( Jordan , 1993 ; 1997 ;

Browner and Press, 1997). Women who do not use antenatal services in

‘appropriate’ ways, or do not conform to particular societal expectations,

may be regarded as ‘feckless’ or irresponsible (Miller, 1995:17). By

attending clinic appointments, submitting to routine blood and urine

tests and other technological interventions, a woman is perceived as

preparing in an appropriate way for motherhood. In return, responsibility

for the pregnancy is in some way transposed, a ‘safe birth’ becoming part

of an equation in which a woman’s control and power may be eroded

(Lupton, 1994; Foster, 1995). Yet, as Tew has pointed out, ‘scientific

research in recent years has shown that most of the medical elements of

antenatal care are ineffective . . . antenatal clinics are, however, very effective
in inculcating the rightness of and necessity for, obstetric intranatal care

and so maintaining control of the maternity service by obstetricians’

(1998 :379). We can see, the n, that a depen dence on bodies of expert

knowledge has evolved, reinforced by antenatal practices, which has led
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to the reconceptualisation of childbirth in terms of risk and ‘clinical

safety’. At the same time, the forms of authoritative knowledge that

shape reproduction and childbirth have correspondingly shifted (Davis-

Floyd, 1992; Tew, 1998).

The development of new technologies around reproduction and child-

bearing has further reinforced claims of expertise. These developments

have provided practitioners with the tools to detect ‘abnormalities’ and

monitor pregnancy and childbirth. For example, screening has become a

normative practice, a routine part ofmedical, antenatal care. It has enabled

the detection of women and their unborn babies who may be ‘at risk’ of

particular disorders and has contributed to ‘the production of ‘‘authorita-

tive knowledge’’ about pregnancy’ (Davis-Floyd and Sargent, 1997:18;

Reid, 199 0; Georges, 1997; Rapp, 199 9). Yet whilst screening has become

an integral part of pregnancy, the social and moral issues it raises in

societies where powerful pronatalist ideologies exist, are complex (Rapp,

1999). As Reid has pointed out, ‘one of the critical issues inherent in any

discussion of screening concerns abortion’ (1990:313). And whilst women

may eagerly anticipate their first ultrasound scan – taking along partners

and other family members and purchasing the resulting photograph – far

from being routine, the ultrasound may reveal serious deformities and

place the pregnancy in jeopardy (Reid, 1990; Rapp,  19 99 ). Screening

then represents a further aspect of the medicalisation of pregnancy and

childbearing and again encompasses the themes of power, risk, responsi-

bility and expert knowledge. And whilst many women willingly engage

with routine screening antenatally, and derive comfort from results con-

firming the ‘normality’ of their unborn child, the continuing shifts in how

pregnancy is expertly managed are in danger of further distancing women

from knowing their own bodies (BostonWomen’s Health BookCollective,

1978; Treichler, 1990; Lupton, 1994). Clearly this has implications for the

period following the birth of a baby when womenmay feel that they do not

instinctively know what to do, that they have lost a sense of control in their

lives (Lupton, 1994; see chapters 5 and 6, this volume).

The medicalisation of childbearing has been a gradual process. It has

involved claims of safety and perceptions of risk being used to justify

the relocation and the reprioritising, frommidwife to obstetrician, of who

has responsibility and who cares for, childbearing women, and impor-

tantl y, wh ere (Robi nson, 1990; Oakley, 1993 ; An nandale, 1998 ). More

recently, in the UK attempts have been made to reverse this trend and for

midwives to re-establish their previously held positions in relation to

childbearing women (Page and Sandall, 2000). This movement has also

been active in Northern E uropean coun tries (De Vries et al ., 2001) .

However, the vast majority of women in Western societies continue to
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give birth in hospital and debates around medicalisation have continued.

One graphic measure of the ‘medicalisation of birth . . . is the caesarean

section rate’, which has increased rapidly across North America and

Europe (Sargent and Bascope, 1997:192). In the UK 21 per cent of

births were by caesarean section in 2001 whilst the rate was slightly higher

in the USA at 24 per cent (Parliamentary Office of Science and

Technology, October 2002, no.184). Rates for caesarean section have

risen dramatically since the 1950s, when only 3 per cent of births in the

UK were by caesarean section. This trend clearly raises questions about

professional perceptions of risk and growing concerns over litigation. It

also prompts us to think about the ways in which women have come to

regard their bodies. Of course, debates on risk, responsibility and expert

bodies of knowledge are played out in the context of gendered knowledge

claims, against a backdrop of patriarchy. Feminists have differed on the

positions they have taken to explain the shifts which have occurred

around childbearing and the place of childbearing itself in women’s

lives. This, ‘like the competing claims of patriarchy and capitalism as

controlling structures, has been a theme of debate for feminists’ (Oakley,

1993:11). However, shared by most feminisms is the ‘understanding that

patriarchy privileges men by taking the male body as the ‘‘standard’’ . . . and,
through a comparison, viewing the female body as deficient, associated

with illness, with lack of control and intuitive rather than reasoned’

(Annandale and Clark, 1997:19; Martin, 1990; Davis-Floyd, 1992;

Helman, 2001). It is on this basis that feminists and others have argued

that male control over reproduction and childbearing has been achieved

and maintained.

But whilst feminisms may share a common understanding regarding

patriarchy, ‘motherhood holds different meanings for different feminists’

(Chase, 2001:9). An extreme and well-publicised position was expounded

by Firestone, who argued that women would only be liberated from

oppression ‘when technology released them from pregnancy and

childbirth altogether’ (Chase, 2001:9; Firestone, 1971). This position

has given rise to themisperception that feminists don’t likemen or babies,

a myth that Chase and Rogers (2001) set out to challenge, demonstrating

in the course of their book that ‘the preponderance of feminist approaches

to motherh ood have been posit ive’ (20 01:4). Ad dressing the wider con-

text of medicine, Lupton has usefully encapsulated the tensions that have

existed in feminist writing over ‘the uniqueness of women’s embodied

experi ence and the des ire to deny that any suc h uni quene ss exist s’ (1994:

131). Whilst radical feminists have argued that ‘patriarchy seeks to con-

trol reproduction’ (Annandale, 1998:72) and some talk of the oppressive

nature of entering motherhood, others have celebrated the unique power
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of women’s bodies to produce children. Here, reproduction is seen not as

oppressive, but as offering women the possibility of experiencing a ‘pure

and original femininity’ beyond patriarchal and social control (Daly,

1973; Chodorow, 1978; Gilligan, 1982; Annandale and Clark, 1997).

The dilemma for feminists, however, has been ‘how to retain the

empowering or pleasurable aspects of motherhood without reinforcing

the straitjacket of traditional gender arrangements’ (Blum, 1993:292).

The ‘profound ambivalence’ experienced as a mother – and a feminist –

has been described by Gieve, who writes of ‘the unexpected passion and

joy and physical attachment on one side, and on the other side the

relentless obligation and the necessity to respond which has deprived

me of my own direction and brought the fear that I myself would

be exting uished ’ (19 87:39). Journ eys into mothe rhood, then, have

implications for our sense of who we are. Old recognisable selves can

become subsumed within different identities associated with being a

mother and motherhood. This pathway continues to be a tricky one to

negotiate, both for women becoming mothers, and for those of us who,

from different disciplinary positions, set out to document the journeys.

Ideologies of motherhood

The implications of the medicalisation of childbearing for women have

been to shift ‘the focus of birth from the social and emotional to the

physiological and medical’ (Garcia, Kilpatrick and Richards, 1990:3).

Yet the ideologies which can be clearly discerned before and long after a

child is born also remain a powerful force in shaping expectations. The

biological fact of giving birth within Western cultures simultaneously

leads to a redefinition of an individual’s identity, an identity which is

inextricably linked to family and motherhood – implying that a woman’s

fate is tied to her biological role in reproduction (Oakley, 1979;

Richardson, 1993; Romito, 1997). This transition occurs ‘against a back-

ground of personal and cultural assumptions that all women are, or want

to be m others’ (Leth erby, 1994:525 ). An d wh ilst the se assum ptions have

increasingly been challenged, and attempts made to separate mother-

hood from female identity, the tendency to conflate these identities has

continued (Phoenix andWoollett, 1991; Ireland, 1993; Letherby, 1994).

In the context of societies underpinned by pronatalist ideologies, it has

been argued that whether women becomemothers or not, ‘motherhood is

central to the ways in which they are defined by others and to their

perceptions of themselves’ (Phoenix and Woollett, 1991:13). The cat-

egory mother is clearly problematic and dynamic, for as Lawler notes,

‘the advent of new reproductive technologies potentially destabilizes the
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category ‘‘mot her’’ (2000, 19). Yet, wh atever the pote ntial for diffe rent

constructions of mother/motherhood, dominant ideologies remain:

powerfully rooted in assumptions of biological determinism and the

inevitability of women’s destiny to become mothers. Fundamental to

such ideo logies is the no tion tha t mothering is instinct ive and theref ore

univers ally expe rienced and cons tant. Yet histo rical, social an d cultu ral

variations have been clearly demonstrated, which ‘confirms that mother-

ing, like other relationships and institutions, is socially constructed, not

biologi cally inscri bed’ (Glen n, 1994 :3).

Ideologies, then, also shift over time, and ideas about what a ‘good’

mother should do – stay at home and devote herself to childrearing and

housework – shift according to public and political changes and economic

demands. Good parenting, and specifically good mothering, is premised

on ideas of being with children, fulfilling the demands of intensive nurtur-

ing, whilst at the same time it involves taking up paid work and providing

financially for a child. Current policies in the UK and the USA, for

example the New Deal in the UK, appear to encourage (certain groups

of) women to combine mothering with paid employment (which may

indeed be paid ‘mothering’ of other women’s children). Once again, this

serves to redefine the roles and expectations of what constitutes a ‘good’

mothe r (Phoe nix an d Woollett , 1991 ; Seg ura, 1994 ; Miller, 1998;

Duncan an d Edw ards, 1999) . This lin k betw een shif ting polic y an d

ideological commitments and particular constructions of maternal bodies

and mothe rhood is echoed across p ost-industri al societie s (Sta cey, 1996;

Chas e, 2001 ). But cl ass, race and culture have also alw ays underpi nned

individual expectations and experiences of mothering. The notion of the

‘good’ mother, who stays at home or experiences guilt or ambivalence as a

result of combiningmothering with paid work outside the home, has been

premised on particular groups of white, privileged women. Such con-

structions lack relevance for ‘less privileged women (for instance, immi-

grant women, women of color) who have historically been important

econo mic actors b oth inside and outside the hom e’ (Segu ra, 1994 :212).

The material and cultural circumstances in which women live their lives

is, then, a crucial feature in any analysis of motherhood. As Collins has

argued, ‘for women of color, the subjective experience of mothering/

motherhood is inextricably linked to the sociocultural concern of racial

ethnic comm unities – one does not exist without the othe r’ (199 4:47).

Equally, as noted in earlier chapters, for women becoming mothers, or

mothering, in the developing world, day-to-day survival may well be a

primary concern overriding any (Western) notion of individualised con-

trol in a life. So, contexts differ, but within the Western world dominant

ideologies surrounding motherhood can be seen to represent the ideas
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and beliefs of more powerful groups and do not recognise or accommo-

date the diversity of women’s lived experiences. And they are pervasive,

and powerfully shape the cultural scripts and public and ‘meta narratives’

(Some rs, 1994) wh ich both inform normative p ractices an d wome n’s

own expectations, of what mothering will be like.

Since the 1960s, feminists have challenged essentialist constructions of

maternal bodies and motherhood. Attempts to theorise motherhood with-

out recourse to ‘natural or biological explanations’ have been attempted

(Glenn, 1994). Using psychoanalytic object relations theory, Chodorow

(1978) has sought to demonstrate how being mothered transmits and

reinforces a pattern of female mothering. This is not biologically deter-

mined but a product of the dynamics of the mother–daughter relationship,

which differs from themother–son relationship. In order to change expect-

ations aroundmothering, Chodorow has argued thatmenmust participate

more equally in childrearing to redress the gender balance of nurturing/

caring. Ruddick (19 80 ) too has argued that mothers’ concerns for nurtur-

ing and protecting their children can be explained through ‘maternal

practice’. The physical, emotional and intellectual dimensions of mother-

ing are not, then, biologically determined but arise through constant

practice. The positions taken by both Chodorow and Ruddick have been

criticised for, amongst other things, universalising experiences of mother-

hood and not challenging the status quo, and the debate continues

(Phoenix and Woollett, 1991; Delphy, 1992; Glenn, 19 94 ; Chase and

Rogers, 200 1). In particular, Chodorow has been criticised for conflating

motherhood with femininity, so that ‘female desire is thus analytically

erased’ (Elliott, 20 01 :110). In stark contrast to these positions, pro-family

ideologies, which have been dominant in America and bound up with the

political Right in Britain and more recently New Labour, are rooted in

perceptions of motherhood as biologically determined. The belief asso-

ciated with cultural feminism, that women’s capacity for motherhood

provides ‘an essential, unifying principle’, reinforces such ideas (Chase,

2001:14). Similarly, conservative and pro-family feminism has focused on

the ‘life giving values associated with mothering’ (Delphy, 19 92 :1 8) . T he se

positions have served to emphasise ‘mothering as women’s primary and

exclusive identity’ and in so doing locate women firmly in the home, the

private sphere (Richardson, 1993; Glenn, 199 4).

It is these essentialist constructions of mothering as biologically deter-

mined and shared and shaped in relation to patriarchy, that other feminists

have long argued turn mothering into such an alienating and oppressive

experience (Rich, 19 77 ; Oakley, 1979). And yet such challenges have not

radically changed the dominant ideologies that powerfully and pervasively

surround and shape motherhood. Even though household and living
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arrangements have changed dramatically in recent decades, ideologies

around ‘good’ mothering persist and override current living arrangements

(Garcia Coll et al., 1998) . Change, then, has b een slow and ‘while divorce

rate s an d women’s p aid employment have increased, women s till do not

have adequate day care, enough support f rom male p artners, and workplaces

atten tive to empl oyees ’ f amily responsibilities’ ( Chase, 2001:18). Clearly,

the challen ges persist, for the problem accord ing to Romito ‘is that despite

twenty-five years of the n ew feminism, m otherhood still retains its sacred

aura. Mothers still do not dare to admit how burdensome the constraints

and di fficulti es o f their cond ition can be’ (1997:172). Reflectin g o n her own

experiences of being amother, Gieve has also noted that the ‘fear of the knot

of motherhood has m ade u s turn away f rom confronting it’ (1987:39 ). And

therein lies the parad o x f orwomen. The u nique p osition ing of child beari ng –

at t he interface bet ween the b iological and the social – both shapes

expectations and renders experiences which do n ot conform to some

ide al ised n ot ion o f m otherhood d iffic ult to make s ense of, to confront and

to voice. The compell ing an d confusing contexts in which transitio n to

mothe rhood is lived and experi ence d in late modern ity provide a

particul arly chall enging backd rop agai nst wh ich to do this. The focus

on ind ividualisation app arent in late modern societ ies encourage s

reflexiv ity, through activel y work ing on the self to m ake se nse of new

experi ences in the absence of ‘tra ditional norms and certain ties’. Yet, it is

the absence of these ‘tradit ional no rms and certainti es’, toget her with

unrea listic expec tations, whic h can mak e experi ences of first-ti me

mothe rhood par ticularly ‘baffl ing’ (Fr ank, 1995 ; Lupton , 1999 ).

Ideol ogies that surrou nd an d shape notion s of m otherho od are, then,

pervasi ve, dynamic and linked to power. Ye t this is to ignore that wome n

are able to exercise some agency in their lives, albeit dependent on their

structura l location and mater ial circu mstances (Ba rclay et al., 1997;

Rajan, 1996 ; Fox and Worts , 1999 ; Du ncan and Edwar ds, 1999).

However, such powerful ideologies override individual experience, and

continue to reinforce idealised notions of motherhood, that in turn fail to

accommodate the diversity that exists in experiences of mothering.

Commenting on the importance of theorising women’s differences,

Phoenix and Woollett caution that failure to do so ‘helps to maintain

the status quo as ‘‘normal mothers’’ being white, middle class, married

women and othe r mothe rs being devi ant/ab errant’ (1991:226) . As no ted

in chapter 1, the women wh ose experience s provide the first-ha nd

accounts in this book apparently conform to stereotypes of ‘good’ and

‘normal’ mothers. They are white, educated and partnered, but their

early experiences of motherhood were diverse and different from their

own expec tations and at times difficu lt to make sense of (Chas e, 2001 ).
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Yet, however invidious the ideologies, women continue to become

mothers and ‘to hold images of what motherhood and childhood should

be like’ (Rib bens, 1998 :28). Havin g been soci alised into roles that con-

tinue to anticipate mothering, a majority of women at some time in their

live s bec ome mothe rs (Abbo tt and Wallace, 1990 ). Indeed, in most

societies to choose to remain childless is perceived as somehow ‘unnat-

ural’, so deeply inscribed and culturally scripted are essentialist ideas of

womanhood. The current decline in fertility rates across many European

countries and the USAmight eventually lead to different, less essentialist

constructions of womanhood, or conversely, may further reinforce

notions of ‘unnaturalness’. However, for those women who anticipate

having at least one child during their lives, studies have shown that

expectations of motherhood often do not resonate with experiences.

Despite many years of academic study and calls for change, it is note-

worthy that women continue to come to motherhood with ‘quite unreal-

istic expec tation s’ (Boulton, 1983 ; Oa kley, 1993 ; Ri chardso n, 1993;

Bar clay et al ., 1997; Chas e and Roge rs, 2001 ; Mauth ner, 2002).

Normative practices

As was note d in chapt er 2, in Wes tern soci eties wome n beco ming preg -

nant are ‘exposed to a variety of ideas about pregnancy, childbirth and

childcare’ which will be filtered according to cultural location, social

clas s, age etc. (Phoenix an d Woolle tt, 1991:66–7) . Prep aration for most

mothers is located within highly developed systems of preventive ante-

natal care, which is clearly located within a biomedical context: the clinic

and the hospita l (Mi ller, 1995 ; Graha m and Oa kley, 1986; Oakley, 1993 ;

Bro wner an d Pre ss, 1997 ). It is interestin g to no te that atte mpts to

‘right’ to choice, control and continuity of care have failed (The

Wint erton Repo rt, 1992 ; Page and Sand all, 2000 ). This may in par t be

due to the nationalised system of health care that exists in the UK, in

contrast to the largely privatised system of health care in the US, where

more women would identify with the term ‘consumer’, whilst others are

wholly reliant on Medicaid. However, given the diversity of women’s

lives, both within and across different societies in the West, services

around childbirth continue to be provided in particularly uniform ways.

For example, the hospital is regarded by most women as the ‘natural’

place to give birth (Tre ichler, 1990 ; Szu rek, 1997). In m any ways this

confirms, were confirmation needed, the power and dominance of

‘authoritative knowledge’ as discussed in the previous chapter. By focus-

ing on the normative practices in the West that have resulted from
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particular forms of authoritative knowledge, we can see when, where and

how constructions of the expert are played out. The acceptance by a

majority of women of the hospital as the natural place to give birth,

reflects both the dynamic qualities and power of authoritative knowledge

in which ‘all participants come to see the current social order as a natural

order, that is, the way thin gs (obv iously) are’ (Jorda n, 1997 :56).

As already noted, even before the birth of a child, women begin to be

defined in accordancewith notions of ‘good’mothering. They are expected

to prepare appropriately – attend antenatal classes, wear appropriate cloth-

ing, change socialising patterns and behaviours to conform to some ‘ideal

type’. Clearly, antenatal practices and ‘the rituals of obstetrics’ help to

transmit and reinforce gendered values held in Western societies (Davis-

Floyd, 1992). Beyond regular antenatal visits, women (and their partners)

are invited to attend parent-craft classes in order to prepare appropriately

for parenthood. Yet, as was demonstrated in the preceding chapter, the

perception of need for such classes is filtered through cultural ways of

knowing, and preparing for childbirth: the Bangladeshi women did not

think they were necessary (Miller, 19 95 ). Following the birth, care in the

postnatal period is much less highly developed in the UK. It is operation-

alised within the clinic setting and the private sphere of the home, and in

relation to essentialist ideas of mothering (Glazener, MacArthur and

Garcia, 1993; Garcia and Marchant, 1996). Although medical regulation

and supervision characterise normative practices during the antenatal

period, the medical gaze switches swiftly from the mother to the baby in

the postnatal period. When Lawler writes of the ‘apparent’ rather than

‘real’ demise in the position of expert knowledges in late modernity, she

concludes that ‘there seems little evidence that there has been a loosening

of surveillance of mothers and their children’ (2000:20). Clearly, a whole

host of different experts – midwives, doctors, health visitors – are involved

in monitoring the antenatal and postnatal periods but, according to

Lawler, this monitoring has become increasingly ‘bound up with processes

of self-surveillance’ (2000:20). In the postnatal period this is expected to

come to the fore. Certainly, from conception and sometimes pre-

conception, expert advice is offered on what is best for the child, and

mothers are expected to act responsibly in providing care and meeting

their child’s needs (Jessop, 2001). Being a mother involves responsibility,

an intrinsic feature of which is self-surveillance. This involves evaluating

one’s self against others, in a confusing context where ‘normal’ mothering

is not defined but powerfully reinforces expectations.

In the postnatal period, the form of monitoring shifts and the focus

of early postnatal check-ups ‘is almost entirely on the baby, or the mother

in relation to the baby; her independent status as a woman is discounted’
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(Urwin, 1985:177). The development and introduction of the Edinburgh

Postnatal Depression Scale in the UK is one attempt to focus on women’s

mental health in the early weeks following childbirth. A health visitor

administers the questionnaire when she visits the mother in her home.

Boxes are ticked according to how the woman says she has felt over

the p receding seven days. Responses are then coded and a ‘diagnosis’

made. Whilst this initiative could be welcomed as an attempt to collate

women’s experiences of earlymothering, it is a blunt instrument with which

to gather sensitive material and questions have been raised about its

useful ness (Barke r, 1998 ). Indeed , it could be seen as yet anothe r

practice that medicalises and, in turn, problematises normal early

mothering experiences. Many women would agree that they felt tearful

and at times unhappy in the days and weeks and sometimes months

following the birth of their child. Patterns of care following the birth of a

child are, then, largely normatively preoccupied and task-based, with an

emphasis on routine measures being taken to indicate a ‘return to normal’.

The close supervision and sense of shared responsibility engendered by

professional antenatal practices and experienced from confirmation of

pregnancy, ceases in most Western societies shortly after the birth. Any

feelings which had been placed as secondary to authoritative, medical

knowledge in the antenatal period are now expected to come to the fore:

women are expected to instinctively know how to be mothers. Whilst

women may be socialised from birth into gendered, ‘female’ roles, the

experience of becoming a mother may not resonate with earlier expect-

ations. Births are often different from what had been expected, and the

tasks of early mothering can seem daunting and the responsibility for a

small baby overwhelming. The dominance of particular ways of knowing

in the antenatal period, which reinforce particular notions of good

mothering, can be seen to be potentially disempowering and ‘may make

it difficult to take back control after the birth, when (a mother) may have

no real know ledge of her own feeli ngs, or her baby’ (Lupt on, 1994:

148–9). Indeed, the technologies and practices involved in the medicali-

sation of reproduction increasingly separate women from knowing their

own bodies. Thus ‘the history of Western obstetrics is the history of

technologies of separation (and) it is very, very hard to conceptually put

back together that which medicine has rendered asunder’ (Rothman

c ite d in Davis-Floyd a nd Davis, 1997:315)

Narratives: making sense of personal transition

As note d in chapt er 1, the need for ind ividua ls to mak e connecti ons

between the personal and the social, and thus make sense of their
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experiences, is increasingly regarded as a feature of changing Western

societies in which choices have becomemore complex. In the face of these

greater uncertainties and complex choices, there is an increased need to

create and maintain ontological security and ‘new certainties for oneself ’

(Beck , 1994:14; Lupton , 1999 ). This is achiev ed by the p roducti on of

biographical or ontological narratives. Through these a recognisable

sense of self is shaped and maintained, through a process of continual

reflection and reworking. Individuals, then, make sense of experiences

and project particular self-identities through narratives that are shaped by

thematerial, cultural and political circumstances in which they live. As we

have seen, during pregnancy the themes of late modernity are clearly

played out as trust is largely placed in experts, and expert knowledge is

ranked above that emanating from the experiences of family and friends.

Ontological security is maintained throughout this period of transition

based on a relationship of trust in experts and the knowledge that appro-

priate and responsible preparation, which implicitly diminishes risk, is

being undertaken. But at this stage it is important to note that women

anticipating the birth of their first child do not have the reflexive grasp

that comes from experience. They are anticipating motherhood but are

not yet mothers and so can only appeal to idealised notions of mother-

hood, or accounts from family and friends. Ideas about the type ofmother

women want to be are formed at this time from an array of sources, but it

is the birth of a first child that is a crucial turning point. The experience of

giving birth and being a mother usually leads women to reflect that their

lived experiences are different from their expectations and to question

their ‘expert’ preparation. They do not necessarily feel like the type of

mother they had envisaged being, and shifting identities involving a

temporary loss of an old, recognisable self, can add to this period of

confu sion (see chapt ers 5 and 6).

At some point during the early weeks and months of becoming a

mother, early experiences of mothering that do not resonate with expect-

ations have to be made sense of and reconciled. For a woman reflecting

from this newly held position, the trust placed in experts during the

antenatal period can gradually come to feel misplaced. Becoming a

mother usually turns out to be different from what had been anticipated,

as expectations are replaced by experiences. Plans that had seemed

plausible before the birth have to be rethought as a sense of a pre-baby

self (the old you) becomes subsumed within the new identities associated

with being a mother. The conflicting and sometimes overwhelming feel-

ings of love, guilt, exhaustion, joy and fear are not uncommon experi-

ences in the early weeks andmonths of becoming amother. But they need

to be understood, and made sense of, recognised and accepted as normal
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responses to early mothering experiences and motherhood. For the many

women who find that their experiences are different from what they had

expected, the need to produce culturally recognisable accounts of early

mothering, demonstrating that they are ‘good’ mothers who are coping,

can appear paramount. Women may feel that they must conceal difficult

or contrary experiences because of the morally underpinned context in

which we mother. This also has implications for social action and women

may confine themselves to the home, where new mothering is easier to

manage. The birth of a child instantly leads others to identify women as

mothers, and yet for the individual the process may be much more

gradual. It is clear, then, that the powerful knowledges and practices

that shape the context in which women become mothers, provide a

challenging backdrop against which to make sense of and narrate early

experiences. Cultural scripts and expectations do not necessarily fit indi-

vidual experiences and yet women are expected to naturally know how to

mother. It is only after the passage of time, leading to a shift in perception

of who is the expert around reproduction and childbearing and the

regaining of sense of a pre-baby self, that difficult and challenging

acc ounts of trans ition eventual ly can be voiced (see chapter 6). Over

time, women come to know their babies and feel able to differentiate

between competing expert and lay knowledge claims. Eventually, they

become the experts in relation to their own children, and they know that

they are doing ‘good enough’ mothering.

Becoming a mother in late modern society

Becoming a mother in late modern society is, then, a highly complex

experience. We must be cautious about any claims made in relation to

universal experiences, and at the same time acknowledge the embodied

act of birth and its cultural inscription and social location. In exploring

the pathways through the landscape of childbearing and motherhood,

feminists are continually faced with challenges. The key challenge is

summed up succinctly by Linda Rennie Forcey, who observes the need

to ‘seek balance between the essentialism lurking in simplified notions of

‘‘mothers’’ as a homogeneous group and the equally important need for

polit ical unity an d an ethic of care ’ (Force y, 1999 :304). Yet the cont ext

keeps changing, and we have to pay close attention to the ways in which

changes infiltrate and shape expectations and ways of doing and being.

So, whilst debates continue to surround the place of reproduction and

childbearing in women’s lives, the context in which childbearing takes

place reflects other shifts that have occurred across many Western soci-

eties. Patterns within women’s lives have shifted, with many women
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having children either much earlier or later in life, alone or partnered,

combining work and mothering, or choosing to remain childless (child-

free). These general trends are echoed across other Western societies

(Eurost ats, 2000; N ational Vi tal Statistic s, 2000) . Fath ers have also been

ident ified as a new consume r group (Barbo ur, 1990 ) an d the ir role

throughout the childbearing process and after has become a focus of

researc h an d debat e (Laque ur, 1992; Ru ddick, 1992 ; Mitch ell and

Goody , 1997 ; Helman , 2001 ). In the USA and acro ss m any E uropean

countries, ‘the family’ is increasingly repositioned as the cornerstone of

society and policies to support particular types of family are promoted,

whilst at the same time, families of choice and other ways of living are also

being championed. In the UK, the rights of the child have also been

increasingly recognised and detailed in legislation (for example,

Childr en Act 1989 ) and mee ting childr en’s needs has beco me an amb igu-

ous government concern. Parenting has been redefined in terms of skills

to be learned and practised and parenting classes are increasingly offered

or prescribe d (Webst er-Strat ton, 1997 ; Home Office , 1998). Across

many European countries maternity and paternity leave has been

increased or introduced although not necessarily financially supported.

But for all these changes, in almost all societies the rearing of children

continues to be predominately undertaken by women, a significant num-

ber of whom parent alone and in poverty.

The context, then, in which women negotiate their journeys into

motherhood and in which mothering is experienced, continues to shift.

Writing in another context, Plummer has drawn our attention to the

possibilities of challenges to ‘old stories’ and the ‘obdurate grip’ of others

(1995 :131). It is the ‘obd urate grip’ of the myth s arou nd mothe rhood

which provides a recurrent theme across the chapters of this book.

Feminists have, over several generations, debated and called for changes

in the conditions in which mothering is experienced. Yet it appears that

the difficulties of ‘telling the hard things about motherhood’ (Ross,

1995 :398) rema ins, and essenti alist no tions of ‘norm al’ and ‘natural’

transition make confronting and voicing difficult experiences particularly

proble matic (Nic olson, 1998 ; Ma uthner, 2002 ). Wider soci al changes

have translated into mothering occurring at different times in women’s

lives. The significance of mothering to women’s lives within the context

of changed educational opportunities for (some) women and the resulting

shifts in patterns of employment, also has implications for constructions

of motherhood. There is an increase in the number of single mothers and

others who follow ‘non-traditional’ ways of living and parenting (McRae,

1999 ). In all late m odern societ ies, contemp orary mothe ring arran ge-

ments are more diverse, yet often remain unrecognised in areas of family
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polic y and pract ice (Sta cey, 1996; Duncan and Edwar ds, 1999 ). This is

app arent in relation to mothe rs whose moth ering challe nges stereotype s.

The experi ence s of mothe rs who have found the mselves to be margin-

alised: teen mothers, immigrant mothers, lesbian mothers, homeless

mothers, welfare mothers and incarcerated mothers, have been studied

in recen t years (Garcia Coll et al ., 1998). These ‘types’ of mothers all

represent groups who challenge the ‘‘‘good’’ mothe r narra tive [wh ich]

attempts to assert uniformity where there is diversi ty; consen sus where

the re are differing perspe ctives’ (Garcia Coll et al ., 1998:12). But the

diffi culties of making women’s different and differing voices either heard

or count have remained . Fem inist and other research has continued to

explore the differences and commonalities of contemporary mothering

experiences. Yet the practices around motherhood in the West remain

grounded in assumptions of mothering as biologically determined,

instinctive and natural.

Conclusion

Transformations in Western societies have led to different ways of living

and organising personal lives and intimate relationships. These changes

differentially impact on individuals’ lives, according to the ways in which

lives are embedded in particular power relations. For some, and particu-

larly those in the West, there is a pattern of greater self-reflexivity, which

emerges as a mechanism for making sense of a life in the increasing

absence of traditional, taken-for-granted, gendered fates. Individuals,

then, increasingly seek understanding of their experiences and lives

through the construction and reworking of biographical narratives.

Becoming a mother changes lives in all sorts of ways, both anticipated

and unexpected. But the contemporary context can make constructing

and voicing biographical narratives difficult. This is because motherhood

is ‘mainly lived out in a private, domestic sphere’, but it is measured

according to societal norms and professional normative practices, which

ignore the diversity of women’s experiences (Phoenix and Woollett,

1991). Because motherhood and family are closely associated with

an individual’s moral being, moral identities may be challenged and

compromised during transition to motherhood. Disclosure of experi-

ences which do not resonate with expectations, both personally held

and socially constructed, may, then, be perceived as too risky. The

complex and contradictory dimensions of motherhood – the embodied

physical act of birth, essentialist notions of mothering, the social and

cultural contexts in which mothers and their children live their lives –

make understanding and voicing normal difficulties problematic. Yet,
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paradoxically, the very act of not voicing difficult experiences maintains

and perpetuates the myths that continue to surround motherhood.

Women becoming mothers for the first time come to terms with their

individual experiences within these shifting and contradictory contexts

and from different positions within the social world. In the following

three chapters the experiences of a group of women can be glimpsed, as

their journeys into first-time motherhood unfold.
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4 Anticipating motherhood: the antenatal

period

They’ve always done all the checks all the time so I’m quite confident
that everything’s been monitored. (Clare, antenatal interview)

Transition to motherhood involves women embarking on uncertain

personal journeys: anticipating the birth of a baby, becoming and being a

mother, motherhood. The previous three chapters have helped to set the

scene conceptually, theoretically and methodologically. The following

three chapters shift the focus to women’s own lived, embodied, ‘fleshy’

accounts of their experiences of becoming mothers for the first time. The

arguments set up in the previous chapters are now revisited in the light of

the experiences of the women in this group. How far are features of late

modernity – uncertainty and risk, trust in expert bodies of knowledge, and

reflexivity – discernible in the accounts produced? In what ways do these

features shape the ways women talk about their experiences? For

example, how do cultural constructions of risk translate into responsibilities

and actions? What can a detailed focus on this period of transition tell us

about the ways in which selves are experienced, maintained and narrated?

How is reflexivity experienced and played out? As noted in the previous

chapter, notions of normal and good and bad mothering permeate the

contemporary context in which transition to motherhood is experienced

and understood within the Western world. This extends to the antenatal/

prenatal period, in which appropriate ways of preparing to become a

mother are culturally and socially shaped and experienced. Such a con-

text leads to contradictory accounts, for example, expectations that are

grounded in ideas about the natural capacity of women’s bodies (‘you

want to do it yourself naturally’), desires to do the appropriate thing

(‘I just assume that I’ll go to the hospital and let them do it’) and acceptance

that expert practices may dominate the birth (‘You’re going to be stuck

with the medical way of doing things, but then I’m happy to go along

with that’).

The empirical data are prioritised in this and the following two chap-

ters. Whilst the theoretical implications are raised across these chapters,

these will be more fully drawn out and explored, in chapter 7. In these
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chapters women’s accounts of their experiences move centre stage. We

follow them on their journeys into motherhood. This focus enables us to

note the ways in which they anticipate and prepare for motherhood and

position themselves in particular ways in relation to dominant bodies of

expert knowledge: how they construct and narrate their experiences.

Although these chapters are organised according to the arguments

outlined above, it is also interesting for the reader to trace individual

women’s accounts within and across the three chapters. In this way,

individual stories of anticipation, tentative hopes, fears and experiences

of becoming amother, can be captured. In presenting the data in this way,

I am also imposing a neat order through a focus on narrative trajectories

whilst acknowledging that lives are lived in messier, less coherent, ways.

The narratives are organised around linear time, chronologically. This

mirrors the stages in transition to motherhood, which rely on medically

defined language, i.e. antenatal (or prenatal) and early and late postnatal

periods. It is also important to note that the longitudinal dimensions of

this study both enabled, and indeed invited, reflexivity and to once again

urge caution in relation to the assumptions and claims we make in

relation to refl exivity (see chapter 7). This is bec ause it assumes a capaci ty

for active and engaged reflexivity, beyond the reflexivity that is an

intrinsic dimension of all human action. Theories of reflexivity may not

take sufficient account of oppressive structural and material conditions

whic h shape lives and possi bilities (see chapt ers 1 and 7). That we shoul d

not presume the reflexive social actor was brought home to me early on in

my research. In one interview, I asked Faye how she would describe being

pregnant and she replied ‘I’m not very good on words and things like

that.’ I was aware that Faye had been surprised that I had not arrived with

a questionnaire but a short interview schedule, and she seemed bemused

that I should be interested in her experiences, even though we had talked

through the format when arranging to meet. In subsequent interviews

Faye seemed much more at ease with the interview format and talking

about her experiences. However, in the end-of-study questionnaire Faye

made the following comment ‘sometimes I would have preferred a little

time to think about the questions. I realise that initial response is import-

ant but I found myself thinking about some of my answers later and

wishing I had added other things’. This shows the ways in which the

interview encounter can prompt reflection both during and after the

interview. Yet, whilst all this is to caution against assuming the actively

reflexive, experienced storyteller, it should not deter us from noting how

changes in late modernity in Western societies increasingly lead individ-

uals to be reflexive, at some level. In gathering these women’s accounts of

transition to motherhood I was known by the participants to be both a
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researcher and a mother. This information will have shaped both the

interview encounter and the ways in which expectations and experiences

were na rrated: wh at was said and what was left unsaid (see chapt er 7).

Antenatal care (as it is referred to in the UK, although prenatal care is

the term used in the USA) is available to all women in the UK, irrespect-

ive of the ability to pay, under the National Health Service (NHS). The

differences that characterise access to, and quality of, prenatal care in the

USA do not exist in the same way in the UK. Even so, there is a wealth of

literature available to show that inequalities continue to be a feature of the

access to, and services provided by, the NHS, that the ‘inverse care law’

cont inues to exist (Tudo r Hart, 1971 ; Lazarus, 1997 ; Shaw et al ., 1999) .

Deference tomedical knowledge and engagement with those perceived to

be experts, are features of late modernity. These will be explored in

relation to debates on risk, trust in experts and individual control, and

these themes will also be returned to in subsequent chapters. The layers

within narratives have also provided markers to the ways in which women

negotiate between the lived experience ofmothering and the institution of

mot herhood (Rich, 1977 ). Fina lly then, the aim has not been to unc over

‘truths’ about transition to motherhood, but rather to listen to and

explore the ways in which women gradually make sense of and narrate

their experiences of this period of personal transition, the authenticity of

acc ounts being ‘created in the pro cess of storytel ling’ (Fran k, 2002 :1).

This approach involves engaging with the substantive data within the

framework of exploring how and why narratives are constructed and

presented in particular ways, how women make sense of this period of

transition. The complexities of narrating experiences of periods of per-

sonal transition will also be explored. This will be achieved through a focus

on different layers of narrative as both engagement and resistance are

discerned in accounts. Substantive areas which have emerged from the

data will be used to illustrate how narratives anticipating motherhood are

constructed in relation to individuals’ perceptions of ‘expert knowledge’

and changing perceptions of self. The two following chapters will show

how these perceptions can be seen to shift over time, leading eventually to

the reconstruction of previous accounts or the production and voicing of

counter-narratives, linked to a shifting sense of self. The participants’

attempts to make sense of this period of transition are most clearly

demonstrated in the following areas: preparation and engagement with

‘experts’ (preparing appropriately and anticipating the birth), the shifting

sense of ‘selves’ and anticipating motherhood. These areas will provide

the focus of this chapter. Whilst they will be largely explored separately,

they are also interlinked and interwoven, and underpinned by differential

experiences of wishing to retain control.
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Preparing appropriately

Themoral context inwhichmotheringoccurs is hard to escape, its influences

being felt for some even before conception. It clearly shapes the antenatal

period, that is the medically defined stages, which pregnant women pass

through. In theUKand theUS there is a cultural expectation that all women

expecting a child will take up and use antenatal services ‘appropriately’ and

this involves regu lar in teracti on s w ith h ealth care profess ionals (M iller, 1995;

Browner a n d Pre ss, 1997). Mos t of t he women i n thi s s tudy purchased h ome

test kits from the pharmacy to establish whether they were pregnant.

However, all presented themselves to their general practitioners (GPs) to

confirm their pregnancy. Also, many spoke of the now routine ultrasound

scan providing absolute certainty of their pregnancy and reassurance:

That was really reassuring because up till then I hadn’t really sort of believed in it
you know. (Peggy)

I suppose I didn’t actually feel that pregnant until you actually see that baby on the
scan, then yes, it becomes more real. (Linda)

Engagement with health professionals and associated practices were

openly undertaken at an early stage by all the women. This was regarded

as the appropriate thing to do when expecting a child. As noted in earlier

chapters, how ‘choices’ are perceived and made is bound up with dom-

inant ideologies about appropriate behaviours. These in turn are

reinforced and perpetuated through interactions and mediated by social

class. Thus ‘all participants come to see the current social order as a

natural order, that is, the way things (obviously) are’ (Davis-Floyd and

Sargent , 1997 :56). This extends to place of birth, with the hospita l

regarded as the appropriate, ‘natural’ setting for birth. In the following

extract, Felicity talks about her reasons for not contemplating a home

birth and recognises the contradictions in her account:

The one thing about birth that really worries me is the mess. The mess and the
smell . . . and yes, OK, I slag off the medical profession but I’m going to be
damned glad that they’ll be there if anything goes wrong.

Kathryn too emphasises her perception of the hospital as being the safest

place to give birth, and her responsibility for her unborn child:

I would just never forgive myself if something went wrong and I could have saved
the baby.

These extracts resonate with others in the study and indeed other

research findings in theUK andUS, which show engagement with, rather

than resistanc e to, a (potent ially) med icalised birth (Lazar us, 1997 ). The
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uncertainty of what giving birth will involve, especially when expecting a

first child, leads the women to engage with those they perceive as expert,

and to demonstrate through their accounts and actions that they are

preparing responsibly. Birth should occur where both expert profes-

sionals and expert equipment are located: the hospital. Greater inter-

action with the medical profession was also regarded as evidence of better

care, and experienced as reassuring. The expert and reassuring nature of

the relationship was summed up by Sarah:

. . . goes to the hospital and the woman there was brilliant, she was really nice. And
there was a midwife there and a . . . some guy who deals with genes, and a trainee
doctor who just nodded a lot, and somebody else, some other kind of expert . . . as
well as the ultrasound person and . . . and they were brilliant. The fact is that all of
those women and men, they know exactly what they’re doing, it’s their job . . .

Stories of engagement with the experts, through contact with G.P.s and/or

midwives, or health visitors at parent-craft classes, provided a central part

of the plot in the women’s anticipatory narratives. Whilst the women all

spoke of getting information from other sources, for example, relatives,

friends and books, thesewere regarded as less reliable, less expert, than that

provided by health professionals, as the following extract shows:

I don’t like getting information from other people because it’s always so subjective
and they always want to harp on about their little story, and so I have actually
avoided other people . . . I’ve steered away from those, those are the most unhelp-
ful, personal experiences that I’ve steered away from. But I think the books, and
the midwives and my doctor, my doctor’s been good. (Rebecca)

Information from friends was seen as either ‘unhelpful’ or as in the extract

below, potentially ‘wrong’. Ironically, the cautious silence on the part of

friends who were already mothers helped to perpetuate particular myths

of motherhood:

Well, a lot of the friends that have had babies say that they don’t like to say too
much because they could say the wrong thing. (Faye)

Information from experts, those in whom cultural authority is vested, is

ordered as being a better source of knowledge. Information giving could

also act as a catalyst leading to greater reflexivity. Gillian describes her

experiences of attending parent-craft classes:

they’ve been useful in that they’ve promptedme . . . it’s just made you think or it’s
made you think in order . . .

But this opportunity to ‘think’ was of course bounded by the medical

context in which particular ideological messages are conveyed. The inter-

play between acting responsibly and being seen to do the right thing is
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emphasised in the ways in which the women spoke about their feeding

intentions. This involved seeking guidance and reassurance from the

experts that their intended actions were appropriate. In the following

extract Angela talks of her intentions, but within the context of having

to seek confirmation from the expert, the midwife:

There’s things like . . . ’cos I can’t make upmymind whether I’m breastfeeding or
bottle feeding. So, I’d like to have a go at breastfeeding but you’ve got to know all
the bits and bobs that go with it, like I didn’t find out until the other day that,
I want to go half and half so that my husband will be involved, and what I was
going to do was do half formula and half breast, but I found out that if you’ve got
eczema or asthma in the family, they don’t like you doing a mixture, well, I only
found that out Monday . . . so looks like I’m going to do totally breast but I can’t
confirm that with the midwife until I see her.

Similarly, Wendy talks of not getting the permission she had sought in

regard to the feeding practice she had planned. But she is apparently

happy to be told what to do:

I’m going for the breast first to see how I get on. I did actually say to the midwife
that I wanted to do both, I wanted the bottle and . . . but she said you can’t
actually do that . . . (but) it’s been good. They just tell you everything.

Perceptions of the dimensions of expert knowledge are implicit within the

extract: ‘they don’t like you doing a mixture’. Wanting experts to give

guidance was expressed bymany of the participants who, at times, resisted

being drawn into decision-making interactions, wanting to be told what to

do and emphasising their non-expert status, as Peggy remarked:

Don’t keep giving me decisions to make, I don’t know, I’ve not done this before.

As I have previously noted, professional care in the postnatal period in the

UK is organised under the National Health Service. It involves a number

of home visits made by the midwife and then health visitor in the period

following discharge from the hospital. This is a practice whichmay be less

culturally acceptable in the US. In the following extract, Gillian talks in

terms of establishing a relationship with the health professionals who will

be ‘responsible’ for her following the birth of her baby:

It also gives you a chance to get to know the health visitor . . . I mean I know
which one will be mine afterwards . . . just to sound out a few of their ideas and
things and how you . . . they’re going to handle you afterwards, that type of thing.

Establishing a relationship with members of the health care team was

seen as an important part of antenatal preparation. Anticipating and

preparing to become a mother in culturally appropriate ways was not a

solitary endeavour. Rather, it was expected that it would involve regular,
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formal interactions with different experts, who would monitor progress.

The women produced accounts which showed their particular construc-

tions of the relationship, although their expectations were not always

met, as Rebecca comments:

The midwife came round the very first time when I’d just found out I was
pregnant and I was very, as I said, confused and very unsettled and she was not
that interested. They’re very good now, they’re very interested and they keep a tab
on everything, but at the very beginning, I suppose because people miscarry in the
first three months so they don’t spend a lot of time with you then in case it’s all for
no reason. But I did feel very left on my own. They saw me once and then they
didn’t see me for a month and I didn’t know when I was supposed to book up for
classes, the antenatal parent classes, and I didn’t know when I was meant to see
them and how often and what I was supposed to be doing, and that kind of thing,
and I just felt at the beginning I could have done with more support because
I really needed it then. Not so much physically, but emotionally.

Here we see different frames of reference being operationalised in

terms of lay expectations and professional, expert practices. Having

anticipated interaction with the midwife once her pregnancy had been

confirmed, Rebecca describes her confusion when this is not forthcoming

in the ways she had anticipated, and said that without them she didn’t

know ‘what [she] was supposed to be doing’. The uncertainties which

surround the process of becoming a mother for the women in this study

were discernible to varying degrees in all the accounts collected. The

women had all experienced dimensions of agency within the context of

being working women with some control over their lives. Yet uncertain-

ties, together with ideas about preparing appropriately, led to dependence

on authoritative expert knowledge and related practices. Through

engagement with the medical profession and the regular monitoring of

their pregnancies the women could be seen to be preparing to become

mothers, in appropriate ways, reducing risk and acting responsibly. And

whilst the participants said they did not have expectations of what preg-

nancy would be like, once again reinforcing the consequences of broader

social changes, the narratives they produced were clearly shaped in rela-

tion to cultural messages, for example:

I didn’t have any expectations whatsoever . . . It wasn’t really in my scope of
thinking . . . I’m just doing what you’re meant to do. (Sarah, emphasis added)

I wanted to just carry on as much as I could as normally as possible. . . . I didn’t
want it to sort of take over or anything. (Diana)

Although implicit references to expectations of pregnancy were appar-

ent amongst the women, their non-expert stance in relation to other

experts was acknowledged in all the accounts. In the following extract
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Philippa comments on her early interactions with the health services

and professionals:

I did feel very confused to start with because I think they assumed . . . There was
also, there was kind of confusion over just very silly things like, I remember where
you had to sort of take your notes with you and they kind of assumed things like you
knew you had to take a urine sample with you and stuff and there was a bit of kind
of . . . and I didn’t on the first occasion and they said, oh I can tell it’s your first
baby, and I thought, no one ever told me. I don’t know, there were just little things
like that that I just found irritating, this kind of assumption that it was . . . you were
kind of stepping in to something and you’d automatically know where to go and
who to see, and what sort of . . . And I got a note from [hospital] saying come for
your booking in, and I thought, what’s a booking in? And I had no idea. So there
was, I think that was, there was a lack of kind of explanation of the process that I’d
be going through in terms of the health care I’d be receiving, but once I kind of got
my head round it and asked questions, that was fine. And actually the health care
itself was not the problem, it was more kind of procedural.

This extract captures the ambiguities and contradictions in the relation-

ship between those in whom authoritative knowledge is vested and women

beginning their journeys into motherhood. It also illuminates the assump-

tions made about what women should instinctively know. Once again,

different professional and lay frames of reference are operationalised.

Interestingly, whilst Philippa challenges the assumptions that are made

about her level of knowledge as a pregnant woman, and what is perceived

as expert terminology for example ‘booking in’, she concludes that it was not

the health care itself, but the procedures that were ambiguous. Philippa,

however, is also tentative in her criticisms: ‘so there was, I think that was,

there was a lack of kind of explanation of the process’. The differing per-

spectives on what pregnant women know, or are expected to know, are

interwoven with essentialist assumptions around women’s abilities to

naturally mother. Although this is more apparent during the early postnatal

perio d (see chapt er 5) such assum ptions cl early underpi n aspe cts of

antenatal care, which paradoxically occur within an increasingly medic-

alised context. This contradictory position has also been recognised in other

work. For example, Lazarus notes from her extensive research on child-

birth in the US that women ‘regardless of social class or ethnicity . . . spoke
about childbirth as a natural process, but at least to some degree, they

accepted the medical view of birth: that any number of things could go

wrong and that ultimately they had to rely on authoritative knowledge and

concomitant technological expertise of their physician to ensure that they

h ad d on e e ve ry th in g p os si bl e t o h av e a h eal th y b ab y’ ( 1 9 9 7 :1 33 ).

The women’s narratives throughout the antenatal period can be seen as

tentatively constructed. They draw on both essentialist assumptions of
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women’s abilities to naturally become mothers and the need for expert

medical guidance and to be seen to act responsibly. As noted in the

previous chapter, the experiences of previous generations have become

less relevant. This is because technological developments have changed

the contours of pregnancy and so other experts are increasingly looked to

for guidance. Rather than a demise in reliance or trust being placed in

expert bodies of knowledge in late modernity, as some theorists have

suggested (Beck, 199 2), within the arena of reproduction and childbirth

there is continued and even increased engagement with expert bodies of

knowledge and practices. The women in the study considered the proced-

ures involved in their antenatal care to be ultimately reassuring, helping to

allay fears around perceived risks. Even so, they found the ways in which

information was given and the availability of tests (to confirm absence of

possible risks) to be at times inadequate. They wanted their pregnancies to

be monitored by the experts. They wanted more information not less, and

whilst aspects of monitoring could involve some anxiety, ultimately

engagement was perceived as reassuring, as illustrated by Clare:

I think it’s been quite adequate. I mean, I had quite an easy pregnancy and there’s
never been any . . . well there was one . . . I had to have another scan because they
thought the babymight be a bit small, which . . . worried for a week until I had the
scan and it was perfectly normal . . . because it’s been so normal I think I’ve never
had to really ask many questions. They’ve always done all the checks all the time
so I’m quite confident that everything’s been monitored.

A focus on how women make sense of this period of embodied, physical

change reveals that some narratives are more complex than others,

challenging – whilst engaging with – the medical profession. Felicity

(bravely) challenges the expectations she perceives to surround her

pregnancy and begins to stray into the largely uncharted area of what

can and cannot be said in relation to our (even unborn) children:

It’s almost as if you have to play along with this game, you have to be really pleased
in order to be a proper mum.

Later she talks about the midwife giving her a book on pregnancy, which

contained pictures of the birth:

which just made me burst into tears, I don’t want to do it.

Felicity feels that those with authoritative knowledge could provide more

helpful parameters to help her think about the birth:

I’d be much happier if they actually said, you know, well I expect it’s going to hurt
like hell, how long it’s going to take, sort of maximum andminimum, what they’re
going to do, but they haven’t.
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Yet, although she constructs an account with elements of resistance,

Felicity does not challenge the medicalisation of childbearing, but rather

finds that shemust be responsible for privately purchasing further tests for

Downs Syndrome, which she thinks are necessary:

The National Health Service has been awful in terms of . . . we actually went to
see a genetic counsellor to allay any fears [of Downs Syndrome] and she, the
counsellor, was very patronising, ‘don’t worry, dear, go away and enjoy your
pregnancy’.

Diana also talks of her needs not being met in the way she thinks they

should have been:

You really need to make informed choices and not many people in the medical
profession I’ve found tell you very much about it . . . in fact I found my GP to be
less than forward with any information, they just don’t want to tell you anything.

The complexities of the relationship between health professionals and

women are drawn out in the previous extract, and show competing frames

of reference being used. Health professionals can be seen to assume some

level of instinctive knowledge on the part of the women, whilst at the same

time giving only that information which they deem necessary for the

women to have. It could be that the profoundly embodied experience of

pregnancy leads the experts to assume some level of instinctive, bodily

knowledge. But this needs to be set against the ways in which women’s

knowledge of their own bodies has been shaped over generations. Barbara

Katz Rothman has spoken of ‘the history of Western obstetrics (as) the

history of technologies of separation’ (cited in Davis-Floyd and Davies,

1997 :315) an d here is an other cont ext in whic h the effect of sepa ration is

played out. The women are unclear about their needs, both wanting and

resisting information that they are given or believe is being withheld.

Anticipating the birth

The seduction of formal, medicalised preparation is discernible in the

narratives constructed by all the women as they contemplate the birth.

This seduction is rooted in notions of risk, safety and being seen to act

responsibly. The women produce narratives based on their perceptions

of what ‘good’ mothers do, which is to achieve a safe birth without pain

relief, and what their own experiences might entail. The contrasting

threads of resistance and engagement are apparent in many accounts.

These are interwoven with the contradictory implications of it being a

‘natural’ process and therefore one that a body can bear, or has the

capacity to bear. The words ‘natural’, ‘naturally’ and ‘instincts’ are
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repeatedly used within the context of anticipating (hoping for) a ‘good’

(easy) birth, and acceptance of what the medical profession and technol-

ogy may be able to offer. Hopes then were carefully and tentatively voiced

in these anticipatory narratives. Yet as will become clear in the following

two chapters, in contrast to what is voiced here, many of the women had

thought they would be able to cope with the birth. All the women were

well versed and informed about the different forms of pain relief that were

available to them. Most had ranked them according to their perception of

their acceptability. In the following extract, Gillian anticipates the birth of

her child. The complexities of constructing an acceptable, culturally

recognisable narrative around an experience which is unknown, uncer-

tain and also inevitable, is clear:

And also you don’t want to be induced either. I’m sure that’s a strong feeling that
one, you want to do it yourself naturally and second, you have a higher incidence
of forceps . . . and pethidine. Talking with a very open mind on the matter, yes,
my instincts say that your body will look after itself . . . it might need a little help
and that’s all. Ehm . . . but at the same time if things go wrong I’m quite
happy . . . I’m going to hospital [name], if things go wrong then . . . have an
epidural, do this, do that . . . then I will. I don’t think, ‘no, I don’t want an
epidural’ . . . in my mind I think ‘no, I shall manage’. I might try this TENS
thing, and I’m quite happy to have some gas and air, so I feel in control. I don’t
like the feeling of being out of control, ehm and I’m not happy about having
pethidine, I think I’d rather have TENS, or gas and air or if things go badly wrong
then I’ll have an epidural . . . pethidine, I think that with a lot of people it makes
them out of control and I don’t like that feeling . . . I think it’s the lack of control
for me, I think I might be physically and mentally so well under that I wouldn’t be
on the planet, whereas with gas and air you can just stop it if you feel you’re getting
out of control and with epidural although physically you lose a lot of control,
mentally you still keep it, in fact probably better because you are not distracted by
the pain . . . But I don’t want to be so pushed over having a natural birth that
I shall be terribly disappointed if something goes wrong and I need help. I want to
try and keep it very open.

In this extract, Gillian rehearses various scenarios, balancing the need to

keep an ‘open mind’ within the belief that ‘your body will look after

itself ’. Interwoven within the account is the acknowledgement that she

might ‘need help’ and doesn’t want to feel ‘terribly disappointed’ if she

does. The complex interweaving of contrasting hopes and anticipated

outcomes were discernible in all the accounts, for example:

I thought right at the beginning when I thought I was having one (twin pregnancy
since confirmed) I didn’t . . . I wanted to try for natural labour . . . well, I would
like (a) go, see if I can do it. But then obviously I’m . . . I’m not . . . I’m not a fool.
I know that if I did get in pain then I’d rather have anything that will help me. I’m
not sort of this person who wants to be perfect and do it all properly. (Sheila)
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Yes, it scares me, it does, it does scare me. I’m not too worried about the
pain . . . I think I can handle the pain, but as I said it’s, you know, the thought
of the body coming out of that little hole. I wasn’t quite sure what to go for as
they’ve got so many different things you can take . . . I was going to have peth-
idine, ’cos I thought I don’t really want a lot of pain if I can help it, but then at the
last antenatal class they said the [hospital name] don’t sort of push that, so now I
am going for gas and air . . . so, but it all depends how it goes, really, it might be a
piece of cake. (Angela)

I mean my whole instinct is to crawl away and to have it on my own . . . I mean
obviously . . . I would absolutely love to be one of these people that just floats
through and gets by with a few puffs of gas and air . . . And I’d . . . I’d like that but
I’m not going to say that’s what I’m going to do because then I’d be really dis-
appointed if I need something else . . . I don’t like the idea of an epidural at all but
then I don’t know . . . Imight think it’s the best thing ever when I come to it. (Peggy)

If you are tense and nervous and not particularly positive you can create, you
know, problems of anxiety . . . I don’t condemn anybody [but] I think that our
bodies were geared, and made in a certain way that we can give birth naturally.
(Helen – interesting because Helen eventually had to have a caesarean birth)

. . . and I don’t really want any of their drugs. I don’t want to have an epidural or
any of that . . . I don’t mind anything else, but I don’t want that, and I mean, hey,
nature you know. (Sarah)

The women construct narratives by drawing on their own hopes and

fears, grounded in essentialist constructions of maternal bodies, that

women can naturally give birth without medical intervention. At the

same time there is acknowledgment that some ‘help’ may be necessary.

This is couched in terms of trying to retain some ‘control’, and trying to

‘enjoy’ the experience. Yet these hopes are tentatively voiced. Implicit

within the extracts is an awareness that even how women achieve birth

has implications for perceptions of the type of mother they will be: a

‘good’, ‘perfect’ mother, who gives birth ‘properly’, or a ‘guilty’ mother

who ‘fails’ and needs medical intervention. It is interesting that whilst a

‘natural’ birth (without drugs) is seen as the best type of birth, engaging

with some form of pain relief is, at the same time, seen as offering a means

of retaining control over the birth.

The hospital, as a place in which births are managed, is perceived to

offer both the possibility of a natural birth and at the same time the

possibility of a medically assisted birth enabling women to retain ‘con-

trol’: indeed, ideas around these are conflated. Loss of control for these

women, who have experienced dimensions of agency in relation to the

world of work, was a particular concern and one that is class-related

(Lazarus, 19 97). Pain relief, then, becomes potentially liberating, offering
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a means of retaining control. And whilst the extracts above suggest that

women anticipated that control and some autonomy could be retained

within the context of ‘keeping an open mind’, the medical profession were

still perceived to be the experts, experts with ‘rules’ which might have to be

followed, as Lillian says:

Yes, when I’ve found out that . . . if they’re happy about people changing pos-
itions and things like that, because somebody was saying to me that
sometimes they get you into a position that they want you to be in rather than
you want to be in and you know, like, so I want to find out [the] rules.

Similarly, Gillian comments:

You’re going to be stuck with the medical way of doing things, but then I’m
happy to go along with that. I don’t know what to do if I have problems, I want
them to tell me what to do, and it’s only if everything goes smoothly and you
don’t have any problems that you should be perhaps allowed to do what you
want to do.

These constructions reinforce notions of expert, authoritative knowledge

and associated power. Yet the women did not resist such notions but

colluded and engaged with them. Indeed, the ways in which the

participants operated with a hierarchy of forms of pain relief and saw

potential take-up as a means of giving them control, showed the women

to be sophisticated consumers rather than passive victims. These findings

are also echoed in research from the USA and Canada and increasingly

may be less a phenomenon of class position, but rather a demonstration of

the ‘success’ of medicalisation and technological birth (Fox and Worts,

1999; Davis-Floyd, 19 92 ).

In many societies, powerful moral and legal sanctions exist for those

who are regarded as not preparing appropriately to become a mother, or

more importantly, to be acting irresponsibly, and putting the life of their

unborn child ‘at risk’. The exercise of agency and choices made by the

women in this study must, then, be considered within the context of a

powerful medical/health profession and associated authoritative know-

ledge and practices. These are then reinforced through culturally and

socially circumscribed beliefs in appropriate ways of becoming and

being a mother. The anticipatory narratives constructed during the

antenatal (prenatal) period were both complex and, apparently,

unproblematic. Women presented accounts in which they spoke of

their appropriate actions around preparation. They attended antenatal

clinics, went to parent-craft classes, had ultrasound scans and changed

their diets and socialising habits. Interestingly, having claimed not to

have expectations of what being pregnant would be like, the women
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produced narratives which were built upon shared assumptions and

stereotypes of what pregnancy entailed. When the women described

less enjoyable aspects of their pregnancy, they quickly reverted to lan-

guage they perceived to be more acceptable. In the following extract

Linda, apparently sensing that the account she has narrated has been

rather negative, containing lengthy descriptions of how she did not like

the physical changes to her body and her sense of her body being ‘fat’,

concluded in the following way:

But I know that there’s going to be a bundle of joy at the end of the day and that’s
what I’m looking for . . .

To talk negatively about the pregnancy was construed as not pre-

paring appropriately, not being a ‘good’ mother-to-be, risking being

seen as irresponsible. In the following extract, Rebecca talks about

not passing her ‘apprehensive’ feelings about the pregnancy on to her

unborn baby:

But I’ve never ever throughout the whole pregnancy, and I hope I don’t, thought,
oh this is a mistake and I don’t like the baby, or anything like that. I’ve always kept
positive and talking to him or her and that kind of thing, because even in the
womb, well I think they can tell if you go off them and feel vindictive towards them
in any way, well not vindictive – it’s too strong a word, but . . . and I don’t want to
ever do that . . .

Rebecca’s own ‘policing’ of her account is interesting here. But showing

the complexities and contradictions within narratives, Rebecca had

earlier commented:

So I was just in themiddle of changingmymind when I fell pregnant, so I did have
mixed emotions actually. To start with it was quite difficult, and also the hor-
mones bit I think made a difference, it does, doesn’t it? And so I think I was
probably quite grumpy and tearful and a bit moody, as well as all these other very
real worries and that kind of thing. So I was excited but had reservations as
well . . . in fact that was the good thing because when I first started telling people
everybody was so pleased, so pleased, that it made me pleased. That was actually
the turning point for me because up until then I’d been not exactly negative but
very, very apprehensive, I mean really apprehensive. And it was when I started
telling people that I actually felt better about it, because everybody thought,
I don’t know, I suppose they thought I would be a good mother or something,
because I do take it very seriously, and I was quite pleased that they obviously have
confidence in me.

Positive reactions to Rebecca’s disclosure of her pregnancy to family and

friends help her to envisage her self as a mother. She is reassured by their

perception of her capacity to be a ‘good mother’. The interactional
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dimensions of selves are apparent here and will be returned to in subse-

quent chapters.

Shifting selves

Interwoven in the accounts of engagement with those with authoritative

knowledge were both implicit and explicit references to the women’s

shifting sense of their selves. These story lines were discernible within all

the narratives collected. Transition to motherhood was experienced not

only as physical change, but also as involving changing perceptions.

These were experienced interactionally, in terms of how the women

saw their selves, and how others saw and responded to them. Factors

such as whether a pregnancy was planned, whether a woman feels

supported by a partner and/or family members and friends, whether a

woman feels positive about her changing physical shape, all contribute

to the overall experience and what is voiced and what is left unsaid.

Experiences which are perceived as negative may only be tentatively

voiced. For even in the antenatal period the risk of appearing too

negative may be construed as not preparing to become a ‘good’ mother.

Transition to motherhood, then, is regulated and monitored, within the

public sphere but experienced as a very private and personal transition,

which also requires self-surveillance and personal policing of a self

(Lawler, 20 0 0 ). In the following extract Felicity describes the s truggle

that this has presented for her:

It’s very difficult to sort them out into one coherent sentence . . . it’s an experi-
ence that I’m glad I’ve had, but it’s an experience that I don’t want to
repeat . . . yes, it’s been very . . . very bizarre. It’s been a complete learning
curve as my husband says. All sorts of things that I didn’t expect to happen are
happening. To me, I don’t feel any different. OK, yes I’ve got this . . . but I’m
still me. You know, OK, I will hopefully some time in August have a healthy
child, but I’ll still be me . . . so it’s like this internal/external battle, and either
having to constantly reinforce your internal feelings to the outside world or just
giving up. And sometimes yes, sometimes I just sort of smile and go ‘yes’, yes I’ve
been guilty of that.

The perceived need to retain and still be ‘me’ for Felicity is clear from

the extract, but so too is the difficulty at times of achieving this.

The struggle to retain a sense of self, an identity that is not conflated

with being a mother or motherhood, is voiced by many of the women.

What they acknowledge in their narratives is that others now see them

just as pregnant women, that this becomes an overriding identity, but it

is not how they experience their selves. The implications of not being

seen as independent, working women, with some control over their
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lives, indicate the ways in which motherhood is constructed, anticipated

and experienced in many Western societies. In the following extracts,

the participants reflexively explore their shifting sense of self:

I’ve stopped being me, people just see me as a pregnant woman and I don’t like
that, and I know it’s going to get worse, people will soon just see me as a
mother . . . I want my life back . . . I just feel I am not me anymore, I’m just a
pregnant woman now, I don’t exist anymore in some people’s eyes. I just carry
a baby. I don’t like that . . . I don’t like not being me . . . I am not me at the
moment. And you focus so heavily on ‘week 40’ your whole bloody life disap-
pears . . . (Abigail)

I know I’m not going to be me anymore . . . I’m not going to be an individual
anymore . . . my life’s totally changed the minute I found out I was having twins.
(Sheila)

I think it’s all bound up with the fact that you . . . there’s something else going on
that you haven’t got any control over, that you are not the person that you were
anymore, and you know from now on you’re going to be a mother. (Felicity)

I think you have to fightmore to keep your individuality . . . You know you have to
fight to be the person that you . . . rather than everybody’s preconception of what
amother ought to be, or what a pregnant woman ought to be, or what you ought to
be doing. (Peggy)

At one point, I don’t know if this is because I was feeling emotional, I feel as
though like me and myself is sort of like taking a backstage at the minute. I find
that really sort of . . . I find that hard, you know sort of like, you know, mmmm,
and that’s quite . . . that’s not very nice . . . you know you lose a little bit of your
identity. (Lillian)

Oh God, it’s the end of my life as I know it, and I still feel that on bad days.
(Philippa)

It was noted in chapter 1 that ‘the physical facts of menstruation,

conception, pregnancy, childbirth and menopause generate a series of

moral problems related to identity and self concept for women’, and in

these extra cts we can see aspects of this b eing play ed out (Alm ond, 1988 ).

The women construct their narratives in different ways and in relation to

their particular experiences of agency, dimensions of which will be both

different and similar for other women coming to motherhood for the first

time. Indeed, the need to actively ‘fight’ to retain a sense of individuality

reinforces the struggle that is involved in maintaining a sense of their

selves as they move ever closer to becoming mothers. The image of the

‘me and myself’ having taken ‘a backstage’ in Lillian’s narrative is very

powerful and resonates with many of the other women’s experiences of

transition to motherhood. Yet Lillian’s narrative also encapsulates the
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contradictions experienced in the transition to motherhood, especially in

relation to the perceptions of others:

I mean, I don’t know if it’s me that’s imagining it, but like my father looks at me
differently. He can’t look at me as if it’s a little girl any more, I’m a mother, I’m
going to be amother. And he’s . . . so that’s quite a nice . . . that’s a positive aspect
of him looking at me as an adult. And then some people look at you saying, you’re
a mother now, you haven’t got like your own sort of intelligence I suppose really.

A few of the women presented their transition to motherhood at times as

unproblematic and in positive terms:

I don’t know, because I have been well and everything, it’s not really changed me
and obviously my size, but it’s not been too much of a problem . . . .(feel) happy
with myself sort of thing. (Faye)

Seeing me as a potential mother rather than a professional – my image has
changed. To start with I rebelled against that but now I’m kind of quite looking
forward to it and happy with it. (Rebecca)

Talking about her experiences of pregnancy, and the pregnancy diary in

which she has noted down her changing feelings during pregnancy, Helen

comments that it’s

Better than I’d imagined it to be . . . I mean I love the look of pregnant women,
I think they look absolutely gorgeous . . . I have stayed very trim, I desperately
wanted to get big and fat. (Helen)

The potential struggles involved in making sense of a changing sense of

self, through experiences of transition tomotherhood, are also discernible

in relation to control and changes in the body. Control, or loss of control,

emerged in relation to the women’s struggles to maintain a sense of their

selves. Struggles around attempts to maintain a sense of self (‘me’)

and the recognition of the difficulties in achieving this were centred on

embodied change, involving presentation of a changing self in a maternal

body. In the following extracts some of the participants talk of their

experiences of these changes:

I don’t like losing my body, not the shape of it, but just feeling . . . the having
something inside it, and not having control over it is odd to say the least. (Abigail)

I feel that from being the person in charge work-wise, to the person that is being
taken over by something else, or someone else is quite a lot to take in. It’s as if your
whole identity changes from here on. (Linda)

Yes, I didn’t like the idea of getting fatter. It’s fine now because it’s obvious that
I’m pregnant, but at the beginning I had real traumas because people didn’t know
I was pregnant. I take pride in my appearance and that was hard . . . I mean, my
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perception of my body image and the clothes I wear which make a statement,
because I think the clothes you wear do make a statement, don’t you? So, having
to wear these peculiar floaty dresses which isn’t really me . . . (Rebecca)

These extracts reflect shared concerns with changing shape and the

implications of this for the women’s sense of self. The complexities and

contradictions in narrating personal experiences of change are also appar-

ent in extracts from Helen’s account. Helen talks about her changing

shape at an early stage of the interview:

I’ve had a very sort of positive reaction to, you know, my body and how I’ve been
growing and everything . . .

Helen later comments:

I have to say it’s been one of the most uncomfortable physical states that I’ve ever
been in and it’s so difficult to describe to anyone . . . I feel like my body has been
taken over by something else . . . it’s a bit like being an alien . . . people touch you,
touch your stomach, stare at you . . . you just feel that you’re sort of not human.

And towards the end of the interview she concludes:

as far as I am concerned it’s such an amazing thing of, you know, nature taking
control and, you know, producing this little . . . being.

These extracts once again demonstrate the inconsistencies in producing

accounts of personal change, and the ways in which we dip in and out of

culturally recognisable ways of describing pregnancy. They also raise

questions about how narratives are constructed for particular audiences.

For example, in the first extract, Helen appears to conform to what she

perceives to be appropriate ways of talking about pregnancy. As the

interview progresses and she becomes more comfortable with me as the

researcher, she voices her experiences in ways that could be perceived as

less acceptable – ‘being an alien’ and ‘not human’. Finally she reverts, as

the interview draws to a close, to more culturally recognisable ways of

talking positively about pregnancy, ‘producing this little . . . being’.
Constructions of motherhood will be dependent on multiple factors.

As no ted earlier in chapt er 3, constru ctions of mothe rhood and what

‘good’ mothers do change over time, in relation to social and economic

dem ands (Dunc an and E dwards, 1999). Amo ngst this gro up, many

women anticipated combining mothering work with previously held

jobs outside the home. This was seen as offering ‘a return to normal’, a

return to something familiar, in contrast with the uncertainty of preg-

nancy, childbearing and motherhood. At work, where the women were

positioned as experts, they felt in control. A return to work, then, was seen

as a way of retaining/regaining a sense of a recognisable, practised and
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familiar self. In the following extracts, constructions of motherhood are

variously played out in terms of responsibilities and right ways of doing

things. These are premised on gendered assumptions around caring. This

group of women are in a privileged position of having jobs, job satisfaction

and security, including the ability to choose. Of course, for many women

such choices do not exist. Notions of what life with a baby might be like

are rehearsed in these extracts. For those anticipating a return to work,

motherhood is constructed as not providing sufficient stimulation, and

being at home, full-time, as potentially boring. A return to the public

world of work is seen as offering the possibility of women regaining their

‘identity’, a sense of their pre-baby self and so being ‘me again’. Other

constructions attempt to reconcile ideas of what ‘good’ mothers should

do, ‘stay at home’, with the woman’s own needs, ‘you might go insane’.

Others construct motherhood in terms of a job to be done ‘properly’:

You can see these people who are so focused on [the] child . . . there’s nothing
wrong with that but it’s not me. I’ve struggled losing my identity as it is and I can’t
go . . . I can’t go forever just being someone else, I’ve got to be me again. (Abigail)

I am one of these people that their self, identity, is locked into what they do . . . in
terms of my own self, I would like to do something. (Felicity)

I mean in an ideal world I wouldn’t go back to work, I mean I’ve always . . . before
I got married I always said that I felt that a mother should stay at home but I think
as you . . . I mean this is another sort of an ideal . . . an ideal that’s changed over
the years. I mean, I love my job and I really enjoy the stimulation and I think
ideally I would go back to work part-time if that were possible – and they’ve said it
is but . . . I’ve said that I’ll go back full-time and do my best and if that doesn’t
work then . . . (Kathryn)

I’ve sort of started thinking about childcare as well when I go back to
work . . . [Partner] thinks I’ll be bored, not bored [with baby], but bored with
being stuck at home. (Clare)

I will do definitely [return to work], but only part-time, because I think you should
put in . . . I mean, what’s the point in having the baby unless you’re going to look
after it . . . [but] yes, definitely, otherwise you might go insane. (Sarah)

I didn’t particularly want my children to go to a childminder’s or a crêche or
something . . . doing it this way [temping on a part-time basis] hopefully we’ll be
able to do it between ourselves and I’ll still have my identity as well. (Sheila)

Others are undecided whether they will return to work, or they see full-

time mothering as their new job:

Because we decided we would either have children or I would apply for promotion
and that would have been a big change because I would have been in a very, much
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more important job and being looked up to as a more important person, and
I decided not to go for that. I decided to go for motherhood which also I think if
you do it properly you’re respected and looked up to and trustedmore, I think, in a
way. Because you’re not the young, frivolous person that I was before anyway, but
because you’re a mother, you have to be a responsible person, or should be.
(Rebecca)

It really depends how bored I get. I’ve keptmy job open so I can go back . . . I keep
saying if it’s awful I’m going to get a full-time nanny and go straight back to work.
(Peggy)

I may actually adore it and think I’d love to be a full-time mother and I’ll find that
completely satisfying, but at the moment I can’t really imagine myself feeling like
that. (Philippa)

The nuances and subtleties of cultural messages imbue these women’s

narratives, as clearly gendered notions of responsibility, caring and child-

rearing shape the accounts. Ideologies of intensive mothering are both

drawn upon and resisted but their dominance and power remains reso-

lute, shaping both engagement and resistance.

Anticipating being a mother/motherhood

All the narratives discussed in this chapter are constructed in the context

of women anticipating having a baby and becoming a mother. In the

following section women look ahead and envisage themselves as mothers,

doing mothering. Once again, as in discussions around the birth, the

ability to ‘cope’ is linked to the process being ‘natural’, which for the

womenmeans that they should be able to cope. Yet their accounts remain

tentative; words such as ‘worried’ and ‘frightened’ are interwoven into the

narratives:

. . . and she [a friend] was ever so worried about not being able to cope. But I
think once it comes it all goes . . . it is natural . . . uhm, I was . . . frightened . . . -
will I be able to cope? (Angela)

It all seemed so easy nine months ago . . . as if it was something that would just
come naturally and now that I’m very aware it might not and I’m a bit worried that
I won’t cope. (Diana)

But I think maybe when the baby comes I’ll . . . it will be very natural to
me . . . I would say that my personal views on motherhood are, you know, very
positive and yes, uplifting. (Helen)

. . . and I think how on earth am I going to get everything done. Yes, I mean that
does worry me, because as I said before, because I like things so well ordered. You
can’t control a baby, you can’t say, stop crying now. (Kathryn)
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Terrified . . . the responsibility, doing things right, just looking after a whole
human being . . . but then again it’s . . . well, everybody else can do it and I’d
rather just do it by instinct. (Sheila)

Lots of changes . . . I think we both worry about . . . well, not worry but it’s going
to be very different having a baby there . . . you know we’ve been together for
nearly ten years, just us, and then there’s going to be a little person as well. (Faye)

There’s this idea that as a mother you will love your child, and as a child you will
love your mother and that’s not necessarily the case . . . It would just be nice if we
get on and we both survived, I think. (Felicity)

These extracts are clearly grounded in powerful cultural messages about

‘right’ and ‘good’ ways to mother. They are also shaped by the

moral context in which mothering occurs, and reinforced by ‘texts,

images, interpersonal interactions, codes and laws’ (Garcia Coll et al.,

1998:1). Individual concerns about the ability to ‘cope’ are voiced tenta-

tively within the context of the assumption that mothering is dependent

on ‘instincts’ and being ‘natural’. Anticipating mothering involves uncer-

tainty and at the same time anticipatory narratives are constructed within

the context of essentialist ideas that mothering is ‘natural’. The women’s

concerns, then, about not being able to cope, suggest that failure to get it

right will have implications for both their sense of self and the ways in

which they are perceived by others. It was noted in an earlier chapter that

whether women have children or remain childless they are defined in

relation to motherhood as the identity of woman and mother are so

often confla ted (Romi to, 1997 ). Part of what we se e in these ext racts

are the women struggling on the brink of becoming mothers to retain a

sense of self, whilst negotiating the cultural contours of womanhood.

Conclusion

Contemporary constructions of motherhood, discernible in the women’s

anticipatory narratives, are clearly shaped with reference to dominant

ideas about doing the right thing. Such notions are morally, socially and

culturally underpinned. They are played out in terms of being seen to act

responsibly, and to narrate experiences and expectations in culturally

recognisable and acceptable ways. Acting responsibly and thereby dimin-

ishing risk involves engagement with those in whom cultural authority is

vested: the experts, and expert bodies of knowledge. It also involves

elements of self-surveillance, which extend to the ways in which antici-

pating being a mother is narrated, and what can, and cannot, be voiced.

Clearly, reflexivity becomes particularly salient in relation to events which

are perceived to be risky, for example first-time pregnancy and childbirth.
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As Lupton had observed, reflexivity ‘involves the weighing up and critical

assessment of institutions and claim makers, including those who speak

with expert voices abou t risk’ (19 99:15). In this chapt er we have se en the

ways in which women carefully and tentatively weigh up various and

sometimes competing claims and construct anticipatory narratives

around their experiences of transition to motherhood.

Clearly, the location of childbearing andmotherhood at the interface of

the social, cultural, moral and the biological, has critical implications for

the ways in which women anticipate and narrate their experiences of

transition. Narratives are both coherent and contradictory, constructed

in relation to largely medical, authoritative knowledge and at the same

time appealing to instinct and essentialist ideas about birth and women’s

‘natural’ capacity to give birth and to mother. Women, then, tentatively

make their journeys into motherhood through a gamut of public expecta-

tions and assumptions and private experiences, and these may not always

coincide. The resulting narratives reflect both the wish to be seen to be

preparing appropriately to become a mother and the uncertainty that a

period of personal transition can bring. And, rather than there being a

diminished reliance or seeking out of expert knowledge or a breaking

down of ‘expertise’, this period of transition is characterised by active

engagement with experts, actions which are equated with acting respon-

sibly and avoiding unnecessary risks. In the context of childbearing this is

achieved through the regular, expert monitoring of a pregnancy.

Responsibility also involves some level of self-governance. Over twenty

years ago Reissman argued that women have not simply been passive

victims of medical technology (but) rather they have actively collaborated

‘in the medicalisation process because of their own needs and

motive s’ and this cont inues (1 983:3). Me dicalisa tion might very well

have contributed to heightened perceptions of risk in relation to child-

bearing. But whatever the order of events, women continue to seek out

and acc ept med ical expert ise and techn ology (Lupton , 1994 ). Sim ilarly,

with the hospital regarded as the appropriate and ‘natural’ place to give

birth, the ‘cultural dependence on professional health care’ appears com-

plete (Oakley , 1979 ; Davis- Floyd, 1992 ).

Uncertainty and perceptions of risk help shape women’s expectations

and experiences around childbearing, and translate into practices involv-

ing engagement with experts and expert bodies of knowledge. The ways

in which preparation for motherhood is engaged with have implications

for perceptions of women as future mothers. Similarly, becoming a

mother can lead to greater reflexivity, over and above that which is

intrinsic, as changes in a life are anticipated and heightened by embodied

change and interactions with others. The narratives explored in this
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chapter begin to reveal the tenuous and shifting dimensions of self and

offer insights into the ways in which selves are experienced, maintained

and narrated. But this is just the beginning of the journey into mother-

hood. (Compare for example these antenatal accounts with those in

chapt er 6, the late postn atal accounts .) In these antena tal narr atives the

personal is only very occasionally voiced; telling your story during this

period is all about presenting an acceptable and culturally recognisable

narrative of preparing appropriately and responsibly for motherhood.

Yet, as we shall see in the next chapter, birth changes everything.
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5 Making sense of early mothering experiences

I think I kind of expected to be more in control of the situation and I
wasn’t really at all. In fact I just didn’t know what to do, it was all
completely new to me and I felt very kind of overwhelmed by the whole
experience. (Philippa, interviewed seven weeks after the birth of her first child)

The subjective experience of being a mother, in contrast to anticipating

motherhood, can throw lives into temporary confusion. As noted earlier,

transformations in patterns of living and changes in the timing and

frequency of childbearing have implications for constructions of mother-

hood in late modernity. In the Western world, changes in family size and

ways of living mean that many women come to motherhood with little or

no first-hand experience of its dimensions. At the same time, geograph-

ical mobility and more women working outside the home translates into

traditional patterns of family support not necessarily being readily avail-

able. In this chapter, the ways in which new mothers make sense of their

early mothering experiences are explored through the narratives they

construct. These continue to draw on recognisable cultural notions of

right ways of doing and being. Presenting a self as a responsible mother

involves self-governance aroundwhat can and cannot be voiced. As noted

in the previous chapter, the narratives produced in the antenatal period

were tentative, drawing on essentialist ideas of women’s natural capacity

to give birth and instinctively cope, whilst at the same time acting respon-

sibly, through interactions with experts and expert practices. However,

experiences which do not fit with expectations can be difficult to cope

with and lead women to question their own abilities as women. For if

childbearing and mothering practices are natural and instinctive, as the

antenatal narratives suggest, then how do women make sense of subject-

ive experiences which are found to be counter to these essentialist ideas?

As will become clear as we continue to follow the women through their

journeys into motherhood, the need to produce recognisable accounts of

early mothering and to be seen to ‘do the right thing’ can become para-

mount at this stage in the journey. The women at times struggle to

produce narratives that resonate with what they take to be ‘normal’
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responses to becoming a mother, demonstrating to those around them

that they are coping and in control. Now the responsibility for a depend-

ent child becomes a reality. It is something that must be performed and

managed and ultimately evaluated, within both the private sphere of the

home and the potentially more risky public sphere outside the home.

In this chapter the women’s accounts are once again prioritised as we

engage with fleshy, embodied experiences of birth and the early weeks of

‘mothering’ at home. The theoretical focus remains implicit as the chapter

continues to map the ways in which selves are constituted, maintained and

presented through narratives of compliance and resistance. This occurs

against a backdrop of competing lay and professional time-frames. The

birth of a child can be seen to provide a narrative ‘turning point’.

Crucially, anticipation becomes experience, but the context in which

narratives are constructed must be continually acknowledged (Frank,

1995). It ha s been sugge st ed that motherhood provides ‘an o pportunity

for re ne wed narrative moveme nt par excellence ’ (Bailey, 1999:351)

and whilst at one level this is indeed the case, such claims fail to take

account of the difficulty of voicing what are perceived to be different or

abnormal experiences. The narratives constructed during this period

are more complex than those constructed in the antenatal period.

Expectations can be narrated by drawing on culturally recognisable

and socially acceptable ways of preparing to become a mother. But

experiences may be more difficult to place, and indeed to voice, in

relation to the available repertoire of birth and mothering stories.

Many of the women produced their stories within the context of assert-

ing that they were ‘now feeling better’, ‘now able to cope’. Lived experi-

ence, in contrast to anticipation, which of course also involves physical,

embodied changes, provides a significant ontological shift in the ways in

which becoming a mother and motherhood can be narrated.

The birth

The early postnatal narratives centred on the overriding sense that the

birth had not been as the women had thought it would be. They felt, on

reflection, that the experts had not prepared them adequately or in appro-

priate ways. Yet it was not just the experts who had concealed what giving

birth might actually be like. The conspiracy of silence which some now felt

had surrounded their preparation involved both health professionals and

friends and family members. In the following extract, Faye relates a

conversation with her sister-in-law, who is expecting her second child:

I said to her when Emily . . . the day Emily was born, I said, what the hell are you
going through that again for? And she hadn’t told me.
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I too was seen to have been complicit in this silence, as one participant

said to me, ‘to be honest, even you didn’t tell me what it would be like’

(Felicity). The following lengthy extracts are included to both challenge

the conspiracy of silence and profoundly illustrate the contrast between

expectations and experiences:

So everything I’d planned went completely wrong . . . The pushing bit was abso-
lutely the worst thing that I have ever experienced in my entire life because it was
three or four different sensations to me all at once . . . I had an epidural which
I didn’t want beforehand but at that stage I would have done anything because
I was convinced I was going to die, literally. (Felicity)

Eventually Felicity has a forceps delivery:

. . . awful, it was the most . . . it’s the worst thing that I’ve ever had to go through.
I just felt completely violated . . . I just can’t believe that for somebody who’s
usually so healthy and doesn’t have any tablets, or anything, that I’ve had all this
medication and medical intervention over what’s supposed to be a natural
event . . . I thought I’d give birth naturally, quite easily because everybody said
you’ve got childbearing hips . . . so it’s turned out completely wrong for me.

Similar accounts of expectations and plans being abandoned and control

handed over to/taken over by the experts were narrated by other women:

So then, you see, they threatened me with forceps, but once I was threatened with
forceps I suppose I pushed harder, and out she popped . . . but I thought my birth
was going to be easy. I don’t know why, I just thought that . . . I expected a sort of
four-hour labour, I didn’t really expect stitches or anything like that. I thought . . .
I just thought my body would be very good at that, and it wasn’t . . . I think I did
lose control. On the gas and air, I had quite a lot of gas and air because I was just
on it for so long. (Gillian)

. . . and after about two hours I was just in agony and I couldn’t stand it
anymore . . . I thought about it [requesting pain relief] at one stage, that was
when it was nearly all over, so I thought well, I’ve gone this far, I don’t really
need to bother . . . but it was pretty horrendous, mind you . . .You can’t really
explain the pain of it . . . I mean it’s horrendous, but . . . (Faye)

. . . and I said, oh, you know, I’ve got this twinge . . . if this is what it is, then this is
fine because this doesn’t hurt at all! I can cope with this! But then they started
getting stronger and stronger . . . So I just tried to carry on and have a bath and
walk about a bit and that kind of thing, but by about 2 o’clock in themorning, they
were really getting quite painful, more so than I thought they would be, because
having done yoga and everybody saying how fit and healthy I was, I thought oh
well, this is going to be a cinch, it will probably be all right, I’ll just keep the
breathing up, but it really, really hurt, I thought, so I was getting slightly panicky,
thinking oh goodness me, I’m not really doing very well . . . Because people had
said if you keep the breathing it’s bearable – well, it was bearable because I bore it,
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but . . . So I was there thinking, this is so painful, I’m surely going to have to have a
caesarian or forceps or something like this, surely it can’t be this painful . . . I think
if I’d have just known that I was having a normal delivery but it was painful, I think
that’s what I would have liked to have known. (Rebecca)

I wanted to have a water birth originally and because I was induced I couldn’t,
that’s why I was stuck on this bed. And I had like . . . I had everything in the end,
I had an epidural . . . I knew that . . . you know . . . originally they examined me
and they said you’re only three centimetres, you can’t have an epidural yet, and I
was absolutely desperate . . . and they made me hang on for another two hours,
and I was like . . . I just thought I was going to die. (Clare)

I was admitted and I wanted to . . . I didn’t want to have the baby in the water bath
but I wanted to spend as much time in the water bath as possible. But by midnight
I was getting really tired with the gas and air and I just said ‘I’m sorry, I need an
epidural’ because by that time I’d been going almost twenty-four hours . . . And
then the anaesthetist or the doctor who was going to do the epidural took . . . he
was doing something else and he took an hour and a half, and that was the worst
bit, waiting for him . . . It was a long time and I remember being in absolute
agony . . . he was absolutely stuck fast, and after pushing for an hour and ten
minutes they called in the doctor and they got . . . they turned him with a venteuse
and then gaveme an episiotomy and forceps delivery. So hewas born at 9.03 on the
Saturday . . . I sort of felt in a way that I’d failed by having to go for an epidural but
I just knew that I couldn’t go on any more . . . I’d been to all these sort of aqua-
natal classes and everybody said that going sort of swimming helped . . . helped the
pregnancy. And I just . . . I just thought, you know, I’m really fit. (Kathryn)

I mean I think secretly I sort of thought I’m quite strong, I’m quite resilient,
I’m quite fit, I should be able to get through this really. I mean I didn’t
really . . . I don’t think I ever really said that to anybody but I think that was
kind of how I felt about myself, I sort of thought I’d never . . . I thought I dealt
with pain – could deal with pain – quite well. But it was just beyond anything
that I kind of could deal with, really. It was certainly much more agonising than
I expected, and even now I can’t remember how agonising it was, which is the
funny thing, you sort of forget it, and I’m kind of tempted if people say, how was
your labour, I just say oh all right, and I think it wasn’t actually at all, and you
know I have to say . . . if anyone says to me . . . you know if you catch me saying
it’s not that bad, remind me that it is. (Philippa)

I just want an epidural, I thought this is it, I can’t cope with this, this is
ridiculous, in fact give me a caesarian, just knock me out . . . I didn’t scream in
hospital because I was more sort of . . . I felt I had to like try and control myself.
(Diana)

At a later stage in the interview, Diana comments:

. . . and knowing afterwards I thought, well, you know, I wish I’d realised, I would
have maybe felt a bit more in control, because as it was I felt completely out of
control.
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Clearly, the women had thought their bodies would be able to cope

because they were ‘healthy’, had ‘done yoga’ and ‘aqua-natal classes’. In

contrast to their antenatal narratives of preparation in which some

had voiced the possibility of medical assistance, we now see that they

had not actually seen themselves as women who would need medical

help: ‘I just thought my body would be very good at that’, ‘somebody

who’s usually so healthy and doesn’t have any tablets’. Relinquishing

to medical intervention involved mixed feelings for the women, but the

most palpable were of gratitude and defeat: ‘I’m sorry, I need an

epidural’. As Felicity says, ‘it’s an odd mixture of being between relief

and resentment of the medical profession’. The tentative voicing,

antenatally, of choice around different forms of pain relief enabling

control to be retained, is not realised during the birth. Most of the

women spoke of handing over or succumbing at some point during

their labour to the experts:

Yes, well, because they were worried about her, although she showed no signs of
distress at any point, but meconium in the waters means you’ve got to have what
they say which is . . . the drip . . . well, I don’t know if . . . much choice. But by
that time I was thinking, I want her out and whatever you think is best and get on
with it. (Gillian)

And I was desperately trying to breathe in and that, and I just couldn’t, lost it
totally. And I had the epidural, told the anaesthetist he was God . . . Because I
tried gas and air, revolting, disgusting, let’s throw up, it was obscenely revolting.
And the TENSmachine was well, a total waste of time, I think, but it felt as if you
were in control, and so I had no pain relief at all basically, other than the epidural
when I eventually succumbed. (Abigail)

When he [the consultant] said to me I think we should do such and such, and
I just said yes, whatever, you know best. I just took . . . gave it totally over to
him . . . I knew that I would just want somebody to take control and take over
from me. (Sheila)

Yet even requesting or accepting some form of medical intervention did

not have to mean that all aspects of control were lost or handed over. As

the earlier extract from Diana shows, she requested a range of forms of

pain relief, yet didn’t allow herself to scream in hospital because ‘I felt

I had to like try and control myself’. Yet both the complexities of narra-

tives and cultural dimensions of birthing behaviours are clear here and

later when she talks of feeling ‘completely out of control’. Aspects of

control, then, are either seen to have been ‘lost’, ‘taken over’ or given

over and/or retained during parts of the birth, in contrast to what had

been anticipat ed (see chapt er 4). The women reflect on their ante natal

preparation and the failure of experts and others to prepare them for what
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birth might really be like. But as the following extracts show, they are able

to acknowledge the difficulty of doing this:

Yes, I suppose looking back on the ante-natal care, it was as good as I suppose it
could be, given the fact that themidwife whowas leading it had no idea basically of
what wewere all going to go through. She knew the kind of experiences that can be
gone through. (Rebecca)

I just think they could do with being a bit more realistic without frightening you,
you know, because I know that they don’t want to tell you what it’s really like
because it can sound quite terrifying if you try to say, you know, the pain is like
indescribable and it is, but you forget, you do forget, I know that it was horrible
but I can’t really remember how horrible. (Diana)

Everybody was saying that they don’t tell you enough about the birth and what it’s
like. (Faye)

Engagement with experts and expert bodies of knowledge characterised

the antenatal period and the procedures involved in labour and birth. Yet

resistance rather than engagement characterises the accounts of two

women who exceed their ‘due dates’ and come under pressure to have

the birth induced. However, although they initially adopt strategies that

question and resist expert practices, eventually they succumb as choices

apparently run out. Antenatally, Helen had spoken of her belief that ‘our

bodies were geared and made in a certain way that we can give birth

naturally’ and so when her pregnancy reaches forty-two weeks it is not a

surprise that she actively resists medical induction:

And it went on and on and on and basically she was . . . she was at forty-two weeks
and they had booked me in at this time to actually come in and be induced, but
I was . . . had quite a strong opinion on the fact that I really wanted it to be
spontaneous. I felt as though that we’d waited nine months and she was going
to come, you know, when she’s ready as long as I wasn’t putting her at any sort of
risk at all, so I’d spoken to the consultant sort of like at forty-two weeks and he
said, well, you’ve got enough fluid around the baby and the placenta’s still
healthy, come in on a daily basis . . . so anyway we went to three weeks over . . .

Although she had been ‘booked in’ to be induced, she challenges this and

proceeds to await a spontaneous start of labour. Helen’s resistance is

bound up with her strong beliefs and earlier assertions of birth being a

natural process, for to resist expert knowledge within the medical arena

could be seen as involving risk. Helen speaks to the consultant and

negotiates her way around induction by agreeing to visit the hospital on

a daily basis to be monitored. Philippa can also be seen to resist and

indeed challenge the basis of expert knowledge. At almost forty-three

weeks pregnant she finally gives birth but only after a verbal struggle with
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the experts, whose knowledge is increasingly questioned. They are unable

to provide a satisfactory reason as to why Philippa should have a caesar-

ian. At forty-two weeks pregnant Philippa is booked in to have her labour

induced, but the attempts to get her labour started do not work:

So they said, come . . . well, no actually, what happened, the registrar said, well we
could go to the consultant or whatever and they said have a caesarian this evening,
which I was just, like why? Tell me why I have to have a caesarian, you
know . . . I mean we sort of tried to work out why. We were just . . . the only
thing I could think of is that they kind of . . . they have . . . they booked . . . you’re
booked in to have a baby on that date and if you don’t have it . . . one means or
another! And the registrar seemed to disagree. I mean, I said is this normal policy
or whatever or is this what you normally do and he said, well, I’ve never really
come across this before and I’ve never used this method of induction before, I’m
just doing what your consultant says and all this sort of thing, so it was a bit . . . I
just felt a bit kind of removed from the person making the decision and yes, it was
all . . . and no one could tell me why I had to have it, they said well, you’re fine and
the baby’s fine and why couldn’t we just leave it and that’ll be it. And they said,
well . . .well, basically they said stay in overnight and see how you feel in the
morning, but we would recommend you have a caesarian tomorrow morning.
And I was just really unhappy about it. I mean had the baby been in any danger or
had I been ill or anything I think I would . . . it would have been fine to have a
caesarian. I didn’t really mind in a way, but I just thought why do I have to have
what is fairly major surgery, you know, and I knew it would take me longer to
recover from it as well. I also wanted, you know, wanted the opportunity to do it
myself naturally.

Both women are driven by their belief that birth is a natural process that

they and their bodies should be able to achieve at the appropriate time,

without medical intervention. These beliefs are, however, tempered with

acknowledging that elements of risk must also be considered. The appar-

ently arbitrary basis on which expert knowledge was being used to make

decisions was challenged by Philippa: ‘no one could tell me why’; the

registrar said, ‘I’m just doing what your consultant says’. The hierarchical

nature of expert knowledge is also illustrated in Philippa’s account, where

the registrar admits that he is deferring to the consultant, and some of the

midwives applaud her resistant stance:

I mean, a few of the midwives sort of said, good for . . . you know, good for you.

Both women eventually give birth; Philippa avoids a caesarian birth,

unlike Helen. Helen’s beliefs in her own ability to give birth ‘normally’

and ‘naturally’ are retrospectively made sense of in relation to her

mother’s and sister’s experiences:

You know, I suppose that you always look at your sister and your . . . your family
and your mother and . . . you know, never had any problem whatsoever, always
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had normal . . . you know normal labour and normal childbirth, to the point
where you know, ignorantly I had never . . . you know all the books and every-
thing, I think that I was quite well read through the pregnancy, but whenever I got
to the part about the caesarian I flicked over it because I thought, well, it wasn’t
going to happen to me.

Having resisted medical intervention, Helen talks about finally having a

‘medically run labour’:

So at this point I knew that it was going to be amedically run labour, because they’d
said, you know, the only thing that we can really do is . . . is start you off on the drip,
give you an epidural and take it from there, all the things that I said that I didn’t
want I ended up having. There wasme ready withmy aromatherapy oils andTENS
machine and . . . because I knew that everything was pointing towards a caesar-
ian . . . they had taken control . . . But in fact I don’t feel disappointed about it in
any way, I suppose because it was taken out of my hands. I wasn’t allowed to be in
control. The time that I was in control I did everything that I possibly could
and . . . so I wasn’t allowed to be in control. I suppose once they started me on a
medically induced labour, it was . . . it was over to them at that point . . . I mean
they had really taken control sort of from the time that they gavemeor administered
the first epidural and I knew that it really wasn’t down to me at that time,
and . . . But itwas quite an emotional time . . . because thingsweren’t going to plan.

Helen weaves a complex plot, voicing her hopes and expectations for

‘a natural birth’, and her experiences, which involved an ‘emotional

time’, but which at the same time she says she doesn’t ‘feel disappointed

about . . . in any way’. The taking over of control is acknowledged, but in

the light of Helen having done all she possibly could and then not being

‘allowed’ to be in control. Yet interestingly, Helen, having reflected and

produced a narrative of becoming a mother which contains elements of

resistance, reverts to a more culturally recognisable way of talking when

she comments on the birth weight of her baby:

They weighed her and found out she was 8.11 [lbs] which is quite nice . . . Well,
she was forty-three weeks so . . . I know, be grateful for small mercies, I think. Yes,
and to be perfectly honest with you it really has been plain sailing since then. That
day was very up and down, very emotional, it was like a . . . you know, a whole
story, you know, from start to finish, but since then it’s all been . . . it’s been
fabulous.

The notion of a ‘whole story’, implying that this episode is now finished, is

interesting; so too is the implication that she got something right by giving

birth to a large baby: ‘be grateful for small mercies’. Helen can reveal her

unanticipated birth story in the context of the assertion that ‘it really has

been plain sailing since then’ and ‘since then it’s all been . . . it’s been

fabulous’. The tensions and layers beneath the ‘fabulous’ time she is

claiming to currently be enjoying are only revealed in her final interview
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and the end-of- study questio nnaire (se e chapter 6). It is only when her

baby is nine months old, when she is again interviewed, that the struggles

and difficulties she is encountering during this interview – to produce a

‘coherent’ and acceptable account of new mothering – can be voiced.

Hospital to home

The women spent varying lengths of time in the hospital following the

birth, from a matter of hours to a week. The interests of the medical

profession shift swiftly following the birth: the baby or other expectant

mothers on the wards were now the focus of the medical gaze. As Felicity

notes:

[They] don’t give a damn . . . so I think in a way I feel as if they were completely
obsessed by me and my body beforehand. Now they don’t care. It’s almost as
if . . . you know . . . now I’m not an incubator, then I’ve just got to get on with it,
really.

The women were now mothers. They were expected to naturally know

how tomother and elements of the antenatal narratives suggested that the

women shared this expectation. Professional practices involved more

limited engagement following a successful birth, childrearing being a

largely private activity and responsibility in the West. Yet the following

lengthy extracts illustrate both the scale of the changes which women can

experience around the time of the birth and the competing perceptions

amongst those involved. Wendy is in hospital to have an elective caesar-

ian. She is expecting twins following successful IVF treatment:

I had baby blues in hospital . . . I stayed in there for a week . . . .Well, they told me
that I could go home on the Friday. I had them on the Monday and they said
I could go home on the Friday. But I said, no I’m staying, and they let me stay and
said I could stay for a bit longer if I wanted to. They were saying about this mother
and baby place I could go to, in Taybury orNorbury? Because they said we should
have been counselled, because they were IVF babies, but we never had anything.
Because you just go in and you think, oh my God, I’m having these two babies
tomorrow and they’re just there and you think, God, what do I do? You just have
to know it all. I don’t think they’ve got much time for you up there because I was
trying to breastfeed Alex and I used to ring them to helpme to fix him on and that,
and it used to take them ten minutes to come along. Fifteen minutes and you
think, I can’t cope with this and I just used to give him a bottle. I had to beg them
one night to take them off me for one night and the next night I thought, well, I’m
not going to ask them again because you just think, do they really want them? It’s
really bad. They kept saying it was part of postnatal depression, but it wasn’t.
They sent a psychiatric woman in to see me and she said, do you feel suicidal? and
I said no. I was on the seventh floor. I said if I did I’d be jumping out that window
by now. We went in on the Sunday and that’s all they kept talking about, because
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I was quite tearful anyway when we went in and she kept saying I’ve got to tell you
about postnatal depression, and I said I haven’t got it. I’m just teary because I’m in
here and I’m going to give birth in the next twenty-four hours . . . I wasn’t the only
one up there crying. There was quite a few of us. It was weird though, having these
two babies just lying there and thinking, God, what do I do.

Wendy’s sense of not having been properly prepared, ‘because they said

we should have been counselled, because they were IVF babies, but we

never had anything’, and being unsupported once the babies were born,

‘well, I’m not going to ask them again because you just think, do they

really want them?’ is profoundly felt and voiced. But she was not alone in

feeling ‘teary’, ‘I wasn’t the only one up there crying. There was quite a

few of us.’ Wendy rejects the diagnosis of postnatal depression and the

need for a ‘psychiatric woman’, rather she makes sense of her own feel-

ings, like those ofmany women, within the context of the scale of what she

is going through and the associated responsibilities, ‘and they’re just there

and you think, God, what do I do?’. Felicity also talks of her experiences

in hospital following the birth of her baby. Her (lack of) interactions with

the staff only serve to reinforce her sense of personal failure and isolation

following a birth that required medical intervention:

In the hospital – I mean this is another thing about the isolating experiences – they
stuckme in a ward with four beds in it and I was the only one there. So I’d had this
horrible experience and then I was stuck in this room onmy own and I just felt as if
I was the only person in the entire world and nobody wanted to know me. It was
awful. And they kept doing things like forgetting to bring my meals because I was
the only one that . . . ‘oh we didn’t know anyone was in there’. So of course there
was just floods of tears: ‘I’m not even worthy of them bringing me a cup of tea’.

The shift from hospital to home marks both the beginning of a return to

‘normal’ and the gradual disengagement of medical and health profes-

sionals. Felicity describes trying to convince the hospital staff that she

could cope in her bid to be allowed home, ‘you know, I have to show them

that I’m fit to go home with this child’. In the West the different localities

of hospital and home represent different public and private spheres: the

hospital, in which experts are seen to largely have control and manage

childbirth, and the home, where mothering naturally occurs and the

private responsibility for childcare is undertaken. Yet for the women in

the study being at home with a new baby was not experienced as natural

and the sense of not knowing what to do was profound. Describing the

early days at home with her new baby Philippa says:

I just wanted to go back to hospital actually the whole time . . . after being home
for a couple of days, I thought I just wanted to go back, I want someone else to be
in control.
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During the early postnatal period in the UK, midwives continue to be

responsible for mothers until ten days after the birth, at which point the

health visitor takes over and makes home visits, which are targeted

according to professional judgements of coping. In many ways antenatal

interactions prepare women (sometimes inadequately) for the birth of a

baby, but not for coping with being a mother. For many women, mother-

ing does not come naturally and the early days at home are a confusing

and challenging time, as the following extracts reveal:

I’m thinking, ‘oh myGod, it’s a baby, oh God, oh myGod . . . mum’s changed its
nappy’ and I’m just looking at it thinking ‘oh God’. (Sarah)

I think I have a right to feel upset and tearful because of, you know, the experi-
ence . . . the enormity of it, I think that’s what made me cry in the first place.
(Felicity)

Yet although most of the participants found the early days at home a

challenging time, Peggy did not. In the extract below she places her own

experiences in context:

It’s just like when you get a new dog or a cat or something and you know, settling it
in . . . It doesn’t sound very good, does it? It doesn’t sound very maternal, but . . .

What is interesting here is not the apparent ease with which Peggy has

settled her new baby in, but her recognition that comparing the settling in

of her new baby to previous experiences with her dog and cat, does not

‘sound very good’ or ‘verymaternal’. Here Peggy acknowledges that there

are publicly acceptable ways of narrating experiences of becoming a

mother, and this description may not be perceived as ‘very good’. Of

interest too, and showing the complexities and contradictions in

accounts, is Peggy’s earlier comment:

[Antenatal classes] didn’t really prepare you for actually what you’d got to do
when you’d got the baby. Which wasn’t really much use because you just wanted
to be told, you know.

The relationship between the experts and the mothers shifted as they

moved from the hospital to home, with different frames of reference being

used. For example, the women still felt they needed expert guidance and

someone to share the responsibility with and, at times, take control, whilst

professional practices involved limited home visits. The women felt con-

fused by this new twist in the relationship, as the following extracts show:

I must admit that one thing I didn’t like was that because my emotions were all
over the place and I’m a very organised person, I found that it was very difficult for
me to get my head round who was supposed to be in charge of me, who I was
supposed to ring up and all the rest of it . . . and I was under the impression that she
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[the midwife] was going to keep coming for ten days, and after the second day she
said, you’re fine, I won’t come anymore. And I have felt a bit abandoned really, and
she knew that I was feeling quite emotionally tender, so I think perhaps that could
have been dealt with a bit better . . . and I did feel a bit abandoned . . . the midwife
just dropped me after two days, saying that I was fine, the baby was fine and
everything was all right. But I didn’t feel emotionally all right. (Rebecca)

And I’ve found the whole way through that they’re fairly reactive but then that’s
OK, once you get used to it. I think I went . . . I kind of had the attitude . . . or felt
that everything should be a bit more black and white than it actually is and that
people would actually tell me what to do, and I’ve found . . . I mean even in
hospital no one told me how to sort of bath the baby, for example. I had to, you
know, say how do you do . . . how do I do this? And they said gosh, hasn’t she been
bathed for two days, you know, or whatever? Well no one’s shown me, no-one’s
givenme a bath or whatever, I don’t know. And I think emotionally as well, I mean
they were quite supportive. The occasion when I’d seen the midwife one day and
everything was fine and then she said right, I won’t come tomorrow if that’s all
right . . . have a day off, and I called her and said come round, because we’d had
like this sort of twelve, I think twelve hours feeding almost continuously right
through the night, and I just didn’t . . . I mean I didn’t know what I was doing
wrong, whether it was just she wasn’t getting enough or whether she just wanted
the comfort or whatever. And she was great because she sort of came round and
she actually put me to bed and latched the baby on and made me a sand-
wich . . . and I felt quite depressed about, you know, ‘oh my God, what have
I done’, because she [the baby] was obviously taking up all my time and all [my
husband’s] time as well and we were both like ‘what have we done to our lives?’
We quite liked our life before and we were just never going to know . . . we just
couldn’t imagine ever being beyond this kind of twenty-four-hour baby care.
(Philippa)

The sense of wanting to know ‘who was supposed to be in charge of me’,

illustrates the dependent relationship which has developed through a

protracted period of antenatal preparation and support. Ironically, it is

these early postnatal days that the women identify as being when they

most need emotional and practical support. During these early days they

are struggling to make sense of the scale of the changes that have

occurred, in a context that has changed much since their own mothers

or grandmothers gave birth. Finding that experiences of early mothering

do not resonate with expectations has implications for the ways in which

narratives are produced. Timing is also important, and self-governance

leads women to voice difficult experiences within the context of ‘now

feeling able to cope’, or ‘things now being better’. Voicing experiences

of not coping is perceived as too risky. Because mothering is largely

taken to be a natural ability, to admit to ‘failure’, to not coping, is to

risk incurring moral sanction and a questioning of one’s capacity as a

woman. The content of the womens’ narratives produced at this time
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serves to confirm that, if they have experienced some earlier difficulties,

they are now coping. Clearly, the temporal ordering of events is important

in how we present accounts of ourselves to others.

In the following extract, we can see the ways in which Helen uses

various devices, temporal and linguistic, to produce what she feels is an

acceptable and coherent narrative of her early mothering experiences.

Helen begins by reflecting on the antenatal preparation,

The only thing that I . . . I could possibly sort of criticise on now . . . I wouldn’t say
it as a criticism, but I was not prepared for at all [was] the emotional changes of
when you come home and suddenly you’re living this story life when you have the
baby and suddenly when you come home and after all the visitors have started to
dwindle off and it’s just you that’s left, as to how your life is possibly, you know,
going to change, that there is going to be no normality whatsoever . . . I suppose
I’ve been, you know, quite a controlled . . . well, I was in control of my own life,
I knewwhat I was doing and every day I was quite organised and things, and that’s
completely gone out of the window. And I would say that I hadn’t really been
prepared for those feelings of actually being out of control, which I would say
probably only the last week that I’ve actually got on top of it and I’m actually
starting to feel a little bit more in control.

Helen tentatively voices some concern, ‘I wouldn’t say it as a criticism’ of

her antenatal preparation. But crucially her voicing of earlier difficulties is

within the context of ‘only the last week . . . actually starting to feel a little

bit more in control’. To admit to, or to actually experience feeling out of

control, may mean that it is impossible to construct a coherent, or pub-

licly recognisable, narrative. To admit to others, particularly profes-

sionals – or even researchers who are known to be mothers – that you

are experiencing difficulties, has all sorts of implications for how women

are perceived. Whilst some women talked of their difficulties of asking for

help, others spoke of the competing perceptions of ‘normality’ in the early

weeks following the birth of a baby:

They’re really worried about postnatal depression, she’s [the health visitor] really
hot on it. And she did keep trying to tell me that I was postnatally depressed, when
I don’t think I was . . . I was in floods of tears continuously . . . and I think it was
just normal. (Sarah)

Midwives came for ten days, well, the ten-day period, this is another thing.
Because I felt so dreadful I would have liked them to call every day to check sort
of my tail end every day, but they assumed that because I was again . . . I suppose
they think this is a fairly nice house, you know you’ve got everything sorted out,
[my husband] was home, they kept saying ‘I’ll not call tomorrow, eh, I’ll leave it
for a day or two’, and I kept . . . it was almost as if I couldn’t say, no actually, I
want you to come back and talk to me tomorrow. So I had to go, OK yes, that’s
fine. (Felicity)
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But I still felt as though it wasn’t normal somehow to feel like that . . . you know
my whole life’s falling apart and I can’t do anything and they’re [other mothers]
coping so well. (Diana)

In a later extract Diana talks of her fears of being perceived as not coping

and being labelled by the experts as:

. . .postnatally depressed, we’re going to take the baby off you, and that’s some-
thing I did worry about.

The irony here is that a friend of Diana’s who was another participant in

the study (Helen) was also experiencing difficulties. Yet neither felt able

to voice concerns or difficulties to each other: these were concealed. The

myths, then, of how women should feel, and act, on becoming mothers

are perpetuated because women feel vulnerable, and unable to challenge

dominant ideologies of early motherhood. As Helen recounts in the

extract below:

I suppose I’ve been, you know, quite a controlled . . . well, I was in control of my
own life . . . and that’s completely gone out the window. And I would say that
I hadn’t really been prepared for those feelings of actually being out of control.

Helen then (unknowingly) shares some sense of her life being out of

control, ‘falling apart’, with her friend Diana, yet when she relates that

the midwife had found her to be ‘‘bordering on post-depressive’’, accord-

ing to the Edin burgh pos tnatal que stionnair e, 1 she asserts that: ‘I actu ally

do feel a lot better now, I’m starting to feel in control.’ A sense of being in

control, then, of having regained control implies that life can begin to

return to ‘normal’, perhaps that aspects of a previous life start to become

visible again. Yet as the following chapter will reveal, many of these

women were producing accounts of their early mothering experiences

which in fact bore little resemblance to what they were actually experien-

cing during this time.

A shifting sense of self: being a ‘mother’

A narrative turning point occurs when experience replaces anticipation,

leading at times to a reordering of past events. The biological act of giving

birth means that in a very short space of time women shift from being

pregnant and anticipating motherhood to being mothers, with all the

responsibilities associated with a dependent child. Yet this biological

1 The Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale has been designed in questionnaire format ‘as
a screening tool for the detection of postnatal depression’. It is administered in many parts
of the UK to mothers by health visitors at between six to eight weeks postnatally.
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shift is not always mirrored by such a swift ontological shift. Beginning to

feel like a ‘mother’ is often a much slower process. Women can find it

difficult to reconcile the differing biological and social time-frames which

exist around mothering, and which may differ from professionally based

time-frames. The potent mix of cultural, social and moral knowledges

and practices which surround perceptions of motherhood, together with

the biological act of giving birth, do not in themselves lead women to feel

like mothers on the birth of a child. Indeed each woman needs time to

come to terms with and develop a social self as a mother; to jettison

previous expectations of an essential, instinctive self as mother. Yet to

those around her, family, friends and experts, as soon as her child is born,

a woman becomes a mother, this powerful new identity overriding all

others.

Fear of a loss of control in relation to experiences of transition to

motherhood provides a recurrent theme running across and between

the narratives constructed by these women. As noted earlier, they had

all been working women and spoke of having control in their lives

and sometimes control over others at work. The unexpected experi-

ences of birth and the new responsibilities of the early weeks at home

all contributed to a sense of loss of control in their lives. This included

a loss of a recognisable self. At the time of the early postnatal inter-

views most of the women were trying to come to terms with, to make

sense of, the changes in their lives. The following extracts reveal their

struggles:

My role in life has changed . . . I mean I was saying this to [a friend] yesterday,
I don’t really knowwho I am yet . . . There isn’t anything inmy life that I could say
is any sort of constant stability to . . . in reflection to what it was before. (Helen)

The change to my life I think is complete and absolute, there’s nothing left of my
life that resembles . . . I have [the baby] all the time and it doesn’t matter how
much you love your baby, if you’ve had a life it’s very difficult to give up all of it,
and I think I started to get really resentful because I was struggling to cope, just
generally day to day I just felt like she demanded all of my attention all the time.
I couldn’t do anything for myself. (Diana)

You realise what a totally different . . . you know, you’re in a different world at the
moment, you know . . . (Lillian)

I felt as if I didn’t have control over what was going to happen to me anymore.
(Felicity)

Although she’s . . . I mean she’s never been a problem, but I’m certainly, as I say,
the last couple of weeks been thinking that there’s more to life sort of thing . . . the
last couple of weeks I’ve sort of felt that I can do more. (Faye)
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This period of transition: ‘a different world at the moment’, which lacks

any ‘constant sort of stability’, is differently experienced by the women as

they each try to come to terms with becoming a mother. Lillian talks of

being ‘in a different world at themoment’, andHelen of not knowing who

she really is yet. It is interesting that Faye pre-empts her acknowledge-

ment that over the last couple of weeks she has felt that ‘there’s more to

life’ with the qualifying sentence ‘although she’s . . . I mean she’s never

been a problem’. Feeling able to cope, of regaining some control, pro-

vides a turning point in terms of the narrating experiences of the early

weeks. However, actually having a sense of being a ‘mother’ is something

that for some is only much later experienced and acknowledged (see

chapt er 6). This is experi ence d as a ‘mot hering care er’ (Ribbe ns, 1998 )

advances and a social self as a mother is gradually developed through

practice. In the following extracts the women draw on different images of

motherhood, but they are not categories they can yet identify with:

I don’t really see myself as kind of an earthmother type . . . I still don’t really think
of me as a mother a lot of the time, you know I think of me as looking after [the
baby] . . . but in terms of my mothering skills, I’m not sure . . . I’m quite keen to
keep some sense of my pre-baby self. (Philippa)

I’m beginning to feel like a mother, but that’s only recent [baby eight weeks]
. . . but there are some bits of my life that I miss . . . it didn’t come naturally.
(Diana)

I’ve tried to maintain that sense of self, but I know there is this . . . that I will
always be perceived as amother . . . but when I go out I try not to lookmumsy and
I think that’s partly to do with how I feel about myself. (Felicity)

I’ve only just started saying ‘my child, my baby’. But I don’t know if I feel like a
mother. I don’t know what you’re meant to feel like. (Sarah)

I mean it’s like how do you define a mother? Yes, I’m doing all the practical things
of a mother. But it hasn’t actually sunk in . . . It’s like I’m living this part in a play
and in fact I’m going through all of the motions, but is it actually reality and is this
what motherhood is all about? You know, my mum’s a mother, but am
I?.. Although you probably ask anybody that knows me and they’d say oh gosh,
she’s like a duck to water and she’s very natural and relaxed with her and it just
seems like I can’t . . . you know I can’t have life without her. And that’s . . . is how
I do feel, but I wouldn’t say, no I wouldn’t say that I really feel like I’m a
mother . . . I was very ready to become a mother . . . but in fact I have lost control
of my life. (Helen)

In these extracts the doing ofmothering work, doing ‘practical things’ and

‘looking after’ are drawn upon, but are seen as distinct from being or

feeling like a mother. Some women at this time were struggling to hold on
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to a sense of their pre-baby selves and their lives prior to the birth. Yet

whilst they struggled to make sense of this period of intense transition,

others around them saw them as mothers. In the extract above, Helen

talks of others’ perceptions of how she is coping as a new mother, ‘like a

duck to water’ and that ‘she’s very natural’. The difficulty, then, forHelen,

and other womenwhose experiences do not resonate with their own earlier

expectations is feeling able to reveal that they are struggling. Helen uses the

analogy of living a part in a play; the implication then is of pretence, of

‘going through all of themotions’ but not actually feeling, as she thinks she

should feel, like a mother. The complex interplay between essentialist and

ideological assumptions and social and cultural constructions of mother-

hood are evident in these extracts. Narratives are produced within the

context of mothering being perceived as ‘natural’ and mothers being

guided by ‘instincts’. When these are not experienced, reflexive difficulties

may be experienced, for as Somers has noted, ‘struggles over narrations are

(thus) struggles over identity’ (Somers, 1994:631).

As noted in earlier chapters, selves exist and are interactionally con-

structed in relation to others. For example, in Sheila’s extract below we

see her referring to herself as ‘Mummy’ when talking to her twin sons, but

also the implication that this new dimension of self would take time to

get used to. Other women experienced their new self as mother

differently:

I walked in I said, ‘All right, Mummy’s here.’ And I thought ‘oooh’, it
sounded so weird to be saying that. But yes, I do thoroughly enjoy being a
mum. (Sheila)

[on being asked if she feels like a mother] I suppose so, I don’t really feel any
different, you know . . . well I suppose . . . I don’t know really what a mother feels
like. I mean, I suppose so, but you know . . . I don’t really have time to sit there
thinking what I feel like. Yes, I suppose so. . . . You get on with your life and you
get on with the baby and you just do it. (Peggy)

[on being asked if she feels like a mother] Yes, it’s come really naturally to me,
which I wasn’t sure whether it would or not . . . but then I think that because we
planned it all and we knewwhat . . . that this was the right time. It wasn’t too early
and we were ready for it. (Faye)

Faye’s comment is interesting because she had earlier asserted that only

in the ‘last couple of weeks (she’d) been thinking that there’s more to life,

sort of thing’. The implication had been that she was now feeling more

able to cope and to get out, yet in the extract above she talks of mothering

coming ‘really naturally’, implying she had not experienced difficulties.

Diana recounts the range of emotions she has experienced since having

her baby:
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A lot of people probably feel the same, but I couldn’t believe how invisible I
became after I had her [and later] I can’t believe how happy having a baby has
made me feel, even though it has made me extremely unhappy at times.

Clearly there are complexities and contradictions in the narratives we

produce, such is the condition of human life. Different accounts may be

produced for different audiences, and reworked and changed over time,

and in accordance with a shifting sense of self. Similarly, some individuals

may be more reflexively engaged beyond the intrinsic reflexivity that is a

component of all human life than others, for example, as Peggy says above

‘I don’t really have time to sit there thinking what I feel.’ Arguments about

reflexivity and its masculinist and gendered dimensions are explored

furth er in chapt er 7 .

Performing motherhood outside the home

A sense of being a mother was only gradually experienced by many of the

women as they came to terms with the practical tasks and responsibilities

that shape mothering in many Western cultures. Doing the practical

things around a new baby could, after time, be managed in the home.

But the outside world presented different challenges. Potential scrutiny

and judgement by others was regarded as risky amongst those who

did not yet feel confident or skilled in their mothering abilities.

Managing a performance of being a mother in the public sphere, espec-

ially when facets of self were experienced as uncertain and tenuous as

a consequence of transition, led many women to stay at home. Being

perceived as a competent social actor, a ‘real’ mother, in public places was

regarded as too daunting by many of the women, and led to limited social

action in the public sphere. Interestingly, withdrawal from social net-

works has been identified as a factor in the development of ‘postnatal

dep ression ’ (Mauth ner, 1995 , 2002 ; Nicols on, 1998 ). In the followin g

extracts some of the women relate how, because their experiences of early

motherhood did not resonate with their expectations, they did not actu-

ally feel in control or like ‘a mother’ and they regulated their interactions

in public spaces. It was considered risky to be visible in a public place,

while not feeling able to confidently present as a ‘good’ or ‘proper’

mother, as Philippa describes in the following extract:

So I didn’t go out verymuch, which reallymade it hard . . . I don’t think I went out,
literally set foot outside the door, for three or four weeks or something which is
quite . . . it was a long time, and that was too long actually, because I didn’t . . . but
I just felt . . . I didn’t feel very confident taking her out because I just thought she
was going to cry the whole time and I felt a bit sort of self-conscious about it,
I suppose, and I thought at least at home I can always feed her and I didn’t feel
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confident about feeding her out of the house and things . . . I mean even now I sort
of feel if I take her out shopping and she started crying . . . this woman in a shopping
queue said tome, ‘they hate shopping’, and they’re so sort of accusing and I felt like
saying ‘well, I have to eat’ . . . I mean I am sure she didn’t mean it like that, but I
took it as, you know, you’re inflicting this awful thing on your child. But I mean I
sort of feel I get disapproving glances. I’m sure you don’t at all, but I can’t . . . that’s
how I interpret it.

Being perceived as a ‘real’ mother, and being able to give a convincing

performance in the public sphere, was a concern for many of the women.

Felicity relates an early outing to the doctor’s with her young baby:

We had to go to the doctor’s and both of us went, Robert and I went with the baby
and then I got a prescription. Robert went to get the prescription. I said, I’ll come
home because the estimators were coming for the removals. And I’d done . . . you
know I’d got one of the changing bags like you’re supposed to, taken a bottle of
milk with us in case he got horrible, and he had in the doctor’s, and Robert had
started to feed him and then we’d left and he was quite happy. But I was coming
home and he started to get hungry again and Robert had the bottle in his pocket
and had gone off to the shop to get the prescription, so I had this screaming child
in themiddle of [town] on, I think it was a Thursday afternoon, and it was hot and
the tourists were there, and I felt like shit and I couldn’t walk very fast, and I had to
virtually run from the middle of town to here, over the bridge, and you could tell
everyone was, ‘poor child’, ‘what’s that woman doing with that child’. And
I thought, I was convinced somebody was going to like stop me and say you’ve
pinched that child, that’s not your child, you aren’t a mother, you don’t look like
you can cope with him, this baby, you should be doing something to stop it crying.

Other women spoke of gradually gaining the confidence to leave the

safety of their homes and do mothering in the public sphere:

. . . but it’s taken eight weeks to be confident to walk along with a pram with a
screaming child. (Abigail)

. . . but it’s absolutely exhausting, yes, I was quite sort of lonely to start with when
he wasn’t doing much and I didn’t really feel confident enough to go out. (Clare)

I know I’m amother but I don’t quite feel like amother yet . . . I went to [the shop]
once and she screamed the whole way round, then I did feel like a mother because
all these old ladies were there and theywere going . . . ‘that baby shouldn’t be out’,
‘it’s too hot for that baby to be out’. I could hear them rabbitting on behindme. So
then I did feel very much like a mother . . . a dreadful mother. (Gillian)

I know, sort of, how long she can go without food so if I want to go down town or
something I can sort of time it . . . so I don’t have to feed her when I’m out. (Faye)

You know, you just feel so tied to this one little thing, and tied to the house,
just . . . and also I think because I’m . . . I’m so organised and such a . . . like, sort
of, things well planned, I found it impossible to be able to make appointments . . .
I was never quite sure when he was going to feed and when he was going to sleep,
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and I think because I couldn’t control him I was worried about making any
appointments, whereas now I think, well, I’d take him with me and if he cried
so what . . . whereas at the beginning I think I thought if he cried it was my fault
and I was very aware of people thinking, you know, he’s crying, why doesn’t she
pick him up . . . and that made me feel guilty. There’s this awful guilt, sort
of . . . oh, it’s dreadful. (Kathryn)

Clearly then, striving to make sense of the intensely private experience

of becoming a mother within the context of public expectations is both

challenging and potentially baffling. Difficult experiences may remain

unvoiced and social action be regulated. Concerns about being perceived

as a ‘real’ mother were also implicit in other accounts, where women felt

that their ‘pretence’ of being a mother would be found out. In the extract

above, Felicity talks of her fear that others will think that she has ‘pinched’

her child, and other women voiced similar concerns:

. . . but I still feel I’ve borrowed him, that I’m not his mother, that he’s not mine.
(Kathryn)

We kept looking at them and thinking no, somebody’s going to take them away
because they are not ours really. (Sheila, mother of twins)

Coming home with him was odd in that we both felt that we’d kidnapped him and
even though I’d been pregnant, it didn’t really feel right. But we were both very
natural with him. So there was complete conflicting things, that we must have
stolen him but he was ours and we coped with him really well. It was really
odd . . . really bizarre, freaky. (Abigail)

The complexities of becoming a mother, in circumstances where chan-

ging familial arrangements have reduced the likelihood of women having

previous experiences around babies and childrearing practices, have

become more intense. One consequence of such transformations has

been a greater emphasis placed on individuals and the monitoring of

their actions through reflexive practices. Yet as was noted in chapter 1,

being a mother is always more than ‘playing a part’ and in these extracts

we see the women trying to come to terms with conflicting experiences.

Becoming a mother involves embodied, visceral experiences and respon-

sibilities for meeting the needs of another dependent human being.

However, the very things that patterned these women’s pre-baby lives –

planning, coping and having control – are the very constituents of a life

that now, at times, elude them. Reflexively sustaining and maintaining a

sense of self through this period, whilst necessary for ontological well-

being, is complicated by the essentialist constructions ofmotherhood that

continue to dominate Western societies, knowledges and practices.

The relationship between mothering and paid work outside the home

was explored in an earlier chapter. The relationship has, historically, been
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subject to change according to societal needs, and has always differen-

tially affec ted different groups of women (Hill Collin s, 1994; Segura,

1994 ; Duncan and Edwar ds, 1999 ). The women’s decisions in this

study about whether to return to work or to mother full-time, drew upon

a range of recognisable discourses. For some, returning toworkwas seen as

offering the possibility of regaining dimensions of a pre-baby, recognisable

self, in an environment where they would not be ‘just a mother’, their

‘performance’ at work being measured according to different parameters:

. . . that’s why I want to go back [to work], is to be me. (Abigail)

I’m looking forward to it in a way ’cos it will give me a break, I think, ’cos it’s
surprising how much work it is, you’re on the go all the time. I think I have about
an hour [a day] to myself. (Angela)

. . . because I think work, well for me it was very much a part of my identity, it’s
part of who you are, and I think that I didn’t really realise that until I didn’t have it,
and having the baby has made me realise I do need something back for myself,
because I have lost my identity – to everyone else I’m Sonia’s Mum and that’s
what I am, who I am, and I don’t think I will regain any of that feeling of havingmy
own identity until I get back to work, which is why it’s important, I think, forme to
go back to work. I’ll never be the same because I can never be at work what I was
before because I’m still Sonia’s Mum, but I will always have something a bit
different, something for myself, and when I get back to work I know that I will
have something for myself like I’ll go to the gym when I’m at work and I’ll chat to
people and I’ll have a bit of a laugh and I’ll talk about things other than babies, but
then I’ll come back and I’ll still be Sonia’s Mum and I’ll still have to get up in the
middle of the night or change dirty nappies and talk about baby things on the days
when I don’t go to work, but that’s OK as long as I’ve got something for myself,
I couldn’t . . . I couldn’t survive without having that, I don’t think. (Diana)

I’m not sure that I am cut out to be a full-timemother . . . I don’t know that I’d find
it stimulating enough . . . well, not stimulating enough, but . . . I don’t know really
whether I would be good at it . . . I need to do both anyway, I think. (Philippa)

For most of the women, work offered the possibility of regaining a sense

of self, which is experienced as either ‘lost’ or submerged in full-time,

intensive mothering. But one mother spoke of her satisfaction with being

at home with her baby daughter:

. . . so the future at themoment just for me, I’m just concentrating on Emily at the
moment, I’m afraid. I’ve just not really thought about what I’m going to do.
(Faye)

Yet, interestingly, Faye finds it necessary to apologise, ‘I’m afraid’, when

she voices apparent contentment in concentrating on her daughter:

intensive mothering as an option also has to be justified.
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Conclusion

Narratives produced during these early postnatal interviews are both

complex and contradictory. Whilst antenatally, women tentatively con-

struct and produce narratives of anticipation, the experience of giving

birth and being responsible for a child precipitates both an ontological

shift and a narrative turning point. The narratives produced in this early

postnatal period are grounded in experiences of giving birth and early

mothering. These experiences differ from or challenge previous expect-

ations and dominant cultural and social ideas which permeate mother-

hood. The struggle, then, can be to reconcile individual experiences with

earlier expectations and assumptions, whilst managing a competent per-

formance as a coping mother, a performance which is highly gendered,

embodied and contingent on dominant representations of mothers’

responsibilities and meeting children’s needs, and essentialist notions of

women’s capacities to mother. The act of giving birth did not necessarily,

or often, lead the women to identify themselves as ‘natural’ mothers or

chi ldcare expert s. Rather, m ost expe rienced confusi on and stru ggled to

produce recognisable narratives of mothering when they had not yet had

time to deve lop a ‘motheri ng voice’ (Ribbe ns, 1998 ). A sense of who the y

now were and had been, and the connections between the two, had to be

made sense of: a shifting and tenuous self eventually becoming integrated

int o an alte red ‘schem a of self unders tanding’ (La wler, 2000 :57–8) .

Almost overnight they were expected to become experts on their children.

And whilst over the early weeks the women felt able to fulfil the practical

aspects of mothering, many did not recognise themselves as mothers.

Normal ‘difficulties’ associated with early mothering were compounded

by confusion, as professional support was reduced: the experts and the

new mothers worked with competing frames of reference around coping

and a return to normal. One was task-based and normative and the other

grounded in the everyday experiences of mothering and motherhood.

Narratives of early mothering, then, draw on, and are shaped by,

dominant moral discourses of maternal responsibilities and intensive

mothering, and representations of children’s needs, which must be met.

There is risk involved in not being seen to achieve these maternal

demands. So, if normal difficulties are voiced it is always in the context

of things now being better, ‘fabulous’ and under control.When narratives

contain experiences that challenge or resist these dominant constructions

of motherhood, more publicly recognisable ways of talking about being

a mother are also interwoven. Narrating experiences of early mother-

ing and motherhood involve reconciling unanticipated experiences

and potent ideologies. As reflexive social actors the women employ
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techniques of resistance and self-governance, in order to conceal

unhappy or difficult experiences, which ironically only serve to perpetu-

ate the myths that surround transition to motherhood. As we shall see in

the following chapter, it is only when the women havemoved through and

survived this early and intense period of mothering and motherhood that

they feel able to retrospectively and safely voice contradictory accounts of

their experiences.
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6 A return to normal: becoming the expert

But yes, I feel much more like a mother now than I did . . . I suppose I do
feel like a mother . . .You’re a person with a baby, you become a mother
and you feel like a mother. (Gillian, final postnatal interview)

For women who have survived, and coped with, the early months of

first-time motherhood, new opportunities for narrating experiences arise.

In this chapter we trace the ways in which a stronger sense of a recognisable

self is gradually regained. This is achieved as most of the women both

re-enter the world of work and come to position themselves as the experts

on their babies.Thepassage of time enables thewomen to (re)construct and

present challenging narratives of mothering. Over time, they reflect on

andmake sense of their experiences and now feel able to disclose unhappy

and difficult experiences, which had previously been withheld. In parti-

cular this chapter draws attention to the shifts that occur around percep-

tions of expert, authoritative knowledge as control in a life is felt to be

regained. Women become the experts, through practice, in recognising

and meeting their children’s needs. Similarly, professional constructions

of normal transition to motherhood and child development are also

challenged. Perceptions of risk are re-evaluated from this more accom-

plishe d stage in the women’s mothe ring care ers (Ribbe ns, 1998). This is

in relation to their children, and how theymanage their ownselves and are

judged by others as mothers. The ways in which a sense of a recognisable

self, reflexivity and voicing experiences are interwoven forms a backdrop

to the chapter. Once again the ways in which women collude in perpetu-

ating myths around motherhood, through practices of self-surveillance

and se lf-govern ance, will be ret urned to (Lawler , 2000 ). If early difficul-

ties cannot be voiced as they are lived, or are not voiced, then the myth of

motherhood being intrinsically biological and essential, and therefore

natural, continues unchallenged.

In the previous two chapters the women engaged with ideas that were

rooted in essentialism as they prepared to become mothers. They later

produced accounts of ‘doing the right thing’ as many struggled to come

to terms with early mothering experiences which were not felt to be
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instinctive. It is only now, after the passage of time that the extent of

earlier (normal) difficulties can be disclosed. It becomes clear that dis-

tance from an event facilitates narration, that ‘for a person to gain such a

reflexive grasp of her own life, distance is a prerequisite’ (Frank,

1995 :98). The featu res of late modern ity – unc ertainty and risk, trust in

expert bodies of knowledge and reflexivity – are played out differently in

these later accounts of transition to motherhood. Risks, of course, have

not gone away, but they are now differently perceived and interpreted by

the women after they have successfully met their young children’s needs

over the first nine months of life. Cultural constructions of risk will

continue to shape mothering and parenting experiences, but do not

translate into dependence on experts or expert bodies of knowledge in

the same intensive ways they had done during pregnancy and early

motherhood. Disclosure of unhappy early mothering experiences can

now be risked, although elements of self-governance will always shape

the ways in which women feel able to talk about the everyday experiences

of meeting children’s needs in a morally charged climate. As Romito has

noted, ‘mothers still do not dare to admit how burdensome the con-

straints and difficult ies of their conditio n can be’ (1997:172) . The large ly

private endeavour that constitutes childrearing in theWest can be seen to

perpetuate self-reliance. So, doing the practical things of mothering over

time, and largely alone, leads the women to become the experts on their

own children. Shifts in a sense of self are also discernible in relation to

women gaining confidence in their mothering abilities, and for some

returning to the world of work. Managing their own selves as mothers,

women and workers leads to a greater sense of control in a life with

glimpses, and sometimes more, of a pre-baby self and life. So, how are

selves differently experienced, maintained and narrated during this later

stage of the journey into first-time motherhood? How is reflexivity

engaged with and played out in these final accounts?

Becoming the expert: practising mothering

It has been earlier argued that the dimensions of the contemporary con-

text in which childbearing and mothering occur, promote a continued

dependence on experts and expert bodies of knowledge. This is particu-

larly the case during pregnancy and through the early confusing weeks of

becoming a mother. But developing competence in doing the practical

things of mothering and meeting a child’s needs lead gradually to a

reassessment of this relationship. Indeed, the disengagement in terms of

professional support and interest which the women felt happened shortly

after the birth, can now be interpreted as having fostered (forced)
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independence. Commenting on her contact with various health profes-

sionals, Diana observes, ‘I find it quite amazing that they can be so in your

face for like weeks and then just not there.’ And whilst the underlying

assumption which underpins professional practice, that is that women

naturally know how to mother, differs from the experiences of the women

themselves, gradually most women do become more confident in their

own abilities to meet the needs of their children. The endeavour becomes

less stressful, as Abigail and Helen comment below:

I don’t feel that I need information as much now, because I don’t know it all,
obviously, because he is still only eight months old . . . but I do feel that for most
stuff it’s common sense. The stress goes out of it . . . you become less dependent on
others because your own confidence builds . . . it’s so easy with hindsight . . . some-
where along the lines it all clicks. (Abigail)

I think I feel a lot more sort of secure about myself and my decisions and what’s
the right thing to do and what isn’t . . . so, yes, but I’m certainly more confident
now. (Helen)

Growing confidence inmeeting their children’s needs leads the women to

challenge those they had previously regarded as possessing authoritative

knowledge. In the following extract, Sheila describes the gradual process

of reaching a point at which professional expert knowledge and advice can

be weighed up, challenged and discarded in the context of her own

experiences. Competing constructions of normal development are also

clear in these extracts:

That was, that’s been my real . . . I don’t know, it’s just you don’t know what
you’re doing . . . I always like to have, ‘this is what you’re doing’ and I’m told and
then I just do it. But with solids and everything, you just don’t know what you’re
doing. You have to feel your way . . . on their eight-month check they are supposed
to sit up, they’re supposed to put their hands up to be picked up, and all these
things they’re supposed to do, and I just think, oh, I just don’t care anymore. If
they don’t want to that’s it, that’s their little way of doing things. I know they’re
perfectly happy, healthy children. And that’s what, you know, I’ve come to realise.

Sheila goes on to describe another occasion when she received advice

from the health visitor:

She said, you know, ‘oh you really should be giving them finger food because some
children will get tactile’ and I said, ‘what do you mean’ and she said ‘oh well, they
don’t want to touch things’. So, I was like getting all uptight thinking oh, maybe
I should be doing this thing . . . and then I just thought, oh, sod it, I’m just going to
do what I feel and what’s handy for me.

Here Sheila is able to weigh up the professional advice in the context of

her life, and reject it: ‘oh sod it, I’m just going to do what I feel and what’s
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handy for me’. Peggy also talks of challenging expert advice in relation to

weaning her baby on to solids:

I started him at fifteen weeks with the health visitor having kittens.[She] kept
saying, you’ve got to wait until he’s four months old and I said, well, look,
I can’t wait.

Unusually, after a relatively short period of mothering (fifteen weeks),

Peggy also feels able to act in a way which is counter to the expert advice

she has been given. But this action must be seen within the context of

other information and support that Peggy has, as she explains:

Apparently my mother had the same problem with me of not putting on weight
and getting nagged at all over the place, so she said ‘don’t worry about it’.

Supported by her mother, whose knowledge is grounded in experience,

Peggy rejects the professional advice given. This is in contrast to the

accounts constructed during the antenatal period. In these, the women

prioritised professional, authoritative knowledge over that of other

sources, including family and friends. But the women now speak of

finding support from other mothers whose advice is crucially grounded

in experience as mothers. They also speak of their own growing confi-

dence in relation to meeting their children’s needs, as the following

extracts show:

I met a couple of girls through a postnatal group which I went to once because
I felt I had to, and we’ve become quite good friends and I tend to see them, you
know, every other week or so, and that’s more helpful than the health professional,
I find, but no, I haven’t . . . I haven’t seen anyone. You know, you never see hide
nor hair of them, they just disappear, don’t they? (Diana)

The health visitors are on the whole . . . certainly at the beginning were really good.
I find now that he’s older and therefore probably not prone to as many problems,
I’m more experienced . . .And I think, you know, girlfriends, I tend to sort of ask
them what they’re doing far more than health visitors or professionals, think I’m
much more confident now. I mean I . . . I think as a mother, you just have an
instinct and you know what’s right. (Kathryn)

I’ve got used to the idea now and it’s coming more naturally . . . you become less
dependent on others because your own confidence builds. (Clare)

When she was about four months, I sort of stopped seeing them as frequently.
I kind of had her weighed a couple of times. She had a hearing test and things and
I’ve seen one health visitor once since I’ve been back to work. And they’ve been
fine, actually, you know there’s no . . . I mean not . . . I think because you kind of go
through the whole thing with your health visitor and your midwife to start with it’s
like . . . and they’re much more involved, it’s not the, you know, I just . . . just sort
of go along so they say she looks well, she’s gaining weight and that’s it really . . . I
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mean, I just don’t have any worries about her, really, and I think I know that I’m
doing the right thing in terms of with feeding. I’m not worried about her devel-
opmentally. It seems fairly kind of common . . . a lot of common sense to me at the
moment . . .Yes, I mean it’s partly confidence and it’s also . . . I think it’s kind of
easier. She seems like a more kind of robust being rather than this kind of fragile
little thing . . .And also because she goes to nursery as well – this sounds really
awful but I sort of think there are more people involved, it’s not just me anymore.
(Philippa)

It is interesting that whilst Philippa welcomes the shared responsibility of

childcare now that she has returned to work and her daughter attends

a full-time nursery, she believes that ‘this sounds really awful’. Here

the dominance and gendered dimensions of the discourse of intensive

mothering is clearly discernible, shaping the ways in which Philippa,

apologetically, describes her current childcare arrangements. Gradually

then, women become practised in identifying and meeting their chil-

dren’s needs and develop their own informal support and information

networks. The professional practices of monitoring and measurement

which provide evidence of ‘normal’ development are increasingly ques-

tioned. The weighing up of risk becomes less fraught as responsibilities

are coped with and met. Yet for all this advancement and success in their

mothering – they and their babies have survived – the women continue to

draw on dominant, gendered constructions of motherhood. They feel

compelled to apologise for their actions, for example in relation to work,

which they perceive as counter to constructions of good mothering.

Selves and the world of work

In chapt er 1 the compl exities of deb ates arou nd the self were highlight ed

and the difficulty of treading a path between essentialism and engaging

with ‘fleshy , sensat e bod ies’ acknowl edged ( Jackson and Sco tt, 2001 :9).

The se theor etical debates will be revis ited in chapt er 7, but the empi rical

data presented here illustrate the ways in which tenuous selves are experi-

enced and presented through a period of transition. According to Lawler,

‘most Euroamericans incorporate various forms of understanding of the

self into an overa ll schema of self unde rstandin g’ (2000:57– 8). The

narratives produced by the women in this study show the complexities

and fluidity of these schemas of self-understanding. Such understandings

are grounded in a sense of a recognisable and practiced self, and it is these

dimensions of a self that are fundamentally challenged for many women

when they become mothers. This is because when childbirth and doing

mothering are experienced as different from expectations and found not

to be instinctive or natural, a social self – rather than an essentialist,
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instinctive self – as a mother has to be developed, worked on and prac-

tised. Different locations enabled women to reflect on and make sense of

this confusing period. For example, a return to paid employment, involv-

ing movement in and out of different worlds, provided opportunities for

the women to be their (old) selves again. By the time of the final inter-

views all but three of the women had returned to paid work outside the

home. Interestingly, it was those who had not who drew a particular

distinction between the different worlds of home and work. In the follow-

ing extract Sheila talks of not having any ‘out life’:

My outlook on life is totally different. I still don’t have any out life, any life of my
own really . . . I miss the conversation, that’s the major thing . . . I mean I love them
dearly but I do miss . . . I mean not just normal conversation, I miss the office life.

Her decision not to seek work outside the home draws on ideas of doing

mothering in a particular way:

I really want to be there for them, the old-fashioned style, isn’t it?

Sheila then goes on to assert her happiness in her current situation:

I’m quite happy at home, I’m my own person now since I’ve got these
[twins] . . .but I still want my . . .my independence.

Yet contradictions are woven throughout these extracts, as Sheila asserts

that she’s her ‘own person’, implying autonomy and independence, but

talking also of wanting her ‘independence’. Faye also rationalises her

decision not to seek work outside the home, which results in her feeling

a ‘bit out of the world’:

I wouldn’t earn verymuch and I don’t knowwhether . . . I know it would be for my
sanity, but I don’t really want to work to pay someone else to look after her . . . I
sometimes feel a bit guilty about not going to work . . . you . . . sort of you feel a bit
out of the world in a way because you’re not getting up every day and going into
work and the normal things you do.

Work outside the home offers the possibility of ‘normal things’, helping to

maintain ‘sanity’. Ironically, and in contrast to the women who have

returned to work, Faye experiences guilt because she is not also working

outside the home. The social negotiations in which women engage

between motherhood and paid work have been explored in previous

researc h (Dunc an and E dwards, 1999; Branne n and Moss , 1988) .

Interestingly, in research which focused on lone mothers, Duncan and

Edwards found that ‘lone mothers’ agency in deciding whether or not to

take up paid work is essentially concerned with what is best and morally

right for themse lves as mothe rs an d for their childr en’ (1999:109) .
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Perhaps not surprisingly, these are the very same concerns that this group

of partnered women weigh up in these late postnatal narratives. For those

who have returned to work, contradictory feelings are also experienced.

As Diana says:

Themixed feelings I had about going back to work – on the one hand I did want to
go because I . . . I did miss the sort of wideness of the world, you know, the world
becomes very small when you’re at home with a baby because it’s a baby, isn’t it,
and other mothers and it’s not really . . . you don’t have much to talk about.
And . . .but on the other hand I felt that, you know, should I be leaving this baby
who probably needs its mother more than anyone? Very mixed. But then I was
lucky to be in a position to go back part-time, so you feel you can balance it a bit.
You’ve got some work and some time with Sonia, but then the downside to that is
that you . . . as I say, you just feel you’re not doing anything . . . constantly feeling
guilty, under achieving . . .under achieving mother, under achieving
employee . . . I’m very organised and like to be in control and it’s just never
. . . you’re never going to be in control again.

Returning to the world of work provides a temporary diversion from

the otherwise all-consuming world of intensive mothering. It also offers

the possibility to regain and be a different – old, enduring – self again. The

ways in which different selves can be practised, performed and maintained

in the different locations of home and work are apparent in the following

extracts. In these the women draw on ideas of ‘ideal types of mother and/or

worker’, what Duncan and Edwards have termed ‘gendered moral ration-

alities’, to narrate and locate their selves and their experiences (1999:109).

Abigail explains her readiness to rejoin the other world:

I do like being a professional person and myself . . . I really felt by the end of my
maternity leave that I was treading water and the whole world was getting on with
their lives and mine was on hold . . .Even if I was achieving something with him,
I didn’t feel it was enough for me. Thatmight sound selfish, I don’t know? . . . I felt
so trapped by the end of my maternity leave, I felt so isolated.

Abigail tentatively voices her experiences of motherhood, yet recognises

that this might not be perceived as a culturally or morally acceptable way

for a mother to narrate her mothering experiences, and adds, ‘that might

sound selfish’. Other mothers also spoke of mothering not being ‘enough’

for them, of needing something more:

I kind of thought I’ll go back, never really kind of found myself like a real role as a
mother, like a role just me and Georgia in the house together, we were fine, but
I just . . . that wasn’t enough for me, obviously. I mean I needed to see other
people, I needed to make new friends, and I haven’t really done that so I haven’t
really established myself as a kind of a social being outside the house, you know.
And I was starting to think, you know, this is not enough for me really and I need
more stimulation and adult company and things. (Philippa)
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I still sort of want to get a part of my life back and not just talk nappies . . . it wasn’t
really me going to parent–toddler groups all the time . . . I mean when I’m at
[work] I’m more my old self. (Clare)

I felt as though if I had a job I was doing something, whereas if I didn’t, if I was just
at home with baby, ‘oh you’re just a mother and a housewife’. And I know that’s
the wrong thing to think but you still can’t help thinking it. (Rebecca)

The ways in which mothering work is (under) valued inWestern societies

and the pervasiveness of the contradictory messages which surround and

shape women’s lives, are clear in the ways these women narrate their

experiences, reflecting on how mothering and work fits into their lives.

For most, to be ‘just a mother’ and ‘just at home with baby’ is not

perceived to be enough and Rebecca acknowledges that her feelings are

linked to the ‘status thing’. Others have not established themselves as

‘social beings’ outside the home as mothers, have not wanted to become

subsumed within an identity of full-time mother. The (inaccurate) per-

ceptions of what other mothers are like, and do, are not challenged by

these women, but rather help to confirm their decisions to return to work

where other dimensions of selves, beyond the maternal, can be experi-

enced. The women spoke of meeting and interacting with other mothers,

but they saw their selves differently, although at risk of becoming like

them if they followed similar patterns of intensive mothering. For

example, Wendy talks of meeting other mothers who do not work outside

the home:

. . . and you talk to them . . . they are so boring, they’ve got nothing to talk about.
I mean, God, I don’t want to become one of them . . . I don’t want to end up
like that.

Clare and Abigail also talk of mothers’ needs to meet together and talk,

but distance themselves from such activities:

I mean being at home all the time you want to get out and meet people and
you . . .So, I can understand why people do, but it wasn’t me. (Clare)

I only ever palled up with one other [mother] and so once a fortnight, once a
week, we’d have a coffee morning, but it was so focused on our children. How
many teeth have you got?Howmany farts does he do, anything, oh forGod’s sake,
what texture is . . . for God’s sake, I don’t want to know. So it’s nice to have got
away from that. (Abigail)

The narratives here draw on perceptions of work outside the home being

more highly valued. A return to paid work, the ‘out world’, offers women

the opportunity to re-enter a familiar world. This is a world where their

competencies aremeasured according to criteria not usually as invidious as

those operating around mothering. For these women who were fortunate
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enough to have a choice, a return to work offered an escape route from the

responsibilities and more isolating and mundane aspects of mothering and

an opportunity to be their (old) selves. Paid work was regarded by some as

the easier option, as the extracts below show:

I mean, I admit this to you and it’ll be on the tape, but at the end of the weekend
I’m thinking, phew! thank goodness somebody else has got part of the day, which
is an awful thing to say, maybe?. (Kathryn)

I do enjoy being a mother, I am enjoying it a lot, although I find it incredibly hard
work. Having said that I do like being at work. (Diana)

I just sit there all day, like you’ve got a computer in front of you and it’s . . .we’re
on a good section so . . . it’s just good. Yes, I get away from the babies and I
appreciate them more when I pick them up. Got my life back. (Wendy, mother
of twins)

I think it . . . it is nice to go and do some work but the thing is at the moment, I’m
not happy with where I am. I don’t know if it’s just temporarily, you know, that it’s
not a very nice atmosphere, but I still think it’s good, you know, to do something.
(Lillian)

I think . . . again, when I was at home with her for a long time I did feel that my
identity was being a little bit kind of subsumed into this kind of fluffy thing that
included her andme and . . . that I didn’t really have a life of my own other thanmy
role as a carer for Georgia . . .Actually a lot of the time I don’t feel as much like a
mum as I . . . as I used to as well, you know, because I do genuinely forget
about . . . it’s awful, but I forget about her when I’m at work. (Philippa)

The privatised and often isolating gendered practices that characterise

childrearing in the West are implicit in these extracts. It is interesting too

that Philippa censors herself with the words, ‘it’s awful’ when she talks of

forgetting about her daughter when she is at work. Over time, the women

gradually develop aspects of social selves as mothers as expectations

grounded in essentialist ideas of instinctive and natural abilities are

re-evaluated. But for most, experiences of mothering do not resonate with

dominant constructions of motherhood and the women differentiate

themselves from other women they meet who are involved in full-time

mothering. Most of the women actively resist becoming completely

subsumed in full-time, intensive mothering.

Selves as mothers

The claim that motherhood provides ‘an opportunity for renewed nar-

rative movement par excellence’ was countered in an earlier chapter

(Ba iley, 1999 :351). This was b ecause it did not suffi ciently take account
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of the difficulty of voicing different or unhappy mothering experiences.

Given both themoral minefield in whichmotherhood is lived out, and the

‘gendered moral rationalities’ that shape social negotiations around

mothering and paid work, doing mothering is a complicated business

(Dunc an an d Edw ards, 1999). Whe n aske d abou t their feelings on

becom ing mothe rs in the earlier postn atal int erviews (ch apter 5), many

women spoke of coping with the practical aspects of mothering. But they

had ambivalent feelings about actually feeling like mothers in those early

weeks. Many were still coming to terms with the, for most, unanticipated

scale of what becoming mothers entailed. Yet during the earlier inter-

views women could be seen to juggle their contradictory feelings. They

worked hard to make sense of the confusion they were experiencing and

to confirm that by the time of the interview they were ‘coping’. By the

time of the final interviews an interlude of eight to nine months had

elapsed since the birth of their children, and experiences remained varied.

Interestingly, some women who had previously spoken of their immedi-

ate, ‘natural’ identification with being mothers, now produced contra-

dictory narratives of their experiences. For example, in the following

extracts Faye’s words from the two interviews are juxtaposed:

Yes, it comes really naturally to me, which I wasn’t sure whether it would or not.
(early postnatal interview).

I don’t know, how does . . .how does a mother feel? . . .No, I don’t really consider
myself as . . . I suppose when she starts calling me Mum or something like that.
(final postnatal interview)

The precarious properties of narratives are demonstrated in these

extracts. As individuals we reflect, reconstruct and produce narratives,

at some level, to make sense of experiences within the context of other

influences. The temporal ordering of events is interesting in any analysis

of narrative construction. In the extract above we see how the lapse of

time enables Faye to reflect and challenge assumptions around womens’

natural abilities to mother. Having survived with her child to nine

months, she is able to risk questioning how ‘a mother’ should feel. The

following lengthy extracts are included to show the ways in which women

experience their changing sense of selves as women and mothers, and the

influence of cultural scripts on how women should feel and respond:

I worry about it the whole time. You know, I worry whether I’m a good mother,
whether . . .whether I’ve got the right responses, whether I’m bonding enough
with him . . .That’s what . . . this is the bit . . . that comes back to the bonding thing.
No, I . . . I don’t know. No, I don’t . . .my self-image hasn’t changed. I don’t
feel . . . I don’t know whether I do feel like a mother? No. And that’s . . . that’s
what worries me is that . . . I still think . . . I still feel that I borrowed Rupert. It
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is . . . I still feel that he’s not mine. That it’s like baby-sitting, that I can . . . I’m
going to be able to give him back, that he isn’t mine, and this is the whole bonding
thing, and it really worries me. (Kathryn)

I think I actually half expected that I was going to be an instant mother because
I was so ready for it and so looking forward to having her. That really isn’t the case
at all . . . I suppose the basics are that I am [a mother], this is my new role. (Helen)

But I’ve really enjoyed the whole thing. I’m obviously a lot more maternal than
I thought I was . . . I think I’ve recognised something in myself, you know, perhaps
a sort of need to care for something . . . it’s harder than . . . I don’t know, its easier
and harder. (Peggy)

Sometimes I do but I . . . I don’t know. I mean I do because . . . in the sense that
I know that Sonia is definitely my priority, but other times I keep thinking am
I really a mother? and I’ve felt like that from the beginning, is it really . . . is it really
me? You know, you just sort of don’t really think you’re grown up enough to be it,
but as time goes on you realise you are because you have to cope with so much
more every day, there’s always something else, and you become more sort of
mature, I suppose. So yes, I do feel like a mother, very mumsy. (Diana)

The reality of realising I was a mother came gradually. Being a mother, I think,
instinctively happened. I didn’t . . . it was a bit weird the first couple of weeks
because you’re like, well, what the hell am I doing, I just nearly died, I’ve got this
screaming, demanding thing that doesn’t showme any love, everyone says to you,
‘oh you’re going to love it straightaway’ and you’re like – that? And then you
suddenly realise, oh I really, really, really love him and you wander round going,
I lovemy baby, I lovemy baby. And I don’t know, it just sort of happened. (Sarah)

I suppose it has been a gradual sort of thing and then really in a way, sort of, like
things have sort of like changed, you know . . . suddenly, sort of, like, but then it
really happened . . . it really dawned on me that . . .You sort of trudge along and
then like all of a sudden I thought, . . . you know, this is really . . . (Lillian)

I feel like a mother. Not in the way I used to view mothers . . . I suppose I used to
view mothers as very organised, well, like my own mother, sort of very organised,
taking you to ballet, the person that took you to the ballet classes, took you to
school, made sure that you had your wash or your bath or whatever . . .Whereas
the way I feel like being a mother I suppose is just the cuddles . . . and the fun and
just having a little person, a little friend. You know, she’s like my little friend, but
I am responsible for her as well, but there’s less of a big gap and I think also that
might be to do with the age difference because my mum was forty-two when she
had me whereas there’s less of an age gap between us. (Rebecca)

I do, but it’s not . . . it’s not always at the top of my mind that I am a mother.
(Clare)

Yes, I suppose I do really, just because the babies have changed and they do
things, like William will come and give me a cuddle . . . and you say ‘give Mummy
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a kiss’, they’ll come and kiss you . . . so I think it’s just because they are doingmore.
(Wendy)

But yes, I feel muchmore like a mother now than I did . . . I suppose I do feel like a
mother . . . you’re a person with a baby, you become a mother and you feel like a
mother. And you call yourself Mummy, I suppose, don’t you, as you’re going
about, you know you say, ‘that’sMummy’, and ‘don’t dropMummy’s bag again’,
then you call yourself Mummy so I suppose that makes you . . .But like now, I
could almost forget that she’s there and I do feel like me. But then when she’s
around I suppose I’m on duty again and you feel like a mother. No, I couldn’t
forget that I have her, but I could imagine life . . . I could imagine life without her, I
could imagine going outside for a walk and forgetting her. Not that I would of
course! Yes, but you know, that would be a possibility. (Gillian)

For most of the women, feeling like ‘a mother’ is a gradual process and

one which, even at nine months, may not be perceived as having been

achieved. As Kathryn explains ‘I don’t know whether I do feel like a

mother . . . that’s what worries me’. If mothering is assumed to be natural,

then to not feel like a mother has implications for a sense of self as a

woman. Kathryn voices her concerns that she is not a ‘good mother’ and

that she might not have the ‘right responses’, or using professional lan-

guage, have ‘bonded’. Diana also doubts her own self as a mother: ‘am I

really a mother? and I’ve felt that from the beginning’. Helen also notes

that, contrary to her expectations, she did not feel an ‘instant mother’. In

contrast, Peggy is surprised by her enjoyment of ‘the whole thing’ and her

‘maternal’ self. Interestingly, Peggy begins to describe her experiences of

being a mother as ‘harder than . . . ’, but pulls back and admits confusion,

‘I don’t know, it’s easier and harder’. The increasing responsiveness of

their babies is noted by other mothers and is used to explain how, inter-

actionally, their sense of feeling like a mother has developed.

Stanley and Wise have observed that ‘reality is much more complex

and multi-dimensional than we ordinarily suppose it to be, and it is

contra dictory’ (199 0:64). Not surp risingl y then, the na rratives produced

as womenmake sense of their experiences of transition tomotherhood are

also fluid and contradictory. Whilst Diana talks of her doubts: ‘is it really

me?’, she also confirms in the same extract that ‘yes, I do feel like a

mother, very mumsy’. Gillian talks of her different identities and the

possibility that she could forget her baby but quickly asserts ‘not that I

would of course’; clearly for ‘good’mothers such an act would be (almost)

unthinkable. In Kathryn’s extract, a thread of personal narrative is dis-

cernible when she voices her worries around ‘bonding enough’ and ‘right

responses’, she asserts that her ‘self-image hasn’t changed’. Indeed, it

may be that Kathryn has not (yet) incorporated a social self as a mother
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into her schema of understandings of her self. Similarly, to admit to

feeling that you have ‘borrowed’ your baby is a difficult disclosure as it

does not conform to culturally acceptable ways of describing experiences

of mothering.

What can, and cannot, be voiced around experiences of mothering,

then, is clearly shaped by wider influences, and inextricably linked to

socio-cultural, ‘racial’, ethnic, gendered and structural positions. The

experiences of the women in this study were narrated in relation to

culturally dominant, moral constructions of ‘good mothering’. The pas-

sage of time, and the temporal ordering of experiences, is clearly import-

ant in relation to what can be voiced about mothering experiences and

our children. But self-surveillance may mean that some things are never

voiced. An interesting interchange took place in a final postnatal inter-

view with Abigail, which touches on the parameters of what can and

cannot be said in relation to our children.

ABIGAIL: I guess we’re just lucky, he’s a nice child. But then have you met anybody
who’s not liked their child?

TINA: I know people that . . . there have certainly been a couple who’ve found it
quite difficult to really fully feel even at ninemonths that the baby is properly
theirs and . . .

ABIGAIL: But no body surely criticises their child?

TINA: No, no, no one does, no, that is true.

ABIGAIL: Because I think he’s lovely, but I’m bound to.

TINA: No, that is right, no one criticises. They might feel concern that they’re not
doing a good job necessarily or that things could be better or whatever, but
no, the babies have all been . . .

ABIGAIL: Wonderful babies.

TINA: Well no, some have been little sods, I think, but . . .

ABIGAIL: But do parents admit that?

TINA: But no, and some have felt that . . .no, I mean, no, generally the babies have
come out pretty well.

ABIGAIL: Yes, exactly. (emphasis added)

By the time of the final postn atal intervi ews som e pers pective coul d be

brought to bear on the enormous shifts which had occurred during this

intense period of transition. As Frank has noted, ‘the chaos that can be

told in story is already taking place at a distance and is being reflected on

ret rospective ly’ (199 5:98). Wh ilst experi ences had differed, and the time

taken to feel ‘back to normal’ varied, giving birth to a child and coping

with the responsibilities provided a new place from which the women

could reflect upon their experiences. Nine months after the birth of their

child many of the women felt they had regained some control in their lives.
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This led to both the disclosure of less happy experiences and struggles

around a sense of self, and also to a palpable sense of achievement. In the

following extracts, more positive aspects of mothering are reflected upon:

All in all it’s just been a life-changing experience . . . I don’t . . . I think I’ve got a
much more positive self-image than I did before because although I sort of feel all
these emotions about not feeling I’m doing anything properly, really, ultimately,
you only have to look at your baby to know that you are. And you know, I just feel
sort of more confident, although I was never a wallflower, but I do feel a bit more
confident about my ability. You feel like you’ve joined a club and that you
suddenly know so much more than you did, and I don’t know why. And I don’t
know, what else do I feel about myself? Well, I suppose I feel quite pleased with
myself a lot of the time. (Diana)

There’s times when I’d like to be able to turn round and tell them to stuff their job
and there’s more important things to life than you know, whatever the problem
is . . .Yes, I feel more . . .more sure of myself. You know, it doesn’t matter to me
now if I don’t go out . . . if I go out of the house without make-up on or you know
I look amess because there’s some people who get their figure back by working out
and they will always wearmake-up and I think, yes, I want to look nice, but it’s not
the end of the world. People can takeme for what I am . . . I’ve achieved something
fantastic with him. He’s, you know, the most incredible thing ever. I don’t need
anybody else to . . . to have a good . . .high or low opinion of me. It doesn’t bother
me. I knowwhat I’ve done and if someone thinks I’m fat, well, you know, it’s their
problem. (Abigail)

But now I have more of a . . . I feel I have more balance, I mean it’s affected
me . . . I think it’s changed my outlook. It certainly has changed my kind of
confidence . . . I am probably more confident than I was before, actually, as a
result of having . . .because I sort of feel I’ve . . . I’ve sort of done relatively well,
you know, so I mean although it’s really early days but, sort of thing, she’s
obviously thriving and . . . and I sort of feel a bit more . . .probably a bit more
balanced rather than . . .but I certainly kind of have the same sense of my own
identity . . . I mean probably . . . I don’t know really . . .which is one of the reasons
why I wanted to do something outside the home, definitely, I felt I needed that
space and time, well not really space because it’s . . . it’s just filled with something
else, but I need that time away . . . away from her, some of the time, and I just . . . so
I think work has got a lot to do with it, but because I’m doing the two things now,
it’s probably kind of made me feel more . . . in a sense it hasn’t actually made
me . . . given me a split identity at all, actually, it’s just kind of made the whole
thing a bit more whole, a bit more . . . in a good way, I feel quite genuinely positive
about it. (Philippa)

The women’s growth in confidence in their abilities as mothers is linked

to the development of their child, with comments such as ‘she’s obviously

thriving’ and ‘you only have to look at your baby to know’. The enormous

achievement of creating another human being overrides other concerns:

‘people can take me for what I am . . . I’ve achieved something fantastic
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with him’. But not all the women feel as content with their lives and selves

asmothers. Kathryn talks of feelingmore positive about herself, but this is

within the context of real concerns about her mothering responses (see

previous extracts). Kathryn expresses unhappiness about the ‘routine’ of

her life, although this is narrated within assurances of still ‘coping’, as the

following extract shows:

Yes, I like myself better, and I think I feel that I . . . I remember saying this to you
before, I feel I’ve got muchmore to offer. And I don’t worry nearly so much about
myself, my identity . . . I feel I’m coping. I feel I’m on top of it, but I don’t enjoymy
life particularly. It’s . . . you know, it’s back to this rehearsal. It’s . . . I’m doing it
because I’ve got to. I mean I remember bursting into tears last, whenever it was,
Sunday with Christopher [husband] and I said look, it’s the bloody routine, the
whole . . . I get up, I feed Rupert, I get myself ready, I make my sandwiches, I walk
to work, I do my job, I come back at lunchtime, I walk the dog – I have to fit in a
walk and seeing Rupert at lunchtime – I come back to work, I come home, I bath
the baby, I cook supper – and I’m knackered! . . .Oh, it is shattering. And every
bloody day is the same. It’s a routine. And if only it was different.

Whether women engage in full-time mothering, or combine mothering

with paid work outside the home, doing mothering can be both exhaust-

ing and lonely. In the early postnatal interviews several of the women

spoke of restricting their interactions in the public sphere because of a

concern with not being seen as a ‘real’ or ‘proper’ mother. They were

fearful that they may not be able to manage a performance as a mother

because they did not yet feel practised in their mothering. In the following

extracts, taken from their final interviews, Sarah and Clare talk of their

confidence in having come to know their own children’s needs and so

coping in public settings:

And I don’t know, it just sort of happened. But . . . like when we go to cafés or
something it’s like I need to . . . you have to explain to your friends, I need to sit in
the non-smoking area with a high-chair, with a baby room, with baby food, and
it’s like you’re sat on the bus and he starts screaming half way through the bus ride,
and I can sit there and let him scream because I know he’s moaning because he’s
stuck on the bus, and it’s not that he’s in pain, and all my girlfriends go, what’s
wrong with your baby . . . I think it’s just . . . and you can see that everybody else on
the bus is freaking out and you think, chill out, everyone, it’s just a baby, you
know. (Sarah)

For ages I was conscious of, you know, when he was crying and things, but I mean
now he cries, you just sort of laugh . . . laugh at him and . . . and everyone
knows . . . and you think . . . you go round the shop and like where a few years
ago if I heard a baby screaming I’d think, oh what’s wrong, now you . . . just you
know, dropped the toy, wants some food or something, you just think, oh well . . .
(Clare)
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Becoming more practised in ‘good enough’ mothering, and recognising

their children’s needs, leads to greater confidence in their own abilities;

regardless of what others might think.

Reflection and narrative reconstruction

In these final accounts we glimpse a sense of how selves are differently

experienced and made sense of and narrated. The narratives produced

are both more revealing and more challenging of previously accepted

bodies of authoritative knowledge. Elements of resistant, ‘counter-

narratives’ – produced when experiences do not fit withmoremainstream

ideals – are discerni ble (Some rs, 1994). Previo us acc ounts of early

mothering experiences are now withdrawn, reworked and re-narrated.

By taking a close look in this section at howwomen construct and reshape

versions of their experiences over time, we can see how narratives through

transition are strategically used to present different selves. Initially, most

women work hard to produce accounts which show they are coping and

responsibly meeting their children’s needs, being seen to be doing ‘good

mothering’. Later versions of their experiences often contradict or embel-

lish these earlier versions. It is also important to note that an interview

necessarily attempts to prompt reflection and may indeed serve to repro-

duce modernist subjects and these important considerations will be

returne d to in chapter 7 (Alld red and Gillies, 2002 ). Telli ng stories of

transition to motherhood is not, as we have seen, unproblematic. In these

final interviews a developing confidence in their own abilities, and the

gradual transition to being the authority on meeting their own children’s

needs, empower the women in reflecting and challenging aspects of what

had gone before. Distance from an event also provides a sense of safety:

the risk of revelation is not perceived to be so great. Having experienced

eight to nine months of mothering, difficult experiences can now be

voiced, revelati ons made beca use they have been survived. In chapt er 5

we saw the ways in which many of the women produced narratives within

the context of now being able to cope, any difficulties having been

resolved. Yet in these final interviews some women contest the stories

they had previously constructed, and now present a different version of

their early experiences of mothering.

In the following extracts Helen talks of her experiences of becoming a

mother. The first extract is taken from her first postnatal interview in

which she is asked about her antenatal preparation; she comments:

The only thing that I . . . I could possibly sort of criticise on now . . . I wouldn’t say
it as a criticism, but what I was not prepared for at all (was) the emotional changes
of when you come home and suddenly you’re living this story life when you have
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the baby, and suddenly when you come home and after all the visitors have started
to dwindle off and it’s just you that’s left . . . and I would say that I hadn’t really
been prepared for those feelings of actually being out of control, which I would say
probably only the last week that I’ve actually got on top of it and I’m actually starting to
feel a little bit more in control . . . (emphasis added)

In her final interview, Helen feels able to disclose how she had been really

feeling during the early weeks of becoming a mother:

The emotions were so intense, I think in every way, that my life just turned upside
down . . . I don’t think that there is anything that anybody can do to actually
prepare you for the change it’s going to have in your life. I talk to people about
it now because I think that . . . you know, it is difficult to talk when everybody is so
wonderful that in fact you don’t want to create any negative sort of impression to, you
know, people around you so you sort of go with the flow, but inside you’re actually
quite terrified, and yes, now I can talk to other people about it and they say ‘gosh,
but you, you would never have known – you know you had this real sort of
positive, enthusiastic, unflappable way about you at that time’, and maybe I did,
but I know now and I can express myself as to how I was sort of really feeling . . . I know
that a couple of questions you asked me, sort of, first I was bordering on bursting
into tears, you know, but I mean obviously I contained myself but you know I wouldn’t
let this other side, sort of . . .Because I don’t think I . . . you know I didn’t express it to
anybody. You know, not my health visitor, not . . .not Stephen [husband], you
know, my sister and my mum, you know, have been great sources of support but
they have been so capable. (emphasis added)

The difficulties of giving an account which does not resonate with the

expectations of those around you, or your own expectations, are all too

clear in this extract. The overriding need to contain personal experiences –

to avoid giving any negative impressions – and to provide a coherent

narrative of being a ‘good’ mother appears to be paramount, especially

if those close to you have coped well and been seen to be ‘so capable’. And

this may not only be the case for new mothers. Helen goes on to describe

the difficulties her husband had in voicing his experiences,

. . . it’s a very trying, difficult time and I know that he had emotions which he again
didn’t express then, but he does express now, because he didn’t want to make out to
anyone that this . . . this lovely . . . rosy sort of glowing impression of how it’s supposed
to be in fact maybe wasn’t quite as rosy, the reality of it when you get home . . .
(emphasis added)

The importance of presenting an acceptable and culturally recognisable

account of new parenting is apparent in this extract. The disclosure of

other feelings – even to each other – is perceived as risky. Both partners

then work to construct a different, and what they take to be, a more

acceptable ‘reality’. It is only retrospectively that such experiences can

be voiced. Interestingly, Helen used the end-of-study questionnaire to
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again confirm the difficulties she had in voicing her early mothering

experiences:

In the second interview it was one of the first times anyone had taken somuch time
in concentrating on my emotional state (even more than the health visitor) – but
I now realise that I was not being 100 per cent honest with my answers and was
too eager to attempt to create a feeling of control, relaxation and total happiness
and contentment. In fact I was feeling quite disorientated and out of control.
(end-of-study questionnaire)

Kathryn began her final interview in the following way:

And I think actually . . . I don’t think . . . I was pretending that I was coping better than
I was. I must . . . I must admit that looking back on that interview I thought I hadn’t done
terribly well. You know, I thought . . . sort of thought, oh I wished you hadn’t
interviewed me then because I don’t know, perhaps I’d just had a bad day or
I don’t know, I just remember . . .Well, I always come across . . .more in control
than I actually am. I’m a real sort of swan paddling below the surface . . . . I think we
all . . . I think all new mothers feel that they’ve got to do terribly well. I mean, you
know everyone says to me in a way I don’t want it to change my life, I don’t want
people to think that I’m not coping or I don’t want . . . you know, life’s got to go on,
that’s . . . that’s the general feeling.And why should we all feel that? (emphasis added)

Having begun the interview in this way Kathryn then goes on to voice her

worries and concerns over her mothering abilities which continue to

trouble her. Having challenged the need to contain difficulties, ‘and

why should we all feel that?’, Kathryn proceeds to reveal personal layers

of narrative which might have remained unvoiced. The narrative she

presents is complex, as evidenced in the extracts which appear in other

sections of this chapter. Her use of words such as ‘which is an awful thing

to say maybe?’, ‘do you think all mothers feel that?’, show her seeking

reassurance and (possibly) permission to voice what she feels are not

‘normal’ ways of talking about being a mother.

A comparison of Sarah’s postnatal interviews also reveals interesting

shifts in the ways in which experiences are narrated. In her earlier post-

natal interview Sarah had continued to draw on essentialist ideas linking

birth and mothering to nature and instinct. Her baby’s birth had pro-

ceeded rapidly in hospital without any need for pain relief, and Sarah

again reiterated her belief that she had coped with the process of birth by

adopting a positive ‘state of mind’:

And having him was fine, I didn’t have any drugs . . . to be honest I think it’s all a
state of mind. I think some people if they’re encouraged to know that they
are . . . they’re a human being and we’ve been doing it for thousands of years,
then they can handle it and I’ve sort . . .people, I know, are like that, that’s their
mentality, but there again, if you’re told oooh, oooh it’s going to be really horrific,
you better take everything available, then you will because you haven’t been
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shown that there is another path to take, you know. And I mean I’m not knocking
people that take epidurals and all that kind of stuff because I understand that it
most probably . . . if you panic then, hey, God it must be horrendous. I panicked
twice and I realised how much more horrendous the experience was when I
panicked. And then I thought to myself, wow! aren’t I amazing. You can control
everything that’s happening to you. You know, breathing, you can actually control
the pain and I’d anticipated it being absolutely horrific, so it wasn’t . . . it was worse
than I thought but it wasn’t as bad as I thought . . . I mean I think I was incredibly
fortunate, you know. And I think it’s maybe just because . . .maybemy upbringing
has . . .has told me that, that you are in charge of yourself, and that you don’t need
drugs and this, that and the other, you can do it all yourself. So I mean
that’s . . . I was lucky, I knew I could do it, and there again I knew I could fall
back on the drugs because it would be awful saying to people I’m having no drugs
and then you get there and you think, God, I need it. (early postnatal interview,
emphasis added)

Sarah’s comments at the end of this interview were:

Yes, but I am very fortunate and I’m having a very good time. It wasn’t good at
first, but now it’s brilliant. We’re enjoying ourselves. (emphasis added)

In her final interview Sarah reflects on the previous months and talks of

having experienced a period of what she now describes as prolonged

‘shock’ since the birth of her baby:

I actually feel that I was . . .maybe not postnatally depressed, maybe in shock,
definitely. I feel I was in shock up to about a month ago because I’ve only just
started tasting food again . . .And my mum said to me,‘oh that’s a sign of
shock’ . . . is that you stop tasting things and smelling things. I’ve only started
smelling things again since having him, it’s really weird. But I don’t think it was
depression, I actually think it was shock, and change of the . . . you know. But no, I
just think it’s the shock of the whole . . . the whole sort of . . . I don’t know . . . no,
they don’t sort of tell you these . . .not that they tell you, it’s just . . . the reality of it
all smacks you in the face, doesn’t it, and you either . . . you either go one way in that
you just hand responsibility over to other people and you then lose your child,
because you can do that, or you take it all in your stride and do it the right way,
which you should be doing, which you are capable of doing. But it’s like I say, my
cousin you know, she’s having a really bad time, and the only way she can
do . . . I mean, I believe that she is taking it to the extreme, that she is . . . she’s
got a chemical . . . a chemical imbalance in her brain definitely, she’s ill, but she’s
got a goodman. You know, like my cousin is a social worker and he’s a really good
man, and . . .She is in a position to say, take the baby, I can’t handle it, which I
would love to do, but I’m not in a position. I can’t hand him to someone and say
take him, and me run away, because . . . so I just feel it’s the shock of giving
birth.Oh my God, it’s the closest I’ve ever been to death, Jesus! (emphasis added)

By juxtaposing these extracts, the contradictions between and within

accounts are highlighted. The difficulty of voicing negative experiences

is also apparent, and particular time-frames are used to place distance
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between the lived experience and narrating that experience. In one of the

first extracts Sarah says that ‘it wasn’t good at first, but now it’s brilliant’.

In the final extract Sarah again places her experiences within a time-

frame, the implication being that now everything is fine, ‘I feel I was in

shock up to about a month ago.’ The intricacies of narratives are also

apparent in this final extract. Sarah says that ‘the reality of it all smacks

you in the face, doesn’t it?’, apparently acknowledging that the lived

experience, ‘the reality’ of being a mother, differs in some ways from

expectations. Here she challenges the dominant ideologies which sur-

round motherhood, but also colludes with them when she talks about

there being a ‘right way’ to do mothering. Different ways of narrating the

same event are also demonstrated in these extracts. Sarah’s early postnatal

description of giving birth and her later account do not appear to be

descriptions of the same event. In the first Sarah says,‘I thought tomyself,

wow! aren’t I amazing’, and in her final interview she notes, ‘so I just feel

it’s the shock of giving birth. Oh my God, it’s the closest I’ve ever been to

death, Jesus!’. The passage of time enables a reordering of experiences,

and shifting perspectives can help to bring new meanings to past experi-

ences, leading to previously withheld experiences being voiced.

The ways in which time is used to organise experiences into coherent

narratives is also demonstrated in the women’s accounts. As noted

earlier, different time-frames – one professional and one lay and

experiential – are used by the health professionals and by the women in

their constructions of a ‘return to normal’. Within narrative accounts,

temporal ordering shows the ways in which events are woven into

episodes, and experiences made sense of and given coherence. In the

following extracts from Philippa’s final interview we can see the way in

which this reflexive practice is used:

Well, I remember . . . I sort of remember things in terms of like watersheds quite a
lot and I think that three months was the first time . . .because I remember feeling a
bit more human again at that point. So from sort of six weeks to three months I just
probably, much rather saying, but getting a bit, kind of . . . a little bit easier and
getting, you know, to grips. I think also my expectations probably changed, I thought
I don’t really mind sitting breastfeeding the whole time, you know, and things, but
by the time she got to three months it kind of . . . I found I was feeling a bit more like
my old self again, I was getting parts of my life back, I wasn’t feeding twenty-four
hours a day and sleep . . . getting more sleep and, you know, all those things. And
then I mean after that I remember sort of six months being . . .well, between four
and six months things just getting a lot more interesting and sort of thinking this is
more like what it’s about, if you knowwhat Imean, and I just . . . she wasmuchmore
responsive, I mean once she sort of started smiling and . . .God, all sorts of things,
I can’t remember! . . . I really can’t remember exactly when anything happened. It
seems very kind of murky. (late postnatal interview, emphasis added)
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Philippa organises her narrative around what she calls ‘watersheds’.

These are times at which shifts were discernible, for example, ‘I remem-

ber feeling a bit more human again at that point’ and later, ‘I found I was

feeling a bit more like my old self again, I was getting parts of my life back’

and ‘thinking this is more like what it’s about’. Her narrative documents a

journey through early motherhood in which her expectations are chal-

lenged by different, unexpected experiences. An extract from her early

postnatal interview provides a muchmore immediate account of Philippa

trying to make sense of the early weeks of being a mother:

I mean in terms of my life changing . . . I feel both . . . I’m kind of enjoying what’s
happening now and I’m a bit kind of frustrated by the, you know, day after day on
my . . . a bit onmy own, I mean even though I do see people it’s kind of for an hour
or so or whatever, and I do . . . I sort of think, gosh you know, this is major
decision, a major change, you know, I just can’t . . . I can’t turn the clock back or
anything now. I mean . . . and I felt that very much over the first . . . that feeling’s
getting less and I’m sort of now . . . I’m getting more to the stage where I couldn’t
imagine life without her and I’m enjoying her a lot more, but that’s been kind of
gradual. But there’s a little bit of thinking, gosh, what . . . you know, what have I done?
Yes. So a bit of sort of . . . a few negative feelings and . . .But you know, on the other
hand I really . . . you know, I’m sort of enjoying her and I sort of think, you know, in a
way this is more what life’s about than working or whatever, you know, which is
what I had before. You know, some aspects of my life before seem quite sort of
empty comparatively, you know . . . life without children, I think, and I think
that’s kind of . . . that’s coming to the fore more and more, it’s just more of a
gradual adjustment rather than something that I felt immediately very strongly.
And I sort of . . . I do go back to work and I sort of think I’ve no desire really to be
here at all, you know, I don’t . . . especially with nice hot days you know, yes. You
know, I sort of think it’s fairly . . . some of it’s fairly petty and . . . you know, it’s
certainly not a hugely worthwhile job in a way, so it just seems . . . this sort of seems
part of a bigger part of life, you know . . . (early postnatal interview, emphasis
added)

The narrative Philippa produces at this point can be seen to veer between

presenting as a competent and coping mother, and trying to voice her

everyday experiences. Negative aspects are tentatively voiced ‘but there’s

a little bit of thinking, gosh, what . . . you know, what have I done?’, but

always within the context of returning to more culturally acceptable ways

of describing becoming a mother, ‘but you know, on the other hand I

really . . . you know, I’m sort of enjoying her’. The gradual and individual

nature of transition is once again emphasised. In her final interview,

Philippa reflects across her experiences of transition:

I surprised myself by how badly I coped in the first few weeks, actually, because
I kind of . . .because I’ve always . . . I’m the kind of person that tends to cope
reasonably well. I’m quite . . . I know that I’m quite balanced and I’m fairly laid
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back and I’m fairly competent and things, so I expected myself to have . . . I had a
kind of vision of myself with children which was that it was all kind of . . . I mean not
completely brilliant the whole time but I sort of thought . . . I thought it would be
fine, I thought I’d be OK, so I’m not really surprised by that, but I was surprised
by . . . because she just cried quite a lot in the first few weeks, that I was surprised
by that, I just thought, ohmyGod, I’m not sure that this was quite in my kind of vision
of things , which hadn’t like a very kind of demanding, whingy, difficult baby,
which is how she was. (emphasis added)

Her ‘vision’ of herself as amother, her expectations, were not initially met

and the difficulties she experienced were not part of her vision. Other

mothers’ accounts also revealed a reordering of experiences. Reflecting

on their first eight to nine months of mothering enabled the women to

make sense of their different, and for some unexpectedly difficult, experi-

ences. This was the case for Linda, whose journey we now turn to.

Narrating chaos?

Arthur Frank, writing in the context of illness narratives, has argued that

‘those who are truly living the chaos cannot tell in words. To turn the

chaos into a verbal story is to h ave so me reflexi ve gra sp’ (Fr ank, 1995 :98).

For Linda, the early postnatal period was an unexpectedly difficult time.

Having been labelled as ‘postnatally depressed’, a label she rejected, she

opted out of the early postnatal interview on the advice of her husband

and health visitor. She resisted, or felt unable – or elements of both – to

produce a narrative of her early mothering experiences. Linda had found

out she was pregnant shortly after she had beenmade redundant from her

office job and in the antenatal interview she had described her pregnancy

as planned. In the following extract, taken from that interview, Linda

describes her experiences of her pregnancy, drawing on different dis-

courses to do so:

The first three months I didn’t enjoy, I didn’t enjoy at all. I mean I don’t think the
whole pregnancy throughout has been very enjoyable, but the first three months –
I wasn’t sick or anything like that, it was just like . . . I think it was because I was
made redundant, and then I found out I was pregnant, that I think all those kind of
things got on top ofme, so I was not happy about the whole situation, even though
I wanted to be pregnant, it was . . . it was just . . . I think it’s the fact that something
else has taken over your body, the fact that you have to give up things that are
probably not so important, but you still have to, you know, change your whole way
of life, really, to carry a child. I used to smoke and as soon as . . . I always vowed
that as soon as I knew I was pregnant – I didn’t smoke a lot, it was just an
occasional thing – as soon as I knew I was pregnant, that was it. You give up
smoking, you give up drinking, you give up the yoghurts, the . . . all the things that
they tell you to give up . . . and I’m thinking this is not fair, you know. But now,
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because of you’re feeling the baby and you get to sort of understand it a bit more –
well, you can tell because . . . somuch bigger, that yes, I do . . . I’m looking forward to
having the baby. (emphasis added)

And later:

[It’s] the thing about something else actually taking over your body . . . out of
control. Because I suppose I got pregnant quite late in my life . . . I’m twenty-
nine now. Andmost of my friends have actually sort of . . . they’ve got children and
they’re three and five years old, you know, and they’ve got another one. Because
I’ve had that independence, that way of life, that I could just please myself as and
when, then you become pregnant, your whole body’s taken over, you feel very
sensitive to things that you could just sit down and cry sometimes, and the fact of
becoming so large and . . .not obscene but I never knew that . . . I suppose I shouldn’t
say this, but I never knew that your backside could actually increase double the
size just through being pregnant. That’s happened to mine . . . .Yes, I’m
really . . . . I know that there’s going to be a bundle of joy at the end of the day . . . and
that’s what I’m looking for, but I wouldn’t go straight into being pregnant again.
I think I’ll have to be convinced that you know . . . I feel that from being the person
in charge, work-wise, to the person that is being taken over by something else or
someone else, is quite a lot to take in. (emphasis added)

But Linda concludes by anticipating the support she will have from her

husband:

. . . and I think Philip and I will actually work things out together and just get on
with it . . .Well, you make it together, so . . .

Perhaps the seeds for a difficult time as a new mother are sown in this

narrative of anticipation. Linda reveals her unhappiness in quite candid

ways in comparison with some of the other women interviewed at this

stage. But she also always returns to what she perceives to be more

acceptable ways of talking about anticipating motherhood, for example,

‘a bundle of joy at the end of the day’. As noted above, Linda opted out of

the early postnatal interviews although we spoke at length, and on several

occasions by telephone, during the early weeks following the birth of her

child when her profound sense of being lonely and isolated was palpable.

Eventually, Linda contacted me to rejoin the study and was interviewed

when her babywas ninemonths old. Linda began this interview by saying,

‘I have been to hell and back’, ‘I feel cheated of the months [the baby] has

been growing up’ and ‘I never knew bringing a baby into the world could

upset your life’. In this interview Linda makes no attempt to edit her

experiences in the ways she had in the antenatal interview, where she had

usually concluded with culturally acceptable ways of talking about antici-

pating motherhood. Linda’s difficult experiences have involved emo-

tional estrangement from her husband, which she traces to the birth:
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The birth, I felt, was horrendous, I really did. I think because of Philip . . . I don’t
know . . .we sort of . . . on the birth ofNathan it was likewe split. It was like the bond
had gone between us and I could see on the expression of his face . . .Literally at
the birth . . . ours has changed so much. And I wasn’t prepared for that . . . I think
it is because everybody thinks that Mum and Dad are . . . the Mummy and Daddy
are just going to be a bonding family and everything’s going to be perfect . . .
But it wasn’t, it just wasn’t . . .we’re still working at it . . . . Oh, I won’t be having
another one.

Linda, like some other women in the study, feels physically isolated from

the world of work and her friends, but nine months after the birth is still

coming to terms with the scale of the changes in her life:

I miss work, I miss . . .not work, not my job, but I miss the brain ticking, the
conversation . . .Because you don’t have that contact anymore and the contact that
you do have . . . Imean, I’ve got a really nice friendwho lives in [town] and, you know,
she’s back atwork orwhatever andwedon’t talk about nappies, the price of baby food
and boring things like that, because that does bore me, but you speak to other people
and it’s like, and how’s your baby doing andmy baby is doing this and blah blah blah,
and yes, I don’t mind listening to it but after a while you want another
conversation . . .Yes, I would like to go back to work, just part-time, and you know
if I don’t like it, then I’ve got nothing to lose. But, yes, I’d like to venture out again,
dress up in a suit, make an effort and you know, speak to other people, yes . . . I never
thought I’d be carrying this [indicates baby on hip] all the time. My briefcase wasn’t
heavy at all in comparison to a baby but that was heavy enough. And you can put the
briefcase down, that’s the thing, can’t you? Just leave it.

ForLinda, and as found in otherwomen’s accounts,work outside the home

appears to offer so much of what mothering does not: it is valued, some-

thing to ‘make an effort’ for, a different, less boring arena in which to

interact and be yourself. The all-consuming dimensions of motherhood

and responsibilities of mothering are also implicit in the analogy with a

briefcase: ‘you can put the briefcase down, that’s the thing, can’t you? Just

leave it.’ But Linda andher baby, with the help of her parents, have survived

to nine months and she feels she is coping: ‘I can cope, I mean I’m coping

with it.’ Having disclosed her own difficult experiences Linda feels able to

challenge what other people might be concealing and she ponders:

And when you see other people, you see them for face value, but when they go
home is it a different story and do they actually tell you? And no, I don’t think they
do and that annoys me because I think to myself, I know what I’ve been through,
or we as a family have been through, and I’d love other people not to know that it’s
us but to know that it’s not all hunky dory and you’ve not failed if something has gone
wrong . . . (emphasis added)

In the end-of-study questionnaire, Linda uses a question which asked the

women to describe their experiences of participating in the study, tomake

the following comments:
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I would hope being a participant in the research would help other women, as I felt
it very interesting to listen to the tape of myself whilst being pregnant. Tina is
making a great achievement for women, I hope in enlightening us all, that we are
allowed to feel the way we do. Well done, Tina, and thank you.

Linda’s tone is now almost zealous. Voicing her difficult experiences

appears to have been cathartic. Linda comments that she has found

listening to the tape of her earlier antenatal interview ‘interesting’ and

the implication is that it may have been ‘therapeutic’ in some way (see

chapt er 7). Her perce ption of the res earch as ‘enl ightening us all’ and

enabling women ‘to feel the way we do’ is gratifying, and at the same time

of some concern. This is because the shifts required to bring about the

changes she alludes to, which are fundamentally about the ways in which

motherhood is configured in many Western societies, have been at the

centre of an ongoing struggle for so many years. This book can only hope

to make a very small contribution to the wider, enduring debates about

how motherhood should be socially constructed.

Conclusion

Over time, and with practice, a social self as a mother is gradually devel-

oped and eventually incorporated ‘into an overall schema of self-

unders tandi ng’ (La wler, 2000:57–8 ). Mov ement s in and out of the prac-

tised worlds of work, less anxiety about meeting a child’s needs, and

coping both within and outside the home, together with interaction

with an increasingly responsive child, all contribute to the development

of a sense of self – a social rather than essentialist self – as amother. Yet for

some women concerns remain about their abilities to mother and their

responses to their children. The trajectory of a return to normal is differ-

ently experienced, and professional practices, including monitoring and

measurement, often do not fit with experiential time. This leads some to

challenge once sought and accepted authoritative, expert knowledge and

to reassess perceptions of risk. Becoming more practised leads to disclos-

ure of earlier experiences previously withheld. Reflexivity is now engaged

with from a position of greater ontological security in relation to being a

mother. For some, this is in the context of having also regained a sense of

a recognised, practised selfhood as workers outside the home. Formost, a

schema of self-understanding is eventually enriched through becoming

mothers and managing ‘good enough’ mothering, but not for all. Claims

made in relation to late modernity, that individuals ‘are increasingly free

from rules, expe ctations and form s of authori ty’ (Adkins, 2002 ) do not

hold good in relation to mothering and motherhood. This is because at

the core of these relationships is an imperative to meet the needs of
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a dependent child and be seen to do so, responsibly. This morally cir-

cumscribed context is hard to escape in relation to making sense and

performing an individualised biography through narrative construction as

a new mother. Self-reflexivity and being a mother is, then, always more

than playing a part and performing an individualised biography. This is

because of the materiality and real fleshy bodies and conventional expect-

ations of ‘being there for others’ that shape women’s lives as mothers. In

the following chapter we return to the arguments raised across this book,

questioning and theorising dimensions of reflexivity in relation to selves,

agency and mothering in late modernity. How are the contours of reflex-

ivity constituted, gendered and (unevenly) realised?
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7 Conclusions and reflections: making

sense of motherhood

This chapter draws together the theoretical debates raised by the empirical

data in relation to reflexivity, narratives and gendered selves in late modernity.

The research and fieldwork observations collected together in this book enable

us to see, close up, how mothering and motherhood are differently – and

similarly – experienced, and culturally, socially, historically and politically

patterned and shaped. The profound difficulties of voicing unexpected and

unanticipated personal experiences of early mothering are confounded by the

moral context in which women continue to mother in the West. This context

is shaped in different ways and is underpinned by essentialist assumptions of

women’s instinctive capacities to be there for others, meeting needs and acting

responsibly. So entrenched are these assumptions that women coming to

motherhood are guided by reference to them and can be distressed and

confused when ‘natural’ and ‘instinctive’ feelings elude them in the early

days and weeks – and sometimes months – of mothering. A social self as a

mother has to be developed. But letting go of essentialist expectations can be

tricky, striking at the very core of a woman’s sense of her self as a ‘real’ woman.

The parameters around what can and cannot be said in relation to our

dependent children can lead to normal ‘difficult’ experiences of early mother-

ing remaining unvoiced; ironically, this self-silencing only serves to further

perpetuate the old myths of motherhood. The lapse of time, for many women,

enables them to become more practised in their mothering skills and to

become experts on identifying and meeting their children’s needs.

Mothering, then, is hard – and often lonely, isolating and undervalued –

work as it is currently configured in the West. But for all that, the positive

dimensions of loving a child and unconditionally being loved back can involve

a profound sense of having achieved something worthwhile, leading to a

deeply meaningful, special life-long relationship. The contradictions, then,

that have for many years characterised feminist and other debates in relation to

mothering and women’s lives show no sign of abating: the relationship is

confusing, compelling, loving and ultimately confounding.

In this chapter aspects of reflexivity will be mapped in order to explore

further dimensions of a reflexively constituted sense of self, and how
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selves are made sense of and narrated through a period of transition. This

focus raises several questions. For example, in what ways is a capacity for

reflexivity and narrative assumed in late modernity and do certain life

events prompt periods of heightened reflexivity? How do events that are

inextricably bound up with constructions of selves, especially those invol-

ving embodied change, shed light on how we make and understand our

selves in late modernity? A focus on transition to first-time motherhood

enables us to explore these issues, but also adds further layers of complex-

ity, for example assumptions made in relation to needs and responsibil-

ities and essentialist ideas about women’s ‘natural’ capacities. Real, fleshy

maternal bodies are also hard to ignore in any analysis of women becom-

ing mothers, yet the trap of essentialism lurks at every turn. The irony of

motherhood is that ‘on the one hand it is an unutterably personal array of

experiences’ yet it is largely lived out and measured in the public sphere

(Chase and Rogers, 2001). The context, then, is key as we make sense of

experiences for ourselves – to maintain ontological security – and produce

accounts for others; the two not necessarily being the same thing. The

ways in which our understandings of mothering and motherhood in the

West are powerfully shaped by bodies of expert, authoritative knowledge

and associated practices and their continued grip will also be revisited.

For example, what can the experiences of women living in other cultures

tell us about cultural scripts in the West? The complex interplay between

technology, perceptions of progress and different ways of knowing about

women’s (reproductive) bodies in an increasingly globalised world also

requires further comment. Finally, the methodological issues arising from

the work, and the ways in which a narrative approach may only serve to

reproduce a modernist subject, will be considered.

Reflexivity and motherhood

What does a focus on transition to first-time motherhood tell us about

reflexivity in late modernity? Theories of reflexive modernity have

focused on rapid transformations leading to detraditionalisation. The

certainties that once were assumed – including gender fates – can no

longer be so conceived. Rather, late modernity is characterised by uncer-

tainty, heightened perceptions of risk, a demise in trust in experts asso-

ciated with a greater imperative to make our selves, reflexively (Giddens,

1991; Lupton, 1999; Adkins, 2002). Social theorists have used the term

‘reflexivity’ to describe both ‘structural reflexivity’ and ‘self-reflexivity’

and it is the latter which is of concern here. The question posed through-

out the book has been ‘how do women make sense of motherhood?’ and a

focus on self-reflexivity can help us to see the ways in which this is
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engaged with. In her critique of aspects of reflexive modernity, Adkins

notes that self-reflexivity is where ‘agency reflects on itself and there is

increased self-monitoring’ and that this takes place as a response to rapid

transformations, the demise of ‘structural forms of determination and the

‘‘unleashing’’ of agency from structure’ (2002:14–15). A response to

these changes has, it is argued, led to greater emphasis on individuals

and their capacity to make themselves. This occurs as we are all increas-

ingly freed from the strictures of rules and particular ways of being and

behaving.

But whilst some aspects of theories of reflexive modernity are attractive

and have resonance for our understanding of women’s experiences of

becoming mothers, others do not. This is because they do not sufficiently

take account of the continuities and changes that shape women’s lives.

For example, mothering continues to be evaluated in morally under-

pinned ways, yet at the same time there have been dramatic changes in

family formations. This means that in relation to childbearing and

mothering, women now have much less first-hand experience than pre-

vious generations as families have fewer children and live in more geo-

graphically dispersed ways. In this context, women do not possess the

experiential knowledge to enable them to confidently make individual

decisions. Rather, they increasingly look to expert bodies of knowledge

and expert practices to guide them through this period of uncertainty.

The demise, then, of expert authoritative knowledge may ‘be more

apparent than real’ (Lawler, 2000:19). Similarly, as noted earlier, the

history of obstetrics in the West is one of separation and women have

become increasingly separated from knowing their bodies (Rothman,

1992, cited in Davis-Floyd and Davis, 1997; Lupton, 1994). So in the

case of reproduction, childbirth and mothering, women are ‘not increas-

ingly free from the rules, expectations, and forms of authority associated

with modernity’ (Adkins, 2002:16). This is because at the root of these

experiences and relationships is a continued moral and cultural impera-

tive to act responsibly towards our (even unborn) children. In relation to

becoming a mother, and the contexts in which motherhood is lived out,

women’s agency has not been freed from structure but rather structural

and material concerns continue to shape expectations and experiences,

albeit patterning them in different and unequal ways. In chapter 1 it was

noted that self-reflexivity is not universally experienced. This is not

because individuals or some groups lack the capacity to be reflexive, but

rather because of more pressing material and structural concerns in a life,

for example in the case of those living a hand-to-mouth existence in

extreme poverty in Bangladesh. Lash makes a similar observation and

asks ‘just how reflexive is it possible for a single mother in an urban ghetto
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to be?. . . just how much freedom from the ‘‘necessity’’ of ‘‘structure’’

and structural poverty does this ghetto mother have to construct her

own ‘‘life narratives’’?’ (Lash, 1994:120). Yet this is not to deny certain

groups agency, but once again to reiterate the need to take account of

the material and structural contexts which pattern lives in different

and unequal ways. The women whose journeys into motherhood we

have followed across this book identified themselves predominately

as ‘middle class’. According to Lash’s critique of the reflexive

modernisation thesis, this group could be seen as ‘reflexivity winners’ in

comparison with the single mothers in the urban ghetto he draws our

attention to, who would be ‘reflexivity losers’. Yet Adkins poses the more

fundamental question of ‘how is it that so many women are reflexivity

losers’, drawing our attention to the ways in which theories of reflexivity

have largely ignored its highly gendered dimensions (2002:38, emphasis

added).

My argument, then, is that in late modernity we can discern practices of

self-reflexivity over and beyond intrinsic reflexivity, but that it is practised

in different ways and circumstances and, importantly, may be heightened

by some life events or changes. Transition to first-time motherhood is one

such life event. For some this is experienced as a period of heightened and

intensified reflexivity as attempts to assert or retain individuality and

control in a life are made. This is because of the changes – both bodily

and in terms of a shifting sense of self – that have to be accommodated

as transition is experienced, and new responsibilities and identities made

sense of. Indeed, it may be that self-reflexivity is more intensively prac-

tised when embodied aspects of identity and gender are challenged. Real,

fleshy maternal bodies are hard to ignore, and the materiality of bodies

needs to be taken account of in how we reflexively make ourselves. As

noted earlier, both Giddens and Beck have been criticised in their writing

on reflexivity. This is because of their failure to take account of dimen-

sions of gendered and embodied identity and for producing masculinist

and ‘overly cognitive or rationalistic understanding of the late modern self

and human action’ (Adkins, 2002:36). So, we may reflexively make sense

of our changing selves, but always from positions that are gendered and

embodied, and in the context of practices that are culturally embedded

and morally underpinned. We do not make sense of our selves, or exercise

agency as mothers from within a vacuum, but rather from gendered

positions in complex lives, shaped by material and structural

circumstances.

One aspect of reflexivity which was clearly practised in the women’s

accounts of transition to motherhood was ‘self-monitoring’. But this

practice was not undertaken because rules no longer exist to guide action,
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although the circumstances in which we mother have changed. Rather,

self-monitoring arises in response to the continued dominance of morally

underpinned discourses of ‘good mothering’, which influence what can

and cannot be said in relation to our dependent children. Although

practices of self-governance shift over time ‘the ideal of performing an

individualised biography’ – ‘living ones’ own life’ – is in sharp conflict

with the conventional expectation of ‘being there for others’ and this is

particularly the case in relation to mothering (Adkins, 2002:45).

Gendered notions of responsibilities are hard to escape and these are

further compounded by perceptions of risk. Ironically, these have become

heightened as scientific developments apparently offer us greater cer-

tainty, for example in relation to the viability and progress of a pregnancy,

than was possible at any time previously. Perceptions of risk and acting

responsibly help to explain women’s engagement with hierarchical forms

of expert, authoritative knowledge and medical practices, and how these

have come to dominate in the West and shape available cultural scripts.

Clearly, then, there are limitations in theories of reflexive modernity, not

least of which is a failure by some to take sufficient account of the ways in

which reflexivity is gendered, embodied and materially and structurally

patterned. In her work ‘Gender, Habitus and the Field’, McNay (1999)

has drawn attention to these particular limitations in some accounts of

reflexivity, arguing that they ‘reproduce the disembodied and disem-

bedded subject of masculinist thought’ (1999:95). But she also goes

further to reject notions of reflexivity as arising from a generalised capa-

city of individuals in response to the rapid transformations of late mod-

ernity. Rather, she argues that subjects’ reflexivity ‘arises unevenly from

their embeddedness within differing sets of power relations’ (1999:110).

My argument, however, is that there is a generalised capacity but that it is

contingent on the material and structural conditions in which individuals

live their lives. Therefore it is differently and unequally realised, and

practised in different ways.

Narratives

The communicating of meanings that we give to our actions, and the ways

in which these are made sense of, through some level of reflexive engage-

ment – intrinsic or more intensive – are the constituents of the narratives

that we produce about ourselves and present to others. We are, then, both

the actor and the author (MacIntyre, 1981). Attention was drawn to the

links between narrative construction and social identity in chapter 1. The

narratives produced by the women in this book show the ways in which

we can use accounts strategically to present versions of our selves, for
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example, as coping mothers and competent workers, and how these

accounts are, over time, revised and re-edited. This again may be a

heightened practice when going through and making sense of a period

of personal transition, especially one which is lived out in a moral context

and involves embodied changes that shape the ways in which we feel able

to present particular versions of our selves. Holstein and Gubrium have

noted that ‘there’s a persistent interplay between what is available for

conveying a story and how a particular narrative unfolds in practice; it’s

from this interplay that both self coherence and diversity develop’

(2000:107). Yet in relation to mothering this ‘interplay’ is circumscribed

in particularly perplexing ways. These draw upon essentialist ideas of

women’s natural capacities to mother and a limited repertoire of possible

ways of talking about experiences, which do not fit essentialist story lines.

In the early postnatal interviews, for example (chapter 4), the women

produced accounts of coping and meeting their children’s needs.

However, many of them revised these versions of their early mothering

experiences in the final interviews, or the end-of-study questionnaire,

saying that they had not actually felt that they were coping or feeling

maternal in the ways they had expected and voiced at the time. Life events

can offer new narrative opportunities, and ‘the resources available for

constructing identity’ become enhanced as a result. However, these

remain circumscribed in particular ways in relation to mothering prac-

tices and obdurate constructions of motherhood (Holstein and Gubrium,

2000:116). So, we make sense of experiences and produce and present

accounts of our selves through narrative construction. Yet narratives can

be reworked and selves be experienced as tenuous, and this is especially so

in relation to periods of personal transition such as becoming a mother.

Making sense, and producing individualised biographies of our selves as

new mothers, can be a particularly confusing path to tread, as we juggle

how we think we should feel – and are probably expected to feel – and how

we actually feel.

Selves and bodies

What, then, can the focus on transition to first-time motherhood taken

in this book contribute to debates on selves in late modernity? How

are selves constituted, experienced, made sense of and presented to

others through transition, anticipating and preparing for motherhood

and doing mothering? Are different selves discernible and how are these

incorporated into existing ‘schemas of self understanding’? (Lawler,

2000:57–8). It was argued at the outset that some readings of the self

did not take sufficient, or any, account of embodied, gendered and
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embedded dimensions of selves. Similarly, that the contexts in which

selves are experienced, made sense of and presented have often been

overlooked. It was also acknowledged that any discussion of selves and

mothering necessarily involves engaging with ‘fleshy, sensate bodies’ and

that this, almost unavoidably, takes us into the tricky terrain that encom-

passes essentialism (Jackson and Scott, 2001:9). In the discussion around

selves that follows, which draws on the empirical data presented in the

previous chapters, some distinctions between these contested ways of

being in the world will be made. How are selves configured and under-

stood in late modernity and what do the women’s accounts of transition

add to the debate?

Facets of a self – embodiment, material and fleshy bodies – in relation

to motherhood can be seen to appeal to essentialist ideas of how selves

are constituted, that is, as core, pre-existent and biologically given and

determined. Indeed, in many ways the women in this book anticipated

that they would instinctively and naturally know how to mother – clearly

drawing on essentialist ideas. These ideas, then, shape professional prac-

tices and bleed into women’s expectations of what their own mothering

will be like. Similarly, when we talk of meeting needs and having a sense

of responsibilities in relation to our dependent children, essentialism

lurks close by. However, we can avoid falling into essentialist explan-

ations because meeting needs is a gendered, conventional expectation,

an expectation which is embedded in particular cultural constructions of

needs and responsibilities and associated gendered practices. These

are then reinforced and reproduced in different ways in different societies

rather than biologically determined. For example, some of the women

in the study were concerned and confused because they felt they might

be thought to have borrowed or ‘pinched’ their children or had not

‘bonded’ with their child as they had expected, that is, they did not

instinctively feel like mothers in the ways they had expected. These are

complex and highly contested debates that will endure, particularly

in relation to women and motherhood. For example, if we return to

McNay’s work cited earlier, she critiques aspects of theories of reflexive

modernity because they fail to take account of aspects of identity which

are ‘pre-reflexive, unconscious and entrenched’ and cites maternal feel-

ings as an example of these (1999:103). Yet this stance appears to take

us perilously close to essentialist claims in relation to women and their

bodies. The sense of aspects of an identity, or self as ‘entrenched’,

is appealing as it relates to what I refer to as practised and recognisable.

But the disentangling of what is unconscious and what is socially con-

structed lies at the heart of these debates. For me, the idea of an entrenched

and enduring self fits with the women’s goal of ‘getting back to normal’
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and regaining a sense of a pre-baby recognisable and practised self: some-

thing that for some was only felt to have been achieved once they

had returned to work. Yet the idea of maternal feelings as unconscious

is more complicated. Clearly a sense of love and all the associated emotions

that we (usually) come to feel for a child are embedded in more than

a veneer of reflexivity or a well-managed performance of mothering.

However, this should not necessarily lead us into assuming unconscious

or pre-reflexive maternal feelings. This is because it is the dependency of

a child, and our culturally shaped expectations of meeting needs and

having responsibilities to and for our children, that lead us to a relationship

of love, which as a mother (or father) may be experienced immediately

or only gradually acquired. But that is not to doubt or undermine the

deep and all-encompassing dimensions of this relationship: we need only

imagine the almost unimaginable experience of the death of a child

to confirm the profound, poignant and enduring dimensions of the

relationship.

For most of the women, the selves we eventually see them develop,

across the accounts collected in this book, are social selves as mothers.

These are constructed and understood in relation to others and

contingent on past experiences, for example their old, recognisable and

practised selves in the world of work. These emerge through practice

and gradually making sense of initially perplexing and confusing experi-

ences when mothering is not found to be instinctive. Eventually, a social

self as a mother becomes incorporated into existing schemas of

self-understanding. This ontological shift enables previous narratives,

premised on essentialist versions of selfhood and constructed to satisfy

what they thought they should be feeling and saying (remember the

limited repertoire of available story lines that characterise this period

and the risk of being labelled as not coping and, as Diana feared, having

your baby taken from you), to be revoked and revised. Importantly,

without the longitudinal dimensions of the research these shifts in how

selves as mothers are understood, made sense of over time and narrated

would have been lost. A focus just on the early postnatal interviews at

six weeks after the birth of their children would have left us with a sense

of the women having overcome some early difficulties and mothering

now ‘coming naturally’. The development of a social self as a mother is

also linked to social action. Here we return to concerns expressed earlier

in relation to performing a self as a mother. In chapter 1 it was noted

that whilst the performative nature of self is emphasised in Goffman’s

work, the complexities of putting on and maintaining a performance as

mothers warranted further consideration and it is to this that we now

turn.
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In their work, both Goffman and Giddens have been criticised for

failing to take sufficient account of embodied and gendered dimensions

of social action and presentation of self. Jackson and Scott have drawn

attention to Goffman’s social stage where ‘embodied actors are ever

present’ but lament his lack of attention to the fleshy materiality of

‘sensual, visceral’ bodies (2001:11). Similarly, there is also a lack of

attention to the moral context in which as pregnant women and mothers

we understand and perform our selves, and the ways in which perform-

ances are shaped by wider, public expectations. This moral context also

has implications for social action – where and how as new mothers we feel

able to competently and confidently present our selves – to do mothering.

Crucially for me, being a mother is always more than performing and

playing a part. This is not because of some essentialist connection to

mothering that women have. Rather it is because of a context, which as

noted earlier, circumscribes a cultural and moral imperative that mothers

act responsibly in relation to their children, identifying and meeting

needs. Practised over time, this for most women leads to the development

of a deeply felt, loving relationship. The cultural ‘props’, as Goffman

might call them, for a performance of mothering – baby, pram, changing

bag – are not enough in this moral climate because when performing or

‘doing’ mothering a cursory, or amateurish, performance is not sufficient,

although it might initially be managed in this way. Rather doing and

performing mothering requires time to master. It involves a relationship

and connection to our children which is developed through practice and

interaction, rather than being experienced as innate. Doing mothering in

public places, then, can be particularly daunting for the new mother.

Although she has the props, she has not yet become practised, and a

poor performance is ultimately risky. Remember back to the profound

accounts of some of the women when they ventured out in the early weeks

with their babies and felt they had been ‘found out’ (chapter 5). Or those

who confined themselves to the perceived safety of the home, where

doing mothering could not be so publicly evaluated. The link between

social isolation and ‘postnatal depression’ was highlighted earlier

(Mauthner, 1995: 2002; Nicolson, 1998). Yet restricting social action

in the public sphere appears a rational response to the demands that are

placed on women as they try out, and come to terms with, early mothering

experiences. If women knew this was a rational response and that others

were feeling similarly, and could share their experiences of normal

‘unnatural’ feelings, we would go some way towards breaking down the

old myths of motherhood (again remember in chapter 5 how friends

Helen and Diana were experiencing just these feelings but felt unable to

voice them to each other).
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Selves, then, are interactionally and at some level reflexively experi-

enced, narrated and practised, yet are circumscribed in particular ways.

As Holstein and Gubrium have noted, ‘selves don’t simply ‘‘pop out’’ of

social interaction. Nor does just anything go (and) while culture cannot

specify the actual working details of the self, it does provide a broad

outline for the possibilities’ (2000:12–13). For example, remember

back to the cultural scripts explored in chapter 2. My argument, however,

is that in relation to mothering in the West, the possibilities are narrowly

focused and there is a limited repertoire of story lines in which to locate

unexpected and confusing experiences, and that this has implications for

understanding and practising mothering and motherhood. In time, and

as elements of control are regained, individual strategies of resistance can

be employed. For example, women feel able to challenge expert construc-

tions of childrearing practices and may produce counter-narratives whose

plot lines are not those found in the narrowly focused ‘possibilities’ that

equate to the ‘good mothering’ narrative (Garcia Coll et al., 1998). The

passage of time also offers the possibility for (some) women to assert their

individuality, through experiencing different dimensions of their selves,

for example through a return to work; as Abigail said, ‘I do like being a

professional person and myself.’ Selves, then, are not just performing,

reflexive entities. Rather they are more complex than that, embedded in

particular individual histories and cultures and inextricably bound with,

and emanating from, corporeal, fleshy, sensate bodies. Yet in relation to

mothering and motherhood our ideas of our selves as mothers, which are

reinforced by our changing maternal bodies which have to be managed,

continue to be confounded by the myths which obdurately shape our

expectations and silence early experiences.

Motherhood, myths and late modernity

It is clear, then, that women continue to come to motherhood with

expectations which do not match their early mothering experiences.

The myths which continue to shape these expectations in many

Western societies are the co-productions of health professionals, authori-

tative medical knowledge and other mothers. These in turn are perpetu-

ated by new mothers themselves, as they feel unable to voice their own,

sometimes difficult, experiences of early mothering which are not felt to

be instinctive, and therefore are thought to be abnormal. Yet it is not the

mothering per se that is the problem, although it may be initially difficult

and confusing, but rather the ways in which mothering and motherhood

are configured and culturally scripted in the West. This shapes what can

and cannot be said about our experiences. The contradictions that
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women can experience on becoming mothers have been repeatedly noted

over many years; for example, Oakley, writing more than twenty years

ago, commented on the ‘prized and necessary occupation’ that mothering

was, yet noting ‘at the same time it is the most socially undervalued

occupation of all’ (1993:92). And such contradictions may have dee-

pened as many women’s lives in the West have changed, and now increas-

ingly involve paid work outside the home. Yet other aspects of women’s

lives remain unchanged, for example cultural assumptions around mater-

nal responsibilities and caring. A key factor in the configuration of

motherhood continues to centre on gendered assumptions of who cares

for children. As Evans has recently noted, ‘science may have created new

forms of reproduction, but so far it has failed to offer a form of childcare

unchanged for centuries and across cultures: the primary care of children

by women’ (Evans, 2003:62). In the West the private responsibility for

childcare is usually a solitary one, unlike other cultures where siblings and

other family members are often involved. Indeed, is mothering a more

lonely and isolating experience than in previous times? Have changes in

family size, more complicated living arrangements and greater geogra-

phical mobility translated into women caring in more solitary ways than

women in previous generations? Certainly, many of the women found the

doing of mothering lonely, and seeking support from other mothers out-

side the home only served to confirm them in their decisions to return to

work: mothering was not enough for them. As Clare, a teacher, said, ‘I

still sort of want to get a part of my life back and not just talk nappies . . . it
wasn’t really me going to parent–toddler groups all the time . . . I mean

when I’m at work I’m more my old self.’ Again, it is important to note

that ‘choices’, particularly in relation to work outside the home, do not

exist in the same way for all women who are mothers and ‘that women’s

choices about fertility and participation in the labour market are often

very far from free’ (Evans, 2003:65; Segura, 1994; Duncan and Edwards,

1999). Similarly, individual experiences are diverse and women who are

able to ‘choose’ not to work but opt for intensive, full-time mothering

construct their experiences in different ways, where mothering is

accepted as a primary role. For example, in an earlier chapter, Sheila

drew on such discourses to justify her decision not to work outside the

home, saying, ‘I really want to be there for them, the old-fashioned style

isn’t it?’’

The debates which have occupied feminists and others over many years

around ‘the uniqueness of women’s embodied experience and the desire

to deny that any such uniqueness exists’ continue, and progress can feel

slow (Lupton, 1994:131). Key to these debates have been attempts to

delineate what it is that mothers do, what represents meeting children’s
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needs and how maternal responsibilities are constructed and played out.

The ways in which ‘conceptualisations of children’s needs’ feed into

powerful and dominant constructions of maternal responsibilities and

mother–child relationships and good mothering in late modernity has

provided a particular focus in recent research (Duncan and Edwards,

1999:126). Clearly, the often taken for granted association between

children’s needs and maternal responsibilities, emanating from essen-

tialist ideas about women’s natural capacities to nurture and care for

others, provides a difficult context in which to make sense of early

mothering experiences: a context that in late modernity is morally

inscribed and closely bound up with risk and responsibility. Being

responsible for a new baby, and finding that you do not instinctively

know what to do, is a daunting situation and the women in this book

looked to others to share the responsibility. In this climate it is little

surprise that women feel unable to risk talking about these early experi-

ences and may only voice them – and in so doing challenge constructions

of maternal responsibilities – once they have developed mothering skills

through practice.

In an earlier chapter, Rothman eloquently drew our attention to ‘the

history of Western obstetrics’ being a ‘history of technologies of separ-

ation’, noting that ‘it is very very hard to conceptually put back together

that which medicine has rendered asunder’ (Rothman, 1992 cited in

Davis-Floyd and Davis, 1997:315). This theme of separation highlighted

through the processes of medicalisation, characterises contemporary,

Western constructions of mothering and motherhood at many levels. It

inscribes individual experiences and dominant discourses, and it is diffi-

cult to see how we go back, how we repair and make good the connections

once again: indeed, how far would women even regard this as desirable?

In many ways, as noted earlier in chapter 2, this would involve moving to

a more consensual model of authoritative knowledge. But this again raises

the question of how willing women would be to relinquish, or change, the

relationships they have with those they perceive to be experts. The focus

on cultural scripts and associated practises explored in chapter 2 illumin-

ated the differences, and indeed some similarities, in women’s expect-

ations and corresponding experiences. In the West, women come to

mothering knowing less about their bodies and usually with little or no

first-hand experience, because of the changing patterns in how we now

live. The average family size in the UK, for example, is predicted to be

1.74 children per woman born in, or after, 1985 ( Socia l Trends, 2003).

This trend is echoed across other Western countries. Women have

become further separated from knowing their bodies or the practices

associated with childbirth because experts have managed preparation
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and birth occurs for most in hospitals, a practice now largely accepted as

‘normal’ and ‘natural’. Heightened perceptions of risk further separate

women from feeling able to take decisions without recourse to the experts

who they look to – either to share or take – responsibility. As Peggy

commented in an earlier chapter, ‘don’t keep giving me decisions to

make, I don’t know, I’ve not done this before.’ Many women have greater

possibilities in their lives in comparison with previous generations, for

example in relation to education and employment. However, these serve

to emphasise their non-expert status in relation to mothering and mother-

hood, which they tend to come to – if at all – later in life, adding a further

dimension to experiences of separation. So, in many ways heightened

perceptions of risk, and not being skilled in mothering, can be seen to

explain ‘rational’ behaviours of seeking out professional expert advice, of

colluding with expert, authoritative knowledge. Yet ironically the prac-

tices and procedures that characterise Western hierarchical forms of

authoritative knowledge further separate us from knowing our bodies.

Does this context make it harder to reveal difficult experiences in the early

postnatal period when the expectation – previously shared by the women

and the experts – that women will instinctively know how to mother is

found to be misplaced? Certainly it can lead to confusion and a reassess-

ment of what has gone before. But again, how far are such concerns

shared with other women who may not have experienced control in

their lives, for example through having similar educational opportunities

and career choices, or experienced individuality in the same ways?

Whatever the differences in life experiences – and clearly these are

inscribed by class, gender and cultural location – the overriding concern

here is with the ways in which motherhood is currently configured in the

West. Although individual responses to its configuration will differ within

and between different groups of women, this should not preclude us from

continuing to challenge its more oppressive dimensions.

So, in the early twenty-first century, changes in the ways we live have

led to new challenges to conceptualisations of motherhood, maternal

bodies, women and selves: and some dominant themes persist. For

example, obdurate constructions of children’s needs and mother’s

responsibilities in many Western cultures remain. These continue to be

reinforced through the processes of medicalisation, policy initiatives and

legal statute; see for example the ‘Unborn Victims of Violence Act’

recently passed in the USA (March 2004). Yet as much research has

now indicated, medicalisation and hierarchical forms of authoritative

knowledge are accepted and widely engaged with by most women in the

West as they become mothers, although they may later come to challenge

aspects of them. Indeed, ‘unlearning deeply ingrained beliefs, skilfully
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implanted, is never a quick or painless process’ (Tew, 1998:384). So,

what can we learn from the ways in which reproduction, childbirth and

motherhood are currently constructed in the West when we turn our gaze

to women’s reproductive rights and experiences in other parts of the

world? Earlier, in chapter 2, the contours of cultural scripts and different

ways of knowing in relation to reproduction and childbirth were explored.

This provided an important backdrop against which to compare Western

practices and experiences, to see how we have got to where we are. We

now turn to consider how perceptions of development and progress, in

the context of an increasingly globalised world, are played out in relation

to reproduction and childbirth in other parts of the world. Once again,

just as in the debates around essentialism, this requires us to negotiate a

sensitive and tricky path.

Progress, authoritative knowledge and women’s lives

Earlier in this book the question of how we can move towards a more

collaborative, consensual model of authoritative knowledge, in which

different types of knowledge can be accommodated and shared, was

posed. This question arose in chapter 2 in the context of mapping differ-

ent cultural practices in relation to childbearing and motherhood.

According to Jordan this was, and remains, ‘the challenge for the future

of childbirth in the technologized western world, as well as in the develop-

ing countries of the third world’ (1997:73). As noted at the time, this

quest is particularly challenging because of the complex interplay

between technology, perceptions of progress and different ways of know-

ing, all of which are set within an increasingly globalised world, where

boundaries are more fluid than at any time before. It requires us to discern

between liberating and oppressive dimensions of what constitutes pro-

gress, and importantly, whose voices are heard and/or count in the dis-

cussions. It also requires us to once again note the problems explored

earlier in this chapter in relation to reflexivity and priorities in lives, to take

account of how lives are differently affected by material and structural

circumstances, and intersected by class and caste position and gendered

inequalities. In many ways here the discussions do not hinge on construc-

tions of maternal responsibilities and good mothering but on the more

profound concerns of maternal and child mortality rates and supporting

women’s reproductive (and human) rights. But there are huge challenges

in trying to achieve this, not least assuming that Western notions

of individuality, selfhood and personhood – the Western modernist sub-

ject – can be translated, or have relevance to the lives of others in different

parts of the world. Similarly, there are dangers inherent in translating
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‘basic rights across society and culture, even when as seemingly blameless

as promoting the citizenship rights of women and children’ and clearly

reproductive rights and associated practices are equally difficult terrain

(Scheper-Hughes and Sargent, 1998:7). Yet many developing countries

aspire to patterns of development and progress they discern in the West.

To return to a section from much earlier in the book, where I described the

birth of my first daughter and interpreting for the ‘bewildered’ Bangladeshi

woman in the next bed (chapter 2), what to me seemed culturally baffling

and bewildering for her, might for her have been regarded as progress,

although still bewildering and far removed from the very different experi-

ences she would have had giving birth in Bangladesh. For her husband and

family, a hospital birth would almost certainly have been regarded as

progress, largely because it would be perceived to be safe. Yet in the

West wholesale hospitalisation for childbirth has mostly led to increased

interventions, including rapidly increasing caesarean rates and a ‘mistaken

hypothesis’ that caesarean rates are responsible for a decrease in perinatal

mortality rates (Tew, 1998:171).

Clearly we need to be ‘suspicious of a simple universal solution’ in

relation to improving the lives of women and their children in developing

countries. It is important to caution against development in terms of

reproductive rights and childbirth being unquestioningly equated with

increasing numbers of hospital births (Scheper-Hughes and Sargent,

1998:4). But the question remains of how we move to more consensual

forms of authoritative knowledge in relation to reproduction and child-

birth, how we avoid the medicalisation and pathologising of childbirth

and motherhood and provide all women with real choices in relation to

their reproductive health. Certainly in those societies characterised by

more horizontal forms of authoritative knowledge, and where technology

has not largely replaced more embodied, experiential ways of knowing,

there remains the opportunity to build more collaborative and inclusive

models of authoritative knowledge. But, ironically, whilst we question

how we can ‘conceptually put back together that which medicine has

rendered asunder’ in the West, in other parts of the world, much more

fundamental concerns exist for many women related to survival. Which is

not to say our quest in the West is wrong or misplaced, but both to point

to the differences in concerns between developing countries and those in

the West, and to highlight the difficulties of translating concerns from,

and between, countries (see chapter 2). In many ways there has never

been a more urgent need to try to tread a pathway between such polarised

positions, to seek more consensual models of authoritative knowledge

that relate to women’s lives in meaningful, culturally and locally relevant

ways. Certainly, it is not the case that the West has all the answers, indeed
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far from it; we only need look to patterns of Western behaviours and their

associated problems now adopted and discernible in many developing

countries to confirm this. For example, reproductive health problems

recently documented in the Solomon Islands note an increasing inci-

dence of sexually transmitted diseases, teenage pregnancies and problems

of HIV/AIDS. They also note an increase in unprotected sexual activity

among young people together with more alcohol and substance abuse

and the emergence of organised prostitution rings. Is this the price of

progress? When I lived in the Solomon Islands more than twenty years

ago betel nut was the locally grown and harvested ‘narcotic’ of choice,

resulting in red and numb lips and teeth but not organised prostitution

rings. In particular, the emergence of organised prostitution rings implies

oppression in some form, or at the very least a lack of choices in women’s

lives. For me it invokes a view, long held amongst feminists in the West,

that ‘patriarchal (and racist and classist) societies have devalued, con-

trolled, or appropriated women’s reproductive capacities’, which is not a

description I would have used to describe the Solomon Islands when I

lived there all those years ago (Chase and Rogers, 2001:11). Indeed, as

noted earlier in chapter 2, at that time patriarchy was not a dominant,

organising feature in the society. In contrast, patriarchy was identified as,

and continues to be, a defining feature of society in Bangladesh.

In the intervening years since I lived and worked in Bangladesh, ‘mak-

ing motherhood safer’ has been a declared aim of many aid organisations.

Yet maternal mortality continues to be high. According to recent UN

figures three women die every hour due to pregnancy-related complica-

tions. These figures provide a sobering indicator and reminder of the

continued inequity in women’s lives in Bangladesh. And indeed, figures

may actually be higher, as not all incidences of maternal mortality are

reported. For example, the families of unmarried teenage girls who might

die as a result of an abortion are unlikely to report the death because of the

associated shame. Clearly, these untimely deaths are not just a conse-

quence of a lack of available health care, but rather the result of the

coming together of social, cultural and economic factors. As we saw in

chapter 2, childbearing has been one area in the lives of Bangladeshi

women from which men are largely excluded and in which women have

‘control’. But ‘control’ is always limited by the conditions and circum-

stances in which it is experienced. In this highly patriarchal society,

deeply ingrained religious and cultural ideas of male and female differ-

ence circumscribe women’s lives and ‘choices’ in particularly unequal

ways. An example of this is the poor levels of literacy that continue

amongst women. Only one third of school-age girls attend school, and

it is estimated that half of all girls will marry and begin having children
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before they reach the age of eighteen years. For Bangladeshi women,

then, choices remain very limited and stand in stark contrast to those

we have seen utilised by the women in the previous three chapters. Yet

mapping the different cultural terrains of reproduction, childbirth and

motherhood enables us to see the cultural differences and sometimes the

similarities. It has become even more important as the processes of

globalisation increasingly influence individual lives and spread across

and between cultures and countries. Such work enables us to learn from

the practices in other cultures, for example, in relation to the ways in

which childrearing practices are differently organised, and maternal

responsibilities differently conceived. The scripts and discourses drawn

upon by the women in the previous chapters stand in contrast to

those available to Bangladeshi women. There is also a need to urge

caution in relation to the ways in which legitimacy can be given to

particular practices, which then become accepted as ‘natural’. That is,

we need to learn from our own experiences of medicalisation in the West

to reflect on how particular practices have come to be unquestioningly

accepted whilst others have been relinquished. Moving on from these

important global concerns, it is now to the lives of individuals in the West

we return, focusing on the debates around narratives and subjectivity.

Narratives and the modernist subject

A key concern in this book has been to explore the ways in which

reflexivity is a feature of changing lives, heightened through particular

life events in late modernity and more discernible amongst certain groups

in the West. Linked to this, the narrative approach taken has sought to

explore how individuals actively construct and reconstruct narratives

reflexively in the process of making sense and presenting their selves.

Yet, ironically, one of the threads that runs across the chapters of this

book relates to what can and cannot be said about mothering and

motherhood. There is some irony, then, that what I have attempted to

do is capture women’s accounts of transition, through a focus on narra-

tives, in the knowledge that only particular versions of experiences will, or

indeed apparently can be voiced (see for example the exchange with

Abigail in chapter 6, page 124). But of course all research is circum-

scribed in various ways. The empirical data in this book illustrates the

ways in which women draw upon the limited repertoire of story lines

available to them in the West in the context of late modernity. Further, it

shows how these are strategically used to present versions of a changing,

and sometimes tenuous, sense of self as transition to motherhood is

experienced and made sense of. It also shows how eventually the
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repertoire of narrowly focused story lines can be challenged and counter-

narratives produced. And of course it is not just the limited story lines that

shape the types of individual narratives that can be constructed in an

interview, even a relatively unstructured one. The interview is a social

interaction, the questions asked will in some ways shape the responses

given, and the materials gathered are a co-production. The interpretation

of those materials continues to rest with the researcher, although more

recently alternative research practises have been advocated in relation to

the greater involvement of participants in aspects of the interpretation

process (Birch and Miller, 2002). Clearly, as researchers we have a

responsibility to give credible and trustworthy accounts of our research,

especially when it involves us in narrating ‘the narrations of others’ as is

the case in this book (Andrews, 2000:3). Indeed, I ‘tried out’ my develop-

ing ideas as the research unfolded on the women participating in the

study. I have also used lengthy extracts so that their voices can be seen

and heard; nevertheless, the final product rests on my interpretations, for

which I am accountable.

This leads us to consider how far qualitative research methods in

general, and the sort of narrative approach taken here, serve only to

reproduce the modernist subject. It has recently been argued that the

‘interaction in the research interview tends to elicit presentations of self

which largely conform to dominant cultural forms because of the implicit

expectations that shape the interview process’ (Alldred and Gillies,

2002:146). In the West this presupposes and reproduces a model of

the individual as ‘bounded, rational and autonomous’ ( ibid., 2002:146).

These arguments are of course closely bound up with those discussed

earlier in relation to reflexivity, and how far a generalised capacity for

reflexivity exists and is experienced and embedded in (un) equal ways.

Taking a narrative approach of course assumes some capacity for reflex-

ivity, as does all qualitative, interview-based, research. It assumes that

as individuals we have stories to tell, but clearly the enterprise of gathering

materials in such circumstances is more complex than this statement

might suggest. As we have seen across the chapters of this book, reflex-

ively making sense and producing culturally recognisable, and socially

acceptable, narratives of becoming a mother initially involves drawing

on a limited repertoire of possible story lines and is further shaped by

women increasingly having little or no first-hand experience of mothering

or motherhood against which to weigh these up. Clearly, then, the quali-

tative, or in-depth interview, invites constructions of selves that are

recognisable, and in turn participants (mostly) produce accounts that

draw on what they perceive to be culturally and socially acceptable ways

of talking about their experiences. It is clear that as researchers ‘we elicit
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performances of self in which radical difference is suppressed by virtue

of contemporary understandings of research’ (Alldred and Gillies,

2002:147). Yet to break out of this culturally configured way of exploring

personal experiences requires more than just a rethinking of the research

process. It necessitates a fundamental re-evaluation of Western models

of selfhood and reflexivity, well beyond the scope of the work in this

book, but certainly food for thought. Working with a Western model of

selfhood, the research focus taken here has shown how participants

have expectations of the interview encounter (not always met – remember

Faye’s surprise that I did not produce a questionnaire? chapter 4, page

67), how they initially present what they perceive to be appropriate

accounts of mothering, only retrospectively disclosing different versions

of their experiences. Strategies of self-governance in the interview

encounter (and beyond) also shape how, and what, and when, experi-

ences of transition to motherhood and mothering are voiced.

Other factors clearly influence the interview encounter. The fact that I

was a researcher who had intimate experience of the topic under study – I

am the biological mother of three children – will also have shaped the

ways in which women presented their experiences to me. This was

especially so during the early antenatal interviews. Recall, for example,

how in chapter 5 Felicity talks of feeling let down because I had not told

her exactly what giving birth could be like. As a mother I must surely have

known – and of course I did. In fact, I side-stepped this question from the

women in all the antenatal interviews, saying that it was different for

everyone, which it would be. Ironically, by doing this, I was contributing

to the conspiracy of silence that so often exists around the pain of labour

and childbirth. For others my experience as a mother was regarded as

having a positive affect on the research design; for example in the end-of-

study questionnaire, Diana wrote:

I thought the interviews were timed to perfection, possibly because the researcher
was a mother herself and therefore understood the amazing swing of emotions
during that very short period . . . in relation to life before baby, once you have
accepted that the life you are now living is yours – not someone else’s, and that the
baby is here to stay. (end-of-study questionnaire)

Qualitative research methods in general, and research focusing on

narrative construction in particular, assume, then, a modernist subject

with a capacity for reflexivity. I am aware that by inviting individuals to

narrate their experiences this may lead them to reflect in ways that they

may otherwise not have done: to engage in heightened reflexivity, even to

experience the research encounter as ‘therapeutic’ (Birch and Miller,

2000). Also, as I have earlier argued, periods of personal transition such
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as becoming a mother may in any case heighten reflexive practice as we

make sense of our changing maternal bodies and selves and associated

experiences. Some extracts taken from interview transcripts and the

end-of-study questionnaires demonstrate this and once again reinforce

ideas of reproducing the reflexive, modernist subject:

I’ll think about all these questions and I’ll think, you know, God, I haven’t
asked myself that, and you know, how is life going to change, and . . . I have,
I’ve thought about it, but not really asked myself, you know. (Lillian: inter-
view transcript)

The interviews themselves were extremely adept at making me consider
certain issues and feelings which I might otherwise have dismissed. It was
also fascinating to look back at the way in which I had responded in previous
interviews and then to consider my changing views and feelings. It also
helped me to rationalise my otherwise irrational thought processes. (Diana:
end-of-study questionnaire)

I found the interviews very thought provoking and good for myself because it gave
me time to sit and reflect on my life and also to see how my views changed once
babies arrived. (Sheila: end-of-study questionnaire)

At the third interview I didn’t recognise any of my answers to the second one . . . I
always thought of lots of things I’d wanted to say after the interview was finished,
but of course had forgotten them completely by the next interview. (Peggy: end-
of-study questionnaire)

I remember when, you know, I was in hospital and things, I thought, oh, I’ll have
to tell Tina this, I’ll have to tell Tina that. (Philippa: interview transcript)

Clearly the interviews – or anticipation of subsequent interviews – were a

catalyst for the women, provoking some to be (more) sensitive to the pro-

cesses in which they were caught up, to reflect in ways they might otherwise

not have done about their experiences of transition. The timing of interviews

was also a clear factor in how accounts were constructed and presented. As

Sarah informed me in one interview, I had got her on a ‘good day’:

SARAH: And you have caught me on a good day.

TINA: Oh right, and that, so what is a bad day like?

SARAH: I just wander round moping.

Similarly, in the following extract, Felicity’s comment on the timing of

the interviews again illuminates the tenuous dimensions of the modernist

subject:

I mean, it would have been really different because, I remember thinking after I’d
had Harry in subsequent days and I thought if Tina came and spoke to me and
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asked me these questions now about how the birth was, it would have just been so
awful. (early postnatal interview)

A further important dimension of the research that provides the empir-

ical data for much of this book was that it was longitudinal, following

women through a year in their lives. This meant that over time, I had the

opportunity to develop relationships with the women, to receive news

about their babies and to be a small part of this significant period in their

lives. This will almost certainly have contributed to the ways in which the

women felt able to voice their experiences to me in the later interviews.

Interestingly, though, it was the cold, objective research tool that was the

end-of-study questionnaire, posted out to the women after the final inter-

view, that elicited some of the most heartfelt comments about how they

had really felt at times during the interviews.

It is clear, then, that taking a narrative approach in order to research

individual experience implicitly and/or explicitly presumes a modernist

subject. The interview does not just ‘look in upon but actively serve(s) to

produce modern subjects’ through inviting and assuming reflexivity

(Alldred and Gillies, 2002:146). But if this approach is applied longi-

tudinally, it can illuminate the ways in which Western assumptions or

understandings of individuals as ‘bounded, rational and autonomous’ are

misplaced as the tenuous (and entrenched) dimensions of schemas of

self-understanding are played out. Rather than such an approach ‘rein-

force the centrality and superiority of this Western model of the self’

(Alldred and Gillies, 2002:147), it can challenge such assumptions and

contribute to debates on how selves are constituted, understood and

maintained in late modernity. Similarly, reflection on the research

encounter and any awkward lapses experienced in the interview can be

illuminating and challenge our assumptions as researchers. Remember,

for example, Faye saying to me in her first interview ‘I’m not very good on

words and things like that’ (chapter 4). At the outset, then, my intention

was to create a space, through informal and friendly interviews, in which

women would (hopefully) feel able to talk about any, or all, of their

feelings and experiences, as they journeyed into motherhood. Yet this

space, the interview, was already circumscribed by the limited cultural

story lines or scripts which shape expectations and experiences of child-

bearing in the West. For example, in her end-of-study questionnaire,

Helen reflects back on the early postnatal interview and talks of my

(unintentional) concentration on her emotional state,

In the second interview it was one of the first times anyone had taken so much
time in concentrating on my emotional state (even more than the health visitor) –
but I now realise that I was not being 100 per cent honest with my answers and
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was too eager to attempt to create a feeling of control, relaxation and total
happiness and contentment. In fact I was feeling quite disorientated and out of
control.

Of course Helen could not have risked revealing how she had been

really feeling at that time, and I was naı̈ve to presume that I could create

a space in which such things could be voiced – at that time. Yet this again

serves to reinforce the moral climate that exists around mothering and

motherhood. It confirms how hard it is to reveal what are felt to be

difficult ‘unnatural’ – but actually quite widely shared – experiences of

early mothering. Certainly, later interviews offered the possibility of

producing counter-narratives encompassing more challenging story

lines.

All research involves ethical considerations and there have been many

in my work. One I am most acutely aware of and feel responsibility

for is that of the ethics of raising expectations, in some ways ‘conscious-

ness-raising’. In the end-of-study questionnaire, Sarah wrote, ‘I hope my

input will be able to help others’, and Linda also hoped that her input

(and bravery in voicing her very difficult experiences, see chapter 6)

would help ‘in enlightening us all, that we are allowed to feel the way

we do’. My concerns arising from this are twofold. The first is that I am

aware of the difficulty of enabling women’s voices to be heard, and that

this research can only make a small, albeit timely, contribution to much

needed debates that prioritise women’s voices. Arendell has recently

drawn attention to the need for ‘more attention to . . .mothers’ own

voices’ (2000:1202) and Brook has also noted that ‘discourses of preg-

nancy and childbirth from the perspectives of pregnant women them-

selves are limited and usually invisible’ (1999:41). The approach taken in

this book goes some way to addressing their concerns. However, one

research project will not in and of itself allow women more generally to

‘feel the way they do’ – and more importantly feel able to openly talk

about their feelings. But it might in a very small way help, for example by

changing the practices of a midwife or other health professional who reads

the book. My second concern is that the women’s accounts be dismissed

as relativist and therefore of little consequence in certain arenas within

the social sciences. Although I will not rehearse here the ways in which

a ‘relativist despair’ is avoided (see for example Edwards and Ribbens,

1998), my response to this, and noted earlier, is that ‘somewhere behind

all this story telling there are real active, embodied, impassioned lives’

(Plummer, 1995:170). These lives are worthy of our scrutiny as social

scientists and help us in theorising the connections and dissonances

between individual lives and experiences and wider social and cultural

contexts.
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Conclusion

Making sense of motherhood is both complicated and at some level

intrinsic, and practised in different ways, in different material and struc-

tural circumstances by different women. A focus on transition to mother-

hood requires us to engage with essentialist ideas of a core, biologically

determined self. Yet this focus illuminates the ways in which selves are

gendered and embodied, enduring and tenuous. When instinctive know-

ledge about mothering is found to be absent, it is a social self as mother

which women gradually acquire, through practise and meeting the needs

of their child. But difficult experiences may be concealed whilst this is

achieved. The time taken to feel competent in the practices and skills of

mothering vary, and by focusing on maternal practices as a dimension of

making sense of motherhood the intention is not to universalise women’s

experiences, although clearly there are some common threads. In the

West the backdrop against which women make sense of their transition

to motherhood continues to circumscribe the mothering relationship in

particular cultural, social and moral ways. The conventional and gen-

dered expectation of being there for others continues to be hard to escape.

This can make disclosure of what are felt to be unnatural difficulties as

early mothering experiences unfold, too risky to voice. Yet concealing

experiences helps to perpetuate the old myths of motherhood, and so the

cycle goes on and women continue to come to motherhood with unreal-

istic expectations. It is not, then, the mothering per se that is the problem,

although it may be initially difficult and confusing. Rather, the problem

emanates from the ways in which mothering and motherhood are config-

ured in the West, which in turn shapes what can and cannot be said about

our experiences. It is, then, the narrowly focused and limited repertoire

of possible story lines that exist around mothering that we urgently need

to challenge.
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